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1 Introduction
The interaction between hadrons is one of the most inter-
esting topics among the basic subjects since the very be-
ginning of the discoveries of hadrons. Due to its relatively
easy access, the nucleon–nucleon (NN) interaction played
historically the key roˆle. The theoretical works at low en-
ergies constructed either purely phenomenological interac-
tion potentials or potentials based on the meson–exchange
picture initiated by Yukawa [1]. A good description of the
NN interaction is of paramount importance since it is
the basic ingredient for the understanding of the nuclear
world. There has been a recent theoretical progress to de-
rive the nuclear force potential from quantum chromody-
namics (QCD) using Lattice QCD techniques. It success-
fully reproduced long–range attraction and short–range
repulsion at the same time.
Effective field theories (EFTs) provide a crucial test
for analyzing the properties and interactions of hadrons
and nuclei. The theories that describe low–energy hadron
physics embody the symmetries of the underlying theory,
QCD, in effective Lagragians for the relevant degrees of
freedom, such as pions, photons and nucleons: they lead
to systematic expansions of observables in ratios of low–
energy to high–energy scales, making it possible to esti-
mate the uncertainties in their predictions and to system-
atically improve the accuracy of the pertinent calculations.
Chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) is the most impor-
tant of these for low–energy hadronic and nuclear physics.
It embodies the approximate SU(2)R×SU(2)L symmetry
of QCD, which is a consequence of the very small current
masses of the u and d quarks. Pions are, to a good approx-
imation, the Goldstone bosons that arise from the spon-
taneous breaking of this symmetry by the condensation
of quark–antiquark pairs in the QCD vacuum. The small
mass of the pions and the weakness of their interactions
at low–energy are all consequences of this symmetry and
are embodied in the effective Lagrangian of ChPT. Ex-
tensions of the theory can describe heavy particles, such
as nucleons or D or B mesons interacting with pions. En-
larging the symmetry to SU(3)R×SU(3)L leads to EFTs
that include strange particles.
EFTs can be used to connect different experimental
observables within the symmetries of QCD. Increasingly,
they are also being used to relate experimental observables
to quantities that can be calculated using the methods of
Lattice QCD.
Considerable progress has been made in the deriva-
tion of nuclear forces from chiral EFT. Although there
is still an on–going debate about the renormalisation of
these forces and the resulting expansion scheme, in prac-
tice very successful potentials have been constructed using
Weinberg’s original scheme at order–Q4 or N3LO. They
provide an accurate representation of two–body scatter-
ing data and are currently being used as input to ab ini-
tio nuclear structure calculations, using, for example, the
no–core shell model or the coupled cluster method. In ad-
dition, EFT provides a consistent framework for the con-
struction of three– and four–body interactions and also ef-
fective electroweak current operators. Calculations of light
nuclei show that these three–body forces are essential for
an accurate description of their binding energies.
These techniques are now being extended to hyperon–
nucleon (Y N) and hyperon–hyperon (Y Y ) forces. The
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longest–range parts of these interactions arise from pion–
exchange and so they can be calculated using the same chi-
ral EFT. Here the smaller scattering lengths and weaker
pion–hyperon coupling mean that the Weinberg’s expan-
sion scheme is appropriate.
A relevant agreement from theoreticians is the strong
request of more experimental data on the Y N and Y Y
interactions. At present, the experimental data on the
ΛN and ΣN interactions consist of not more than 850
spin–averaged scattering events, in the momentum region
from 200 to 1500 MeV/c, while no data is available for
Y Y scattering. The low–energy data, in particular, fail to
adequately define even the sizes of the dominant s–wave
spin–triplet and spin–singlet scattering lengths and effec-
tive ranges.
Due to the inherent difficulty in obtaining precise di-
rect experimental data with beams of low momentum (200-
400 MeV/c) hyperons due to their short life, the only way
to obtain such data is that of performing experiments
on nuclear systems which bind one or more hyperons,
i.e. Hypernuclei. The possibility of exploiting in different
ways the Pauli principle for complex systems composed
by many nucleons and one or more hyperons is the key
issue for obtaining reliable and precise data.
In the last decade, spectroscopy of Λ–Hypernuclei sho-
wed an impressive step forward in determining the en-
ergy levels of nearly all p–shell Hypernuclei both by γ–ray
spectroscopy from the decay of low–lying excited states
and by missing mass measurements with magnetic spec-
trometers at KEK (SKS), JLab (Hall A and Hall C) and
LNF–INFN (FINUDA). A ΛN effective interaction which
is expressed by five strength parameters was introduced
and determined for the first time from a fit of γ–ray data
on p–shell Hypernuclei: of particular relevance, we men-
tion the extraction of the spin–spin term in the ΛN in-
teraction. In the spectroscopy of Λ–Hypernuclei the Pauli
principle plays the crucial roˆle that all the possible states
of the Λ in the many–body system are allowed, contrarily
to nucleons. For this reason, the calculation of the quan-
tum numbers of Hypernuclei is fully reliable.
In addition to information on the strong Y N interac-
tion, Hypernuclei may give access to experimental infor-
mation, not otherwise accessible, on the weak Y N interac-
tion by their decays, in particular the non–mesonic decay.
A free Λ decays almost at 100% into a pion and a nucleon,
with a release of kinetic energy of about 5 MeV to the nu-
cleon, corresponding to a final momentum of about 100
MeV/c. The situation changes dramatically when the Λ is
embedded in a nucleus, since the nucleon of the mesonic
decay is emitted with a momentum which is much smaller
than the nucleon Fermi momentum kF ∼ 280 MeV/c.
The Pauli principle acts now in the opposite way and the
pionic decay modes are strongly hindered in all but the
lightest Hypernuclei. However, new non–mesonic weak de-
cay (NMWD) modes are switched on and are due to the
weak interaction of the Λ with one nucleon of the medium
(Λn→ nn, Λp→ np). The above weak decay reactions are
possible only in Hypernuclei, thanks to the stability of the
Λ against the mesonic weak decay due to the Pauli block-
ing and to the impossibility of strong interaction processes
involving the hyperon due to Strangeness conservation.
The study of the NMWD is of fundamental impor-
tance, since it provides primary means of exploring the
four–baryon, strangeness changing, weak interactions. The
non–mesonic process resembles the weak ∆S = 0 NN →
NN interaction, which was studied experimentally in pari-
ty–violatingNN scattering. However, the ΛN → nN two–
body interaction mode offers more information, since it
can explore both the parity–conserving and the parity–
violating sectors of the ∆S = 1 weak four–baryon interac-
tion. In the NN system, the strong force masks the signal
of the weak parity–conserving part of the interaction.
In addition, the large momentum transfer in NMWD
processes implies that they probe short distances and might
therefore explore the roˆle of explicit quark/gluon substruc-
tures of the baryons. It is also possible to envisage in a
nuclear medium a weak interaction of a Λ with two cor-
related nucleons, ΛNN → nNN . It appears then that an
exhaustive study of the weak interaction in Hypernuclei
needs a big amount of correlated information from a very
systematic and coordinated series of measurements. After
several decades during which the experimental informa-
tion was scarce, due to the hardness of the measurements,
in the last years some very interesting new measurements
were carried out. For NMWD, coincidence measurements
of nucleon pairs emitted in quasi back–to–back kinematics
performed at KEK provided values of the observables in
agreement with the most updated theoretical calculations.
The spectroscopic study of the proton distributions
from NMWD of all the p–shell Hypernuclei carried out
at DAΦNE–LNF allowed to ascertain experimentally the
existence of the ΛNN → NNN weak interaction, whose
contribution to the total NMWD width turned out to be
non–negligible. The NMWD of Hypernuclei may be con-
sidered, literally, as the first and more spectacular exam-
ple of nuclear medium modifications of the properties of
an hadron. However with this definition or more concisely
with nuclear medium modifications we intend today the
changes of the mass and width of a strong interacting par-
ticle when produced inside a nucleus.
Theory predicts strong modifications of the kaon and
antikaon properties in a dense hadronic environment. While
a repulsive kaon–nucleus potential of a few tens of MeV is
predicted for the K+, the potential could be attractive up
to 100 MeV or more for the K−, depending on the model.
A broadening is also predicted for the antikaon. Note that
in the case of the strange mesons, no clean decay channel
can be used to access directly their in–medium mass and
width. The data taken so far, mostly based on the study
of the yield under different kinematics and geometrical
conditions (flow pattern) are well explained by transport
models who consistently lead to a repulsive K+N poten-
tial, as predicted by QCD based calculations. The case of
the K− meson is especially difficult because strangeness
exchange reactions considerably disturb the already weak
signals. More theoretical work, taking into account off–
shell dynamics, is severely needed here.
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Recently, a quite unexpected observation related to
the production of Hypernuclei by K− at rest on nuclei
at LNF–DAΦNE was reported. The mesonless absorption
of K− at rest by 2, 3, 4 nucleons in light nuclei occurs with
similar and quite high rates (10−3/stopped K−). Rates of
a similar order of magnitude were found only for the pro-
duction of some Hypernuclear states (12Λ C). This fact sug-
gests that the absorption of K− at rest should lead to the
formation of some intermediate state(s), decaying at rest
into back–to–back correlated pairs, Λp, Λd and Λt for 2, 3
and 4 nucleon absorption, respectively. These states could
be the so–called AntiKaon Nuclear Clusters (AKNC), i.e.,
states in which a K (K−) is strongly bound to few nucle-
ons. A phenomenological approach to this problem pre-
dicted for these systems a large binding energy (more than
100 MeV) with narrow width (20-30 MeV) and a density
that should be several times larger than the normal nu-
clear density. The determination of the invariant mass of
the Λp back–to–back correlated events seems to confirm
the existence of the AKNCs, but this conclusion must be
strengthened by other experiments with better statistics.
The study of nuclear and hadronic systems with strange-
ness –including hyperonic atoms, Hypernuclei, kaonic atoms
and nuclei, exotic hadronic states such as strangelets, H-
dibaryons and pentaquark baryons, compact stars and
the phenomenon of strangeness production in heavy–ion
collisions– has attracted great interest and experienced
major advances in the last years [2, 3]. Nowadays, one can
safely say that strangeness nuclear physics plays a major
roˆle in modern nuclear and hadronic physics and involves
important connections with astrophysical processes and
observables as well as with QCD.
In the present paper we critically review some selected
topics in strangeness nuclear physics, including produc-
tion, structure and weak decays of Λ–Hypernuclei and the
controversial issue of kaonic nuclear states. We discuss the
present status of these issues from both the experimental
and theoretical viewpoints. We shall point out the most
recent achievements but also some flaws in the present
understanding. The key experimental aspects and the cal-
culations that must be considered in the near future will
be discussed.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we sum-
marize the most important issues concerning general prop-
erties of Hypernuclei: the production reactions and the
evolution of the experimental facilities for Λ–Hypernuclei
are described in details. In Section 3 we discuss the re-
cent results on Hypernuclear spectroscopy and their rele-
vance on the study of the baryon–baryon strong interac-
tion. In Section 4 we discuss the recent results on Hyper-
nuclear weak decays and their relevance on the study of
the baryon–baryon weak interaction. In Section 5 we de-
scribe recent experimental results on an unexpected high
rate of mesonless multinucleon absorption of stopped K−,
with hints on the possible existence of exotic Antikaon Nu-
clear aggregates. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude with a
critical summary of the last achievements of strangeness
nuclear physics, with hints on the key measurements and
calculations that must be carried out in order to achieve
the final results so far anticipated.
2 Basic Issues of Hypernuclear Physics
In the present Section we discuss general properties of
strangeness −1 and −2 Hypernuclei with emphasis on the
production reactions and the development of the facilities
in the experimental study of Λ–Hypernuclei.
2.1 General properties of Hypernuclei and relevance
for other fields
Hypernuclei are bound nuclear systems of non–strange
and strange baryons. On the one hand, studies on the
production mechanism and the structure of Hypernuclei
[4, 5] are of interest since they provide indications on the
Y–N and Y–Y strong interactions which cannot be de-
termined from the difficult scattering experiments. Hy-
pernuclear (strangeness–violating) weak decay is on the
other hand the only available tool to acquire knowledge
on strangeness–changing weak baryon interactions [6]. The
mentioned strong and weak interactions, whose determi-
nation requires the solution of complex many–body prob-
lems, have a direct connection with astrophysics: they
are important inputs when investigating the composition
and macroscopic properties (masses and radii) of compact
stars, their thermal evolution and stability [7]. Moreover,
interactions involving hyperons are also relevant in the
physics of heavy–ion collisions, whose main purpose is the
study of the nuclear equation of state, the possible phase
transition from hadronic matter to a quark–gluon plasma
and the modification of hadron properties in dense strong
interacting matter.
Among Hypernuclei, the most known and long stud-
ied are Λ–Hypernuclei, in which a Λ hyperon replaces a
nucleon of the nucleus; they are indicated by the suffix Λ
preceding the usual notation of nuclei: AΛZ. Λ–Hypernuclei
are stable at the nuclear time scale (10−23 s) since the Λ
particle, the lightest of the hyperons, maintains its iden-
tity even if embedded in a system of other nucleons, the
only strong interaction which conserves strangeness and
is allowed being, in fact, ΛN scattering. Similarly, two
Λ’s may stick to a nuclear core, forming the so–called
double Λ–Hypernuclei, indicated by the symbol AΛΛZ. Σ–
Hypernuclei do not exist, at least as nuclear systems sur-
viving for times longer than 10−23 s. The reason is that
the strongΣN → ΛN conversion reaction occurring in nu-
clei prevents the observation of narrow Σ nuclear states
as for Λ–Hypernuclei. A similar situation occurs for Ξ−–
Hypernuclei, whose importance lies in the fact that the
strong conversion reaction Ξ− p → ΛΛ in nuclei may be
used as a breeder for the formation of ΛΛ–Hypernuclei.
We may also think of Ω−–Hypernuclei, possibly breeders
of 3Λ–Hypernuclei through a sequence of the two strong
conversion reactions: Ω−n→ ΛΞ−, Ξ−p→ ΛΛ occurring
in the same nucleus.
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A series of experiments (BNL, KEK, JLab, FINUDA)
and calculations [8] clearly showed the hyperon single–
particle structure of light to heavy Λ–Hypernuclei (from
5
ΛHe to
208
Λ Pb) and a substantial part of the energy level
structure (spin–doublets, spin–orbit separations, etc) of s–
and p–shell Λ–Hypernuclei. This enabled us to obtain im-
portant information on the Λ–nucleus mean potential and
on the spin–dependence of the ΛN interaction. The next
generation of high–precision spectroscopy experiments of
Λ–Hypernuclei is under preparation at J–PARC and JLab.
Analyses [9, 10] ofΣ formation spectra in the (K−, pi±)
[11] and (pi+,K+) reactions [12, 13] showed that the Σ–
nucleus potential has a substantial isospin–dependence and,
with the exception of very light systems, is repulsive: ReVΣ(ρ0)
∼ +(10-50) MeV, ρ0 = 0.17 fm−3 being the normal den-
sity of nuclear matter. The ΣN → ΛN conversion width
is theoretically evaluated to be of about 30 MeV for a Σ
in nuclear matter at normal density (see for instance the
ΣN G–matrix calculation of Ref. [14]). We note that re-
pulsive values for the Σ–nucleus potential can be obtained
theoretically [14] only in calculations with the most re-
cent Nijmegen Y N potentials, ESC08, [15] or with quark–
cluster models [16], thanks to the particular modeling of
the short–range part of the ΛN interaction provided by
these approaches. We note that the construction of the
repulsive core part of the ESC08 potentials was guided by
quark–cluster model studies. The only quasibound state
of a Σ in a nucleus has been observed in 4ΣHe. By using
an isospin decomposition of the hyperon–nucleus poten-
tial, one has VΣ = V
0
Σ + V
1
ΣTA · tΣ/A, V 0Σ and V 1Σ being
the isoscalar and isovector potentials, respectively. Phe-
nomenologically, one has positive values for both ReV 0Σ
and ReV 1Σ , which produces the above–mentioned repul-
sion. However, for a nuclear core with N < Z and small
A, the isovector term produces a significant attraction and
can bind the Σ in 4ΣHe.
Despite their implications on the possible existence of
dibaryon states and multi–strangeness Hypernuclei and
on the study of compact stars, much less is known for
strangeness −2 Hypernuclei [2, 3]. We have very little phe-
nomenological information on the Ξ–nucleus potential VΞ :
fits performed on an inclusive (K−,K+) production ex-
periment [17] provided a shallow potential, ReVΞ(ρ0) ∼
−14 MeV. This experiment is interpreted as the forma-
tion of a Ξ− bound state in 12Ξ−Be. Coulomb–assisted Ξ
−
bound states are expected for medium and heavy Hyper-
nuclei. In calculations based on ΞN NSC89 and NSC97
Nijmegen potentials, the Ξ–nucleus potential turns out
to be repulsive; only the recent ESC04 and ESC08 mod-
els were constructed to provide an attractive Ξ–nucleus
potential [15]. The existence of the strong Ξ−p→ ΛΛ re-
action makes Ξ–Hypernuclei unstable with respect to the
strong interaction. According to ΞN G–matrix calcula-
tions in nuclear matter at normal density [14], the width
of the Ξ−p→ ΛΛ conversion reaction is of about 3-8 MeV
for the NSC08 interaction model but can be as large as
15 MeV for the NSC04 model, thus making it difficult
the experimental investigation of the level structure of Ξ–
Hypernuclei in the latter case. Recently, an experiment to
study the spectroscopy of 12Ξ−Be via the (K
−,K+) reac-
tion on 12C target has been approved at J–PARC [18] as
a first priority. Valuable information on the S=-2 baryon-
baryon interaction will be obtained with a high resolution
magnetic spectrometer; the first experimental results will
also stimulate further theoretical work.
Only a few ΛΛ–Hypernuclei events have been studied
experimentally up to date. In recent KEK experiments,
4
ΛΛH,
6
ΛΛHe and
10
ΛΛBe have been identified, while less un-
ambiguous events were recorded for 6ΛΛHe and
10
ΛΛBe in the
60’s and for 13ΛΛB in the early 90’s [19]. The recent obser-
vations imply a weak and attractive ΛΛ interaction, i.e., a
bond energy ∆BΛΛ(
6
ΛΛHe) ≡ BΛΛ(6ΛΛHe) − 2BΛ(5ΛHe) =
(0.67± 0.16) MeV for the so–called NAGARA event [20].
However, this indication may not be conclusive, as it has
not yet been possible to interpret with certainty all the
old events consistently with the NAGARA event. Theo-
retical approaches to the structure of strangeness −2 nu-
clear systems have been proposed using various models.
Small and attractive ΛΛ bond energies can be obtained
by the NSC89, NSC97 and ESC04 and ESC08 Nijmegen
Y Y models in three–body 2Λ + core calculations based
on a ΛΛ and Λ N G–matrix interaction [14, 15]. However,
the microscopic calculation of Ref. [21], based on realis-
tic NSC97 ΛN and ΛΛ interactions, provided values of
the bond energy which are smaller than the experimen-
tal value for the NAGARA event. Future experiments on
strangeness−2 Hypernuclei will be carried out at J–PARC
and FAIR (PANDA Collaboration).
We note that information derived from Hypernuclear
structure have important implication in the study of com-
pact astrophysical objects. The composition and equation
of state of supernovae and neutron star cores sensitively
depend on the hyperon content and are poorly known
at present: these properties are mainly controlled by the
depths of the hyperon–nucleus mean field potentials VY (ρ)
at high densities ρ. Various scenarios can be envisaged
which correspond to different hyperon compositions and
influence observable properties such as the mass–radius
relation, the maximum mass and the temperature of neu-
tron stars. Hyperons and hyperon interactions are also
important in the study of failed supernovae. These stars
evolve by first collapsing into proto–neutrons stars, which
have very high density and temperature. The appearance
of hyperons in failed supernovae makes the equation of
state of the proto–neutron star softer and triggers a sec-
ond collapse which finally ends with the formation of a
black hole [22]. The black hole formation can be studied
by detecting neutrino bursts on Earth originated in the
failed supernova collapse. The duration of neutrino bursts
becomes shorter in the presence of hyperons: this could
allow one to probe the hyperon content in failed super-
novae.
Concerning the weak decay, for Λ–Hypernuclei one has
the mesonic mode, Λ → piN , which resembles what hap-
pens to the Λ in the free space, and the so–called non–
mesonic mode, with channels ΛN → nN , ΛNN → nNN ,
etc, which can only occur in nuclear systems. Nowadays, a
good agreement has been reached between the theoretical
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description and the experimental data on the mesonic de-
cay of Λ–Hypernuclei. Because of the Pauli blocking on the
final nucleon, the mesonic decay is disfavored for medium
and (especially) heavy Hypernuclei (say from 12Λ C). Inno-
vative experiments (KEK, FINUDA) on non–mesonic de-
cay of Λ–Hypernuclei, which dominates for medium and
heavy Hypernuclei, have been performed in recent times
[23–27]. These advances were accompanied by the advent
of elaborated theoretical models (a variety of both finite
nucleus and nuclear matter approaches) and allowed us to
reach a reasonable agreement between data and predic-
tions for the non–mesonic rate ΓNM, the ratio Γn/Γp ≡
Γ (Λn → nn)/Γ (Λp → np) between the neutron and the
proton–induced decay rates and the intrinsic asymmetry
parameter aΛ for the decay of polarized Hypernuclei. How-
ever, discrepancies between theory and experiment (and
in some case even between different experiments) are still
present for the emission spectra involving protons [28, 29].
This could signal an imperfect implementation of final
state interaction effects in the theoretical and/or exper-
imental analyses. Furthermore, it is still unclear the roˆle
played in the non–mesonic decay by the ∆–baryon reso-
nance and by possible violations of the ∆I = 1/2 rule on
the isospin change. New experiments on non–mesonic de-
cay will be carried out at J–PARC, GSI and FAIR (HypHI
Collaboration), while new analyses are expected also from
FINUDA.
No data is available on the Λ–induced Λ decays which
are possible in ΛΛ–Hypernuclei: ΛΛ → Λn, ΛΛ → Σ−p,
ΛΛ→ Σ0n (∆S = 1) and ΛΛ→ nn (∆S = 2), apart from
the claim for the observation of a single event at KEK [30].
Only a couple of predictions (in disagreement with each
other) are available for such interesting strangeness–chan-
ging processes [31, 32]. Realistic calculation of these decays
could also provide important hints on the possible exis-
tence of the H–dibaryon. Moreover, a reliable calculation
will be important in the design of future experiments at
J–PARC and FAIR (PANDA Collaboration), where the
corresponding processes could be observed for the first
time.
Finally, we note that also Hypernuclear non–mesonic
weak decay has a relevant impact on the physics of dense
stars. The equilibrium between NN → ΛN and ΛN →
NN non–mesonic weak processes is expected to be ex-
tremely important for explaining the stability of rotating
neutron stars with respect to the emission of gravitational
waves [7]. The fundamental property which controls the
stability of a neutron star is the viscosity, which domi-
nantly depends on non–mesonic weak processes involving
hyperons. Other related hyperon–induced weak interac-
tions (the so–called Urca processes) provide a relevant
contribution to the cooling mechanism of neutron stars.
The occurrence of hyperon superfluidity is indispensable
for this hyperon cooling scenario to be consistent with
the observations of cold neutron stars. In particular, the
weakly attractive ΛΛ interaction derived from the men-
tioned NAGARA event turned out to affect very much
the hyperon cooling scenario [33].
2.2 Production of Hypernuclei and Experimental
Facilities
2.2.1 The most used reactions for production of Hypernuclei
The first observation of an Hypernucleus (or more pre-
cisely an Hyperfragment) is due to Danysz and Pniewski
in 1953 [34], by analyzing the events recorded by a stack of
photographic emulsions exposed to the cosmic radiation at
about 26 km from the Earth surface with a balloon. Up to
early ’70 visualizing techniques (photographic emulsions,
but also bubble chambers filled with 4He or heavy liquids)
were the experimental tool used to study the properties of
Hypernuclei. Cosmic rays and afterward K− beams were
employed for producing Hypernuclei. Notwithstanding the
inherent difficulty of this technique (low statistics), the ba-
sic features of Hypernuclear Physics and more generally
of Strangeness Nuclear Physics (production, decay modes,
inclusive spectra of charged particles) were assessed. 20
Hypernuclear species were unambiguously identified by
the kinematic analysis of the disintegration star. In par-
ticular measurements were performed of the Λ binding
energy, BΛ, of the
A
ΛZ Hypernuclear ground state, defined
as:
BΛ = Mcore +MΛ −Mhyp (1)
where Mcore is the mass of the
(A−1)Z nucleus well known
from Nuclear Physics, MΛ is the Λ Hyperon mass and
Mhyp is the measured
A
ΛZ Hypernuclear mass. It was found
that BΛ varies linearly with A, with a slope of around 1
MeV/ (unit of A), saturating at about 27 MeV for heavy
Hypernuclei. This result is the most important from the
emulsion era and even today, in spite of the tremendous
experimental effort on the magnetic spectrometers that
we will discuss later, the BΛ from the emulsion technique
are the most precise and serve as a reference, due to their
extraordinary precision.
From 1972 two–body reactions producing Λ on a nu-
clear target were studied. The two–body reactions that
led to practically all the present bulk of experimental in-
formation are the following.
1. The “Strangeness Exchange” reaction:
K− +N → Λ+ pi (2)
exploited mainly in the K−+n→ Λ+pi− charge state,
for evident reasons of easiness in spectroscopizing the
pi final state. The reaction can be seen as a transfer
of the s–quark from the incident meson to the struck
baryon.
2. The “Associated Production” reaction:
pi+ + n→ Λ+K+. (3)
This reaction proceeds by the creation of a (ss¯) pair
by the incident meson.
3. The electroproduction of strangeness on protons in the
very forward direction:
e+ p→ e′ + Λ+K+ (4)
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Fig. 1. Kinematics of the reactions (2), (3) and photoproduction (5) for forward Λ emission (θL=0
◦). The momentum transferred
to the hyperon is plotted as a function of the incoming particle (K−,pi+ or γ) in the Laboratory system. From Ref. [5].
exploited quite recently. The virtual photons associ-
ated to the reaction (4) can be regarded as quasi–real
and reaction (4) is often rewritten as a two–body pho-
toproduction reaction:
γ + p→ Λ+K+ (5)
It must be noted that whereas with reactions (2) and
(3) it is possible to replace a neutron in the target nu-
cleus by a Λ, with reaction (4) a proton is replaced by a
Λ, and the neutron–rich mirror Hypernucleus is obtained
out from the same nuclear target. Just for example, with
reactions (2) and (3) on a 12C target 12Λ C is obtained, while
with reaction (4) 12Λ B is produced.
Each one of the aforesaid reactions has its own char-
acteristics in the elementary cross section, internal quan-
tum numbers transfer, momentum transfer, absorption of
incoming and outgoing particles in nuclear matter. The
most important parameter in determining the selectivity
of the different reactions is the momentum transfer. Fig-
ure 1 shows the momentum transferred to the Λ hyperon,
qY , as a function of the momentum of the projectile in
the laboratory frame, pLab, for reactions (2), (3) and (4)
at θLab = 0
◦. A striking kinematics difference appears: for
(2), which is exoenergetic with a Q value of ∼178 MeV,
there is a value of pLab (505 MeV/c), usually referred to
as “magic momentum” [35] for which qΛ vanishes and re-
coiless production takes place; for (3), which is endoen-
ergetic with a Q value of ∼ − 530 MeV, qΛ decreases
monotonically with pLab, staying always at values exceed-
ing 200 MeV/c. A further degree of freedom in selecting
qΛ is given by the detection angle of the produced meson.
It is important to notice that qΛ for (2) with K
− at rest
is not very different from that for (3).
In order to get insight on how the features of the
elementary reaction affect the production of Hypernuclei
in well defined states the impulse approximation may be
used. The two–body reaction t–matrix in the nuclear medi-
um is replaced by the free space t–matrix at the same in-
cident momentum and the differential cross section for the
reaction:
K−
pi+
}
+A Z→AΛ Z +
{
pi−
K+
(6)
may be written as
dσ(θ)/dΩL = ξ [dσ(θ)/dΩL]freeNeff(i→ f, θ). (7)
In (7) dσ(θ)/dΩL is the Lab. cross section for the pro-
duction of the Hypernucleus AΛZ in a given final state
f , ξ a kinematic factor arising from two–body to many–
body frame transformation, [dσ(θ)/dΩL]free the cross sec-
tion for the elementary (or free) reactions (2) and (3) and
Neff(i→ f, θ) the so–called “effective nucleon number”.
Eq. (7), simple and easy to understand, was used by
Bonazzola et al. [36] for the first time to describe the pro-
duction of Hypernuclei by the (K−, pi−) reaction at 390
MeV/c. All the complications and difficulties related to
the many–body strong interaction system are obviously
contained in the term Neff(i→ f, θ) (the Nuclear Physics
“black box”). In the simplest plane wave approximation
(PWA) Neff(i→ f, θ) can be written as
Neff(i→ f, θ) = (Clebsh−Gordan coefficients)× F (q),
(8)
in which F (q) is a form factor, related to q by simple rela-
tionships, at least in the frame of the independent particle
nuclear model.
PWA is only a rough approximation for describing Hy-
pernuclei production reactions and is unable to provide re-
liable values of the cross sections. A better insight is given
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by the Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation (DWIA).
The K and pi distorted waves are calculated separately
by solving the Klein–Gordon equation with the use of ap-
propriate optical potentials, conventionally taken propor-
tional to the nucleon density. DWIA calculations are quite
successful in describing the features of the production of
Hypernuclei by meson beams. A comprehensive and up-
dated account on this subject can be found in Ref. [37].
Similar theoretical considerations may be applied also
for describing the electroproduction of Hypernuclei by me-
ans of the elementary reaction (4), even though the rele-
vant expressions are somehow complicated by the three–
body final state kinematics and by the dynamics described
by the electromagnetic interaction. The relevant relation-
ships can be found, e.g., in Ref. [4] and in the recent paper
of Ref. [38].
From the above considerations and from figure 1 it
appears that, with the (K−, pi−) in–flight reaction, sub-
stitutional states of the Hypernucleus, obtained by con-
verting a neutron of the target nucleus into a Λ hyperon
in the same orbit and spin state with no orbital angular
momentum transfer, are preferentially populated. On the
other hand, the (pi+, K+) and (e, e’ K+) reactions and
also the (K−, pi−) reaction at rest transfer a significant
recoil momentum (200÷300 MeV/c) to the Hypernucleus,
and then several high–spin Hypernuclear states are pref-
erentially populated.
This feature is of paramount importance for Hyper-
nuclear Spectroscopy studies (see Sec. 3) and also for in-
vestigations on the Weak Decay, which occurs mainly for
Hypernuclei in the ground state (see Sec. 4). Furthermore,
since the spin–flip amplitudes in reactions (2) and (3) are
generally small, they populate mainly non spin-flip states
of Hypernuclei. On the contrary, since the amplitude for
reaction (4) has a sizable spin–flip component even at zero
degrees due to the spin 1 of the photon, both spin–flip
and spin–non–flip final Hypernuclear states may be popu-
lated in electroproduction. From the above considerations
it appears that in principle we have at disposal all the
tools needed for a complete study of all the Hypernuclei
we wish to investigate. In practice the experimenters have
to face many other constraints in designing their detec-
tors. They are:
a) the values of the cross sections for producing Hypernu-
clei with reactions (2), (3) and (4);
b) the presence of physical backgrounds in which the sig-
nals due to Hypernuclei formation could be blurred;
c) the intensity and energy resolution of the beams of pro-
jectiles (K−,pi+, e);
d) the availability of the above beams at the different Lab-
oratories, in competition with other experiments in Nu-
clear and Particle Physics.
A simple answer to question (a) is given by Fig. 2. It must
be noted that the production of Hypernuclei by means of
the (K−,pi) reaction with K− at rest is reported too on
a cross section scale, which is formally wrong since the
production by particles at rest is defined by a capture rate
and not by a cross section [5]. Unfortunately the intensities
and the qualities (point (c)) of the beams scale inversely
Fig. 2. Hypernuclear production cross section for typical re-
actions versus momentum transfer. From Ref. [5].
to the values of the production cross sections. The electron
beams were always excellent concerning the intensity and
the energy resolution. Unfortunately in the past years the
duty cycle of the machines was very low, and the small-
ness of the cross section joined to the need of measuring
the e’ and K+ from (4) in coincidence did not allow to
study the production of Hypernuclei. Only the advent of
CEBAF, a machine with an excellent duty cycle, allowed
the start up of experiments on Hypernuclei. The best pro-
jectiles for producing Hypernuclei, and in general Strange
Nuclei, are K−. Unfortunately the intensity of such sec-
ondary beams is quite low, and even worse is the quality
(contamination by pi−, energy spread). For these reasons
the magnetic spectrometers that were designed were quite
complicated and the running times needed to obtain ad-
equate statistics long. The powerful complex of machines
J–PARC, that was recently put into operation and for
which Strange Nuclei and Atoms Physics will be among
the top priorities, will allow a real breakthrough in this
field. Production of Hypernuclei by pion beams is midway
concerning both the cross sections and the quality of the
beams. For these reasons experiments using reaction (3)
performed mostly at KEK with the SKS spectrometer pro-
duced a great part of experimental information in the last
ten years by means of advanced state–of–art technologies
at an old machine, the KEK 12 GeV ProtonSynchrotron.
An overview of the measurements done with the SKS can
be found in Refs. [4].
A special discussion must be given in relation to the
use of the (K−, pi−) reaction at rest. Looking at Figures 1
and 2 this method seems easier to exploit, since no exper-
imental information on the momentum of the incoming
particle is needed. The main reason it has not been so
widely used stems in point (b). Taking again as an ex-
ample the production of 12Λ C from a
12C target through
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reaction (2) with K− at rest:
K−stop +
12 C →12Λ C + pi− (9)
at first sight one could think that the simple spectroscopy
of the pi− from (9) should be enough to get information on
the excitation spectrum of 12Λ C. The fastest pi
− should be
those related to the formation of 12Λ C in the ground state.
Unfortunately other processes following the capture of K−
at rest produce pi− with momenta even larger than those
from reactions like (9). The most dangerous for Hypernu-
clear spectroscopy is the capture of a K− by a correlated
(np) pair in the nucleus:
K− + (np)→ Σ− + p (10)
followed by the decay in flight of the Σ− into pi−+n.
This process leads to the production of pi− with a flat
momentum spectrum that extends beyond the kinematics
limit due to the two–body production of Hypernuclei. This
drawback was clearly understood in the first series of ex-
periments on Hypernuclei with K− at rest, done at KEK
[39], and the background reasonably modeled by accurate
simulations [40]. This circumstance generated ambiguity
on the subsequent experiments with K− at rest, described
in the following.
After the visualizing techniques era, in the early ’70s
the study of Hypernuclei was started by means of elec-
tronic techniques (magnetic spectrometers), following the
progress in the design of new intense K− beams and pio-
neering the use of the newly developed multiwire propor-
tional chambers [41]. However, the magnetic spectrome-
ters that were used by the different Groups were not de-
signed specifically and optimized for Hypernuclear Phy-
sics. The first measurement of the pi− spectra emitted from
K− capture at rest by 12C was performed by means of an
apparatus dedicated to the measurement of the Ke2 de-
cay, with some modifications of the target assembly and
the trigger [42]. The energy resolution of the Hypernuclear
energy levels was 6 MeV FWHM. A similar resolution was
attained in the first experiment on the production of Hy-
pernuclei with the reaction (2) in flight, at 390 MeV/c.
The apparatus was realized [43] specifically for the study
of the production of Hypernuclei, but using pre–existing
general purpose magnets. The energy resolution on the
Hypernuclear energy levels was about 6 MeV FWHM.
γ–rays spectra emitted from low–lying excited Hyper-
nuclear states were too measured from A = 4 systems in
a pilot experiment performed with NaI detectors [44] at
CERN. A double spectrometer for the study of the (K−,
pi−) reaction on some nuclear targets at 900 MeV/c was
assembled soon afterwards, always at CERN, again us-
ing pre–existing beam elements and magnets, providing a
better resolution (5 MeV) and cleaner spectra with higher
statistics [45].
The first magnetic spectrometer which was specifically
designed for Hypernuclear Physics, SPES 2, had a quite
funny story. It had a quite sophisticated and nice mag-
netic optics, and was assembled in 1976 and afterwards
used at the proton Synchrotron SATURNE in Saclay in
an attempt to produce Hypernuclei by the (p,p’ K+) three
body reaction in the forward direction on a nuclear tar-
get. Unfortunately the experiment failed, due to the over-
whelming background, but the spectrometer was so prop-
erly designed that, transported at CERN and installed at
a K− beam in 1978, produced an excellent amount of data
on Hypernuclear Physics by the (K−, pi−) reaction at 900
MeV/c [46].
A great step of quality in Hypernuclear Physics was
made possible by these experiments. Production of ex-
cited states was observed for several Hypernuclei, mostly
in the p–shell, and their quantum numbers determined in
some cases. These data constituted the input for several
theoretical investigations on the description of the Hy-
pernuclear excited states in terms of microscopic models
starting from the ΛN potential. The most important re-
sult from this series of measurements is the observation
that the spin–orbit term in the Λ–nucleus optical poten-
tial is consistent with zero. This conclusion was recently
questioned by recent experiments on heavier Hypernuclei,
but the original hypothesis of a very small value seems
still to be the more valid.
Looking at the very promising results obtained at CERN,
the BNL management decided to start a strong effort on
Hypernuclear Physics. The first step was to set–up a focus-
ing spectrometer system placed on a rotatable platform,
called Moby–Dick. A suitable beam–line was designed to
be operated in connection with the spectrometer.
From the late ’70 BNL produced an impressive set of
excellent data, practically on all the experimental aspects
of Hypernuclear Physics. The greater amount of data was
obtained by means of the (K−, pi−) reaction, thanks to the
fact that BNL had the better K beams in the world. How-
ever, BNL pioneered also to exploit the associated produc-
tion reaction (3) on nuclei in a very efficient and controlled
way. As a matter of fact, the spectra obtained on heavy
targets like 89Y showed for the first time, in a very im-
pressive way, the validity of the single particle model even
for the inner shells [47]. It is difficult to enumerate here all
the contributions to Hypernuclear Physics provided by the
BNL experiments, without omissions. They can be found,
e.g., in the review by Chrien [48]. BNL pioneered practi-
cally all the experimental techniques that are the basis for
the present and future installations, but did not perform
a systematic study.
At the 12 GeV Proton Synchrotron of KEK the ex-
perimental effort started with a series of experiments in
which the pi spectra emitted following the capture of K−
at rest by several nuclei were measured with a magnetic
spectrometer [39]. At the beginning the apparatus was the
one used for the study of rare and exotic decays of K+. In
some sense the situation was similar to that one occurred
in 1973 for the first CERN experiment, but the results,
immediate and also far reaching, were completely differ-
ent. Exploiting the better beam quality, the use of dedi-
cated detectors for coincidence measurements and also the
physics information gained by more than ten years of ex-
perimental results with the in–flight reactions, the KEK
results showed that reaction (2) withK− at rest could pro-
vide results on Hypernuclear Physics of very high quality,
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in contrast to the initial perception. The main results from
Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of the SKS spectrometer system
with the beam line spectrometer. From Ref. [4].
the KEK experiment are summarized in Ref. [39].
At the end of the 90’s, a powerful detector dedicated
to Hypernuclear Physics was approved for installation at
KEK. It was based on a large superconducting dipole mag-
net with a pole gap of 50 cm and a maximum field of 3T,
optimized to provide a large solid angle (100 msr) for the
reaction (pi+,K+) on nuclei. A dedicated new beam line,
providing ∼ 2 × 106pi+/spill at about 1 GeV/c was put
into operation. The spectrometer, named SKS (acronym
for Superconducting Kaon Spectrometer) was equipped
with state–of–art drift chambers and detectors for parti-
cle identification. Figure 3 shows a sketch of the detector.
The final resolution of the device was about 1.5 MeV on
the Hypernucleus energy spectrum as shown in Figure 4
[49].
As a first step, excitation energy spectra were mea-
sured for 7ΛLi,
9
ΛBe,
10
Λ B,
12
Λ C,
13
Λ C,
16
Λ O,
28
Λ Si,
51
Λ V,
89
Λ Y,
139
Λ La,
208
Λ Pb. It is the more systematic study ever done,
and confirmed the previous result on the physical reality
of single particle states deeply located in nuclei as heavy
as A=208 systems. This bank of data allowed a reliable
determination of the parameters of the potential well seen
by the Λ in a Hypernucleus. Furthermore, thanks to the
improved energy resolution, a splitting of the peaks corre-
sponding to the Λ in one shell was observed. The splitting
seemingly increased with the angular momentum of the
observed shell model orbit, asking then for a non–zero
value of the spin–orbit term.
After this series of systematic measurements, the SKS
was used to “prepare” Hypernuclei in well defined states
(ground or excited) and study their decay by other ar-
rays of complex detectors. This was possible thanks to the
Fig. 4. Missing mass spectrum of the 12C(pi+, K+)12Λ C reaction
at the KEK 12 GeV PS using the SKS spectrometer. From
Ref. [49].
space left free around the targets used in the (pi+,K+) re-
action. The most important of these additional complex
detectors was certainly the so–called Hyperball, since it
pioneered a new field in Hypernuclear Physics, the γ–rays
spectroscopy of excited states, allowing the achievement
of an energy resolution (of the order of keV) better by
about three orders of magnitude than that reached with
the magnetic spectrometers. It is important to notice that
the device had in any case to be coupled to a magnetic
spectrometer in order to prepare, with a resolution of some
MeV, the Hypernuclear energy excitation spectrum to be
analyzed by means of a further coincidence with the Hy-
perball Detector. Details on the Physics results achieved
with this technique will be given in Section 3. The first Hy-
perball consisted of fourteen n–type coaxial Ge detectors,
arranged in a compact geometry. The Ge detectors were
surrounded by BGO counters for background suppression
(Compton scattering, high energy electromagnetic show-
ers from pi0 and penetration of high energy pions and
muons). The energy resolution of the detector was ∼3 keV
FWHM and the total efficiency was 0.38% for γ–rays of
1 MeV. The system was cooled at LN2 temperature and
equipped with fast–readout electronics, necessary to op-
erate at high rates. The very successful results provided
by the first Hyperball led to a continuous improvement of
the detector. The last one, named Hyperball–J (J stands
for J–PARC) is equipped with a mechanical cooling with
a refrigerator instead of LN2 cooling, PWO counters in-
stead than BGO for background suppression (they have
much shorter time for light emission) and new readout
electronics.
The second, complex detector fully dedicated to Hy-
pernuclear physics, built taking into account the very in-
teresting results obtained by using K− at rest, is FI-
NUDA. FINUDA (acronym for FIsica NUcleare a DAΦNE)
may be considered the more complete detector built up
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Fig. 5. Global view of the FINUDA detector with the super-
conducting solenoid and the iron yoke.
to now and is completely different from all the other de-
tectors and spectrometers described up to now. It was
installed at an (e+,e−) collider, DAΦNE, at Laboratori
Nazionali di Frascati. Thanks to the large angular cov-
erage for detection of charged and neutral particles from
the formation and decay of Hypernuclei, many observables
(excitation energy spectra, partial decay widths for me-
sonic, non–mesonic decay and multi–nucleon absorption),
were measured simultaneously and provided a bulk of data
of unprecedented completeness, precision and cleanliness.
Furthermore, spectra corresponding to different targets
were measured simultaneously, avoiding possible system-
atic errors in comparing the properties of different Hyper-
nuclei. Under this point of view, FINUDA is the modern
electronic experiment approaching more closely the origi-
nal visualizing technique by Danysz and Pniewski.
The idea of performing an experiment on the pro-
duction and decay of Hypernuclei, which is inherently a
fixed target physics, at a collider seems not good at first
sight. The main decay channel of the Φ–meson, produced
nearly at rest in the collision of 510 MeV electrons and
positrons at a rate of ∼ 4.4 × 102 s−1 at the luminosity
L = 1032 cm−2s−1, is (K+,K−), BR ∼ 49%. Since the Φ–
meson is produced at rest, DAΦNE at LNF is a source of
∼ 2.2 × 102 (K+,K−) pairs/s, which are collinear, back-
ground free, and, very important, of very low energy (∼ 16
MeV). The low energy of the produced charged kaons is
the key advantage for an experiment on Hypernuclei pro-
duction and decay by means of the strangeness–exchange
reaction with K− at rest:
K−stop +
A Z →AΛ Z + pi− (11)
in which AZ indicates the nuclear target and AΛZ the pro-
duced Hypernucleus. The K− can be stopped in very thin
targets (a few hundreds of mg/cm2), in contrast to what
happens in experiments with stopped K− at hadron ma-
chines, where from 80% up to 90% of the incident K−
beam is lost in the degraders facing the stopping target.
Furthermore, the cylindrical geometry of the interaction
region at a collider allows the construction of cylindrical
high resolution spectrometers with solid angles for detect-
ing the pi− from (2) very much bigger (> 2pi sr) than
those at fixed target machines (∼ 100 msr). Last but not
least, the use of thin targets introduces lower cuts on the
measurement of the energy spectra of charged particles
(pi−, p, d) from the weak decay of the Hypernuclei pro-
duced by (11) and they are detected by the same arrays
of detectors with large solid angles (> 2pi sr). These con-
siderations were put forward in 1991 [50] and a proposal
was afterwards elaborated [51] and soon accepted by the
Scientific Committee of LNF. Fig. 5 shows a sketch of the
detector, immersed in a superconducting solenoid which
provides a homogeneous magnetic field of 1.0 T inside a
cylindrical volume of 146 cm radius and 211 cm length. We
emphasize that different experimental features relevant to
different measurements (e.g. momentum resolution for the
different particles versus the statistical significance of the
spectra) may be optimized out of the same data bank by
applying with software different selection criteria. The ap-
proach is then quite different from that followed by SKS,
in which different hardware layouts were used in subse-
quent runs in order to obtain excellent results, some of
which we will present in the following Sections.
Let us now emphasize a peculiar feature of FINUDA,
not adopted in the detectors so far mentioned. It is the
presence of a powerful vertex detector, composed by two
barrel–shaped arrays of Si Microstrip detectors that allow
the separation of the primary interaction vertex of reac-
tion (2) from the secondary vertexes from the decay of the
produced Hyperons, Λ and Σ, to better than 1 mm. For
studies of Hypernuclear spectroscopy it is of paramount
importance to measure the Hypernuclear energy spectra
minimizing the background, that should forbid the obser-
vation of states produced with a low strength. As discussed
before, the more significant contribution in the bound Hy-
pernuclear states region comes from the absorption of the
K− on a NN pair, producing a Σ± and a nucleon. The Σ
decays in flight into N+pi, and the pi from this process has
a broad flat spectrum extending beyond the kinematics
limit corresponding to the formation of the Hypernucleus
in the ground state (12Λ C in the example).
Thanks to these features FINUDA provided nice re-
sults on Hypernuclear Spectroscopy featuring the best en-
ergy resolution on the Hypernuclear energy levels (1.29
MeV FWHM) so far reached with magnetic spectrome-
ters for meson–induced reactions like (2) and (3). Fig. 6
shows the excitation energy spectrum measured for 12Λ C
[52].
As mentioned before, only recently reaction (4) has
been exploited at JLab for the production of Hypernuclei.
Two performing complexes of spectrometers were installed
in Hall A and Hall C respectively. Since reaction (4) leads
to three bodies in the final state, two magnetic spectrom-
eters with large acceptance had to be installed for the
event–by–event reconstruction. A further difficulty, for the
Hall C spectrometer, was represented by the necessity of
using a splitter magnet after the target, keeping at mini-
mum the disturbance introduced by such an element in the
magnetic optics of the spectrometers. Fig. 7 shows a sketch
of the spectrometer complex installed in Hall C. The diffi-
culty of spectroscopizing two charged particles in the final
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Fig. 6. Λ–binding energy spectrum of 12Λ C measured by FI-
NUDA. The solid line represents the best fit obtained with
seven Gaussian functions. From Ref. [52].
Fig. 7. Hypernuclear spectrometer system in JLab Hall C for
E89–009. From Ref. [4].
state is overcompensated by the fact that spectrometers
for electrons offer the best momentum resolution and then
the final energy resolution on the Hypernuclear levels is
considerably improved. As a matter of fact, a resolution
of 0.67 MeV FWHM was very recently attained [53] by
using the spectrometry’s complex installed in Hall A, in a
measurement on a 12C target, with good statistics. Fig. 8
shows the obtained 12Λ B excitation–energy spectrum, with
peaks corresponding to the hypernucleus ground state and
to both Λ and nuclear core excited states [53].
Fig. 8. The 12Λ B excitation–energy spectrum. The best fit (solid
curve) and a theoretical prediction (dashed curve) are super-
imposed on the data. From Ref. [53]
2.2.2 Other reactions for the production of Hypernuclei
Several projectiles other than mesons and electrons were
used in attempts to produce Hypernuclei and measure
some observable with a precision better than that reached
with the standard reactions of Sec. 2.2.1. We recall that
low momentum p¯ from LEAR were used to produce Heavy
Hypernuclei from Bi and U targets and measure their
lifetime by the delayed fission using the recoil shadow
method [54, 55]. The same method was used some years
later [56] using the p of 3 GeV from COSY to produce
fissionable heavy Λ–Hypernuclei. Both experiments pro-
vided values for the Heavy Hypernuclei with errors which
at the end were at the same percentage level of those mea-
sured in experiments using mesons as projectiles. However,
the reported values of the lifetimes for heavy Hypernuclei
look too low when compared to those obtained for light–
medium A Hypernuclei. We notice that, otherwise than
other experiments, the lifetime determination was not di-
rect, but needed some additional hypotheses; a detailed
description will be given in Sec. 4.1.
With the advent of the relativistic ion beams, some
measurements were performed on Hypernuclear observ-
ables. The first attempt was the measurement of the life-
time for 16Λ O performed at the LBL Bevalac with a 2.1
GeV/nucleon 16Λ O beam [57]. However, the obtained value
was about 3 times lower than the lifetime for neighboring
Hypernuclei, indicating that some serious drawback was
affecting the measurement. The method was improved at
the JINR Synchrophasatron, providing reliable results for
the lifetime of light Hypernuclei [58]. More details will be
given in Sec. 4.1.
Heavy–ion collisions experiments are of extreme im-
portance for exploring the phases of strongly interacting
matter as a function of temperature and net baryon den-
sity. In heavy–ion collisions at moderate energies, one has
access to the high net baryon density region of the QCD
phase diagram. Experiments of this kind, where parti-
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cles with moderate strangeness quantum number are pro-
duced, will be performed at FAIR by the Compressed
Baryonic Matter (CBM) Collaboration: their main aim is
to study the nature of the transition between hadronic and
quark matter, the search for a QCD critical endpoint and
for a chiral phase transition. Instead, in nuclear collisions
at high–energy, hot and dense matter with almost van-
ishing net baryonic density is produced in the early stage
of the fireball evolution [59]. High–energy heavy–ion colli-
sions experiments have been carried out at RHIC and, at
higher energies, are currently running at LHC. The mat-
ter created in such experiments contains an almost equal
number of quarks and anti–quarks; it has been interpreted
as the signature of the formation of a quark–gluon plasma
(QGP) [60] and is suited for the production of Hypernuclei
and anti–Hypernuclei in addition to many other particles
and their anti–particles with large strangeness content.
The production of 3ΛH Hypernuclei and
3
Λ¯
H¯ antimatter
Hypernuclei was observed by the STAR Collaboration at
RHIC in Au+Au collisions at a center–of–mass energy per
nucleon–nucleon collision
√
sNN = 200 GeV [61, 62]. This
is the first observation of an antimatter Hypernucleus.
The lifetime of hypertriton and anti–hypertriton were
measured by observing 3ΛH→ 3He + pi− and 3Λ¯H→ 3He +
pi+ mesonic decays, with a value τ = (182+89−45± 27) ps de-
termined from the combined set of hypertriton and anti–
hypertriton data (the separate hypertriton and anti–hypertriton
showed no difference within errors, as predicted by the
matter–antimatter symmetry). The determined masses,
m(3ΛH) = (2.989 ± 0.001 ± 0.002) GeV and m(3Λ¯H¯) =
(2.991± 0.001± 0.002) GeV, are consistent with the best
value for hypertriton from the literature.
The experiment determined a 3
Λ¯
H¯/3ΛH ratio between
the 3
Λ¯
H¯ and 3ΛH production yields of about 0.5. This result
is consistent with 3
Λ¯
H¯ and 3ΛH production via a hadron
coalescence mechanism by the overlapping of the Λ, p, n
baryon wave functions for 3ΛH and Λ¯, p¯, n¯ anti–baryon
wave functions for 3
Λ¯
H¯ in the final stage of the collision: in
a coalescence picture one has 3
Λ¯
H¯/3ΛH ∼ (Λ¯/Λ) × (p¯/p) ×
(n¯/n), where with B¯/B (B = Λ, p , n) we indicate the
baryon yield ratios. Relativistic heavy–ion collisions are
expected to produce large amounts of hyperons and anti–
hyperons with two or three units of strangeness, thus may
be regarded as interesting sources of multi–strangeness
Hypernuclei and anti–Hypernuclei.
Equilibration between strange and light quarks has
been considered as a signature of the formation of a QGP.
According to recent studies [63], the evolution of the cor-
relation between the baryon and the strangeness quantum
numbers as a function of the collision energy provides
information on the onset of deconfinement which sepa-
rates the QGP and the hadron gas phases. These baryon–
strangeness correlations can be measured from the Hy-
pernuclear production yields by introducing the so–called
strangeness population factor S3 =
3
ΛH/(
3He × (Λ/p)).
This observable is expected to increase as a function of
the collision energy for a deconfined partonic phase while
for a systems which remains in a hadronic phase is almost
independent of energy [64]. Heavy–ion collision measure-
ments at high energy can thus distinguish between the
two phases of matter in the high temperature regime. Al-
though with large errors, S3 was measured to be about 1/3
for AGS@BNL collisions at
√
sNN = 5 GeV, and about 1
for RHIC collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV [61]. A value of
S3 close to 1 indicates that the phase space populations
for strange and light quarks are similar to each other and
favours the formation of a high temperature matter made
up of deconfined partons. New experiments at RHIC and
LHC could elucidate this important issue.
3 Hypernuclear Structure and the ΛN
Interaction
As said in Sec. 1, the spectroscopic study of Λ–Hypernu-
clei has become an indispensable tool for the determina-
tion of the ΛN interaction. One can distinguish between
reaction spectroscopy and γ–ray spectroscopy, which are
complementary to each other. Reaction spectroscopy pro-
vides the gross features of the ΛN interaction, i.e., the
central, spin–independent part of this interaction, through
the determination of the Hypernuclear masses, the hy-
peron binding energies and the production reaction cross
sections. With γ–ray spectroscopy one has access to high–
resolution measurements of the Hypernuclear excitation
energies (the energy resolution is about three orders of
magnitude better than with reaction spectroscopy), thus
opening the possibility to study the fine structure and the
hyperon spin–orbit splittings of Hypernuclei and therefore
to determine the spin–dependent part of the ΛN interac-
tion.
3.1 Theoretical Models of the Bare ΛN Interaction
Before discussing the empirical results obtained in reac-
tion and γ–ray spectroscopy experiments and their im-
plications on Hypernuclear structure, we wish to briefly
summarize the theoretical approaches used to determine
the free–space Y N and Y Y interactions which are usu-
ally adopted in those Hypernuclear calculations which are
compared with the aforementioned experiments.
Various free–space Y N and Y Y meson–exchange po-
tentials have been constructed by the Nijmegen group
by extending the NN interaction models using (broken)
flavour SU(3) symmetry together with a fitting procedure
of the scarce ΛN and ΣN scattering data and the rich
body of NN data. The one–boson–exchange picture led to
the so–called soft–core interaction models NSC89 [65] and
NSC97 [66], while the extended soft–core models ESC04
[67] and ESC08 [15, 68] consist of one–boson–exchange,
two–pseudoscalar–exchange, meson–pair–exchange and mul-
tiple–gluon–exchange. The Juelich group also proposed
meson–exchange Y N and Y Y potentials [69–71] and other
potentials based on leading–order chiral effective field the-
ory [72, 73]. In Ref. [74] a chiral unitary approach is adopt-
ed to study the central part of the ΛN and ΛΛ interac-
tions. Models of the baryon–baryon interactions also in-
cluding quarks degrees of freedom have been developed,
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for instance in Refs. [16, 75, 76] within a spin–flavour SU(6)
quark–model supplemented by an effective–meson exchan-
ge potential. Finally, we mention that Lattice QCD calcu-
lations of the baryon–baryon interactions are being devel-
oped in recent years [77–79], providing results for the scat-
tering parameters in the strangeness −1 and −2 worlds
and the first simulations for the Y N potentials. Espe-
cially the meson–exchange models differ from each other
concerning their spin–isospin structure, which cannot be
fixed by the few existing baryon–baryon scattering data.
Therefore, often these models provide results in disagree-
ment with each other concerning Hypernuclear observ-
ables such as the hyperon–nucleus potential depths, the
Hypernuclear energy level structure, etc, as we discuss in
Sections 3.2 and 3.3.2.
3.2 Structure of Λ–Hypernuclei from Reaction
Spectroscopy Experiments
Since the 70’s up to the beginning of the new millennium,
many reaction spectroscopy experiments have been per-
formed at CERN, BNL, KEK and LNF with the (K−, pi−)
and (pi±,K+) production reactions [4] and more recently
at JLab with the (e, e′K+) reaction [80]. They achieved
good energy resolution and provided good quality exci-
tation spectra and the binding energy (1) of the hyperon
in Hypernuclei in wide excitation energy and mass ranges,
from 3ΛH to
208
Λ Pb. In such experiments, the energies of the
various sΛ, pΛ, etc, Λ levels are directly obtained from the
production reaction. Fig. 9 clearly shows, through the well
separated peaks, the Λ single–particle levels structure of
89
Λ Y . As a matter of fact, since there is only one Λ, all
the single particle states are allowed. This is not the case
for nucleons in a nucleus, due to the Pauli principle. One
often refers to this case as a textbook example of the Λ
independent particle behavior in Hypernuclei.
The observed excitation spectra were rather well ex-
plained by DWIA calculations based on the shell model
[81]. The observed Hypernuclear states were instead inter-
preted with shell model [82] and cluster model calculations
[83].
With the exception of s– and p–shell Hypernuclei, mean
field models with Wood–Saxon Λ–nucleus potentials re-
produce rather well the Hypernuclear mass dependence of
the hyperon binding energies of the various orbits deter-
mined by the reaction spectroscopy experiments by using
a radius R = 1.1(A− 1)1/3 fm and a depth of 28-30 MeV
[84]: ReVΛ(ρ0) ∼ −(28-30) MeV. The fact that a simple
mean field picture turns out to be a fairly accurate de-
scription of the bulk Hypernuclear properties means that
the hyperon, being a distinguishable particle, maintains its
single particle behavior in the medium; this occurs even
for states well below the Fermi surface, a property which
is not observed for the nucleons. Due to its position in the
inner part of the nucleons’ core, on a single particle level
which is forbidden, by the Pauli principle, to the nucleons,
the Λ plays the roˆle of stabilizer of the Hypernucleus.
The spectroscopy by the (K−stop, pi
−) reaction performed
with the best achieved resolution on 12C (Fig. 6) [52]
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Fig. 9. Excitation energy spectrum of 89Λ Y obtained with the
(pi+,K+) reaction at KEK–E369 [49]. The peaks shows the sΛ,
pΛ, etc, Λ single–particle states.
showed new features of relevance for the description of
Hypernuclear states. Besides the two wide peaks corre-
sponding to the formation of 12Λ C with the Λ in the s–
and p–states, there is a considerable strength for the pro-
duction of excited states lying between these two. It is of
the same order (10−3/stopped K−) of that for the pro-
duction of the ground state of 12Λ C. These states may be
described by mixed L–excited nuclear core configurations
and are predicted by some theoretical calculations con-
cerning their energies, not at all, to our knowledge, their
production rates. The importance of the excited nuclear
core states was confirmed, with a better resolution, by an
experiment with the (e, e’ K+) reaction on a 12C target
[53] (see Figure 8).
Stimulated by this observation, the FINUDA Collabo-
ration published recently [85] new data on the spectroscopy
of 7ΛLi,
9
ΛBe,
13
Λ C and
16
Λ O produced by K
− at rest. The
measured pattern of excited states is similar to that ob-
tained with the (pi+, K+) reaction at 1.05 GeV/c [4]; this
is expected since the two experiment feature a comparable
energy resolution and a comparable momentum transfer
(300 MeV/c). As an example, the spectrum obtained with
the 16O target is shown in Fig. 10. The only disagreement
was found for the binding energy of the ground state of
16
Λ O, 13.4±0.4 MeV, to be compared with 12.42±0.05 MeV
of Ref. [4]. We believe that, in spite of the larger error, the
value from FINUDA is more reliable since it agrees with
a previous measurement [39] with stopped K− (12.9±0.4
MeV) and with a recent result [86] on the (e, e′K+) elec-
troproduction reaction on 16O leading to the formation of
16
Λ N (13.76±0.16 MeV). Furthermore, FINUDA had the
advantage of a continuous self–calibrating control on the
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Figure 5: Binding energy distribution for the 13C targets (see text for details of
the fit). In the inset the binding energy distribution for backward tracks only is
shown. In this way the background from K− in-flight decay is reduced and the
ground state is more clearly visible.
7Li BΛ EX Formation probability
(MeV) (MeV) per stopped K− (10−3)
1 5.8 ± 0.4 - 0.37 ± 0.04 ± 0.05
2 4.1 ± 0.4 1.7 0.46 ± 0.05 ± 0.06
3 2.6 ± 0.4 3.2 0.21 ± 0.03 ± 0.03
Table 1: Binding energy and formation probability for the 7
Λ
Li states. EX , as for
the following tables, represents the excitation energy, that is the binding energy
difference, with respect to the ground state.
than the value of 6.71 ± 0.04 MeV measured in emulsion data
[26], but still compatible within the errors. The excitation en-
ergy of the second peak is compatible with high precision γ-
spectroscopy measurements reported in [28]. A total of about
1800 reconstructed events have been found, corresponding to
a formation probability of (0.16 ± 0.02 ± 0.02) × 10−3 and of
(0.21± 0.02± 0.03)× 10−3 for the ground and the excited states
respectively, for a total probability of (0.37±0.04±0.05)×10−3
of forming a 9
Λ
Be when stopping a K−. All the results are sum-
marized in tab.2. This is the first world measurement of forma-
tion probability for 9
Λ
Be.
4.3. Formation probability and binding energy for 13
Λ
C
The binding energy distribution for the 13C target is shown
in fig. 5. Besides a clear peak above 0 MeV and a small peak
around 7 MeV, no other hypernuclear state is visible. For this
reason the high quality backward tracks sample, that has much
Figure 6: Binding energy distribution for the 16O targets (see text for details of
the fit). In the inset the binding energy distribution for backward tracks only is
shown. In this way the background from K− in-flight decay is reduced and the
ground state is more clearly visible.
9Be BΛ EX Formation probability
(MeV) (MeV) per stopped K− (10−3)
1 6.2 ± 0.4 - 0.16 ± 0.02 ± 0.02
2 3.7 ± 0.4 2.5 0.21 ± 0.02 ± 0.03
Table 2: Binding energy and formation probability for the 9
Λ
Be states.
less background from in-flight K− decays, is shown in the in-
set. Even if the statistics is lower, four peaks are visible and
the ground state becomes cleaner. The overall fit has been per-
formed with four Gaussians as suggested by theoretical pre-
dictions [29] and by the experimental distribution. A better
χ2/NDF, 1.50 instead of 1.76 of fig. 5, could be obtained with
the use of 5 Gaussians, the additional peak positioning at EX =
7.6 MeV. The inclusion of this peak does not change the mea-
sured formation probabilities reported in tab. 3 in any signifi-
cant way. The peak at BΛ = −3.7 MeV is assigned to an un-
bound 13
Λ
C state decaying to 12C +Λ. For what concerns the
third peak it is sitting very close to 0 MeV. Since the mean
value is at 0.3 ± 0.4 MeV it will be considered in the bound
region. The results of the fit in terms of Gaussians are reported
in tab. 3 for a total number of reconstructed events of about
1100 for the first three peaks. A comparison can be made with
previous values by E336 [2]. While similar binding energies
are reported for the ground state, the first excited state and the
state in the unbound region, they report the presence of two
6
Fig. 10. Excitation energy spectrum of 16Λ O obtained with the
(K−stop, pi
−) reaction by FINUDA [85]. In the inset the binding
energy distribution for a sample free from the K− in flight
decay background is show .
stability on the absolute value of the momenta of the spec-
troscopized pions by means of the monochromatic µ+ from
the Kµ2 decay.
It was not easy to draw from the data on K− capture
probabilities of formation of the different states a simple
A–dependence for the examined p–shell Hypernuclei. As
a matter of fact, if we consider only their ground states,
there are strong differences in the description of the nu-
cle r configurations, a in some cases a n t comple ely
clean separation, from an experimental point of view, of
the ground state from low–lying excited states (e.g. 7ΛLi
or 12Λ C, in which the doublet of states, one of which is the
ground state, has a spacing of some hundreds keV). On
the other hand, considering all states with binding energy
greater than zero, we know that in some cases the states at
higher excitation are described by configurations contain-
ing an Hyper ucleus with a lower A. For these reasons, in
order to consider only well defined Hypernuclides, only ex-
cited states with energy below the threshold for the decay
by nucleon emission were selected. Fig. 11(a) shows a plot
of the capture rates chosen following the above criterion as
a function of A. A smoothly decreasing behavior appears,
with the exce tion of a strong enhancement corresp nd-
ing to the formation of 12Λ C bound states. Fig. 11(b) shows
for comparison the differential cross section integrated in
the forward direction (2◦–14◦) for the production of the
same states observed with the (pi+, K+) reaction [4] and
tion approach was used to calculate the Λ hypernuclear states
production in stopped K- reactions. It was shown, similarly to
earlier calculations [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], that no sensible vari-
ation of the model parameters was able to increase the level of
the calculated formation rates to the level of the rates measured
in previous experiments and this holds a-posteriori also for 12C
in the FINUDA experiment [9] and for the present measure-
ments. The authors of [18] emphasized the need to compare
the A dependence of the measured formation rates with theo-
retical predictions that depend primarily on the depth of the K−
nuclear potential governing the capture of K− mesons from the
initial atomic state. In the following Letter [31] indeed the same
authors report the constraints on the threshold K− nuclear po-
tential by using the measured values presented here.
In conclusion we have reported the first measurements of
the formation probabilities of different hypernuclear states fol-
lowing the capture at rest of K− from 7Li, 9Be and13C targets,
as well as a new measurement for the 16O. target. Together with
previous measurements on 12C target, this bank of data allows
for a meaningful study of the formation of p-shell hypernuclei
from the two-body capture of K− at re t. The possibility of dis-
ent ngling the effects ue to atomic wave-function of th cap-
tured K− from those due to the pion optical nuclear potential
and from those due to the specific hypernuclear states can be
achieved by a combined analysis of several hypernuclides, as
shown in [18].
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Fig. 11. Formation probabilities from FINUDA (a) and cross
section from E336 [4] (b) for bound states. In (c) the ratio
between the two is shown. From Ref. [85].
Fig. 11(c) the ratio between the two values. This ratio
ranges from a large value for 7ΛLi and
12
Λ C to a small value
for 16Λ O, showing a distinct A–dependence for the two re-
actions, K− capture at rest and in–flight (pi+, K+). The
strong A–dependence of the (K−stop, pi
−) rates with re-
spect to the weak dependence of the (pi+, K+) differen-
tial cross sections reflects the sizable difference between
the strongly attractive K−–nuclear interaction at thresh-
old and the weakly repulsive K+–nuclear interaction. This
remark was the starting point for an attempt [87] to de-
termine the value of Re VK− , quite important for several
items of K–nuclear Physics, as it will be discussed with
more details in Sec. 5.2. Theoretical approaches varying
from shallow potentials (40-60 MeV) at threshold to very
deep density dependent potentials (150-200) MeV were in
fact proposed. The authors considered only 1sΛ capture
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rates and for this reason they scaled the experimental cap-
ture rates given in Ref. [85] by appropriate structure func-
tions derived from neutron pick–up spectroscopic fractions
in the target nuclei. The comparison of these normalized
experimental formation rates with the calculations per-
formed with a shallow or deep potential slightly favored
the second one, as shown in fig. 12.
A. Cieplý et al. / Physics Letters B 698 (2011) 226–230 229
Fig. 2. Comparison between 1sΛ formation rates derived from the FINUDA K− cap-
ture at rest data [8,14] and DWIA calculations normalized to the 1sΛ formation
rate of 7ΛLi listed in Table 1 for shallow (SH, solid) and deep (DD, dashed) K
− nu-
clear potentials. The calculated 1sΛ formation rates use K−n→ pi−Λ in-medium
BRs without self energies, see Section 3, and pion optical potential pie from Ref. [6].
The error bars consist of statistical uncertainties only.
distorted waves.5 A major change here with respect to Refs. [12,24]
is the use of energy and density dependent BRs as outlined in Sec-
tion 3. The resulting BRs for the deep K− potential V DDK− display
considerable A dependence, with values higher than the threshold
value used in Ref. [12], particularly from 12C on. In contrast, the
BRs for the shallow potential V SHK− show little A dependence, with
values lower than the threshold value. Consequently, the difference
between the DD and SH rates is no longer as large as calculated for
a fixed BR threshold value [12]. For example, the calculated rates
are (15–18)% of the experimentally derived rate for 7Li under pro-
cedure (a) using the best-fit pion optical potential pie , Eqs. (19),
(20) of Ref. [6], and (23–26)% of it using the pion optical potential
pib employed in Ref. [12].
Here we focus on the A dependence of the 1sΛ formation rates.
For given K− and pi− potentials the calculated rates are scaled up
by a normalization factor to achieve agreement for 7Li with the
1sΛ rate derived from the data under procedure (a) in Table 1. This
is shown in Fig. 2 where the uncertainties of the experimentally
derived 1sΛ rates consist only of statistical errors that vary from
one target to another. The systematic errors, on the other hand,
are the same for all targets and drop out when considering A de-
pendence within the present set of FINUDA data. The normalized
calculated 1sΛ rates shown in the figure are based on BRs calcu-
lated according to Eq. (6) from the BRs plotted on the l.h.s. of Fig. 1
(CS30, no-SE). Results are shown for the pion optical potential pie
which was fitted to pi−–12C angular distributions at 162 MeV [6],
and for the two K− nuclear potentials V SHK− and V
DD
K− . We note
that the decrease of the experimentally derived 1sΛ rates from 7Li
to 9Be, followed by increase for 12C and subsequently decreasing
through 13C down to 16O, is well reproduced by both calculations
shown in Fig. 2. However, the deep V DDK− calculated rates repro-
duce better the A dependence of the experimentally derived rates
than the shallow V SHK− potential does. In reaching this conclusion
on V DDK− , the increase of the K
−n→ pi−Λ BR values between 7Li
5 The complex K− nuclear potentials V SHK− and V
DD
K− were denoted Kχ and KDD,
respectively, in Ref. [12] where a complete listing of their parametrization is avail-
able.
and 16O is essential, by moderating the fall off of the rates calcu-
lated using A independent BRs. Similar conclusions hold for the A
dependence of rates calculated using BRs that are derived accord-
ing to Eq. (6) from the BRs plotted on the r.h.s. of Fig. 1 (CS30,
with SE). On the other hand, if the pion optical potentials pib or pic
(applied in Ref. [12]) are used in these calculations, neither V DDK−
nor V SHK− do as good a job as the combination V
DD
K− and the best-fit
pie does, and no firm conclusion can be drawn.
5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have derived 1sΛ hypernuclear formation
rates from the AZ(K−stop,pi−)AΛZ spectra presented recently by the
FINUDA Collaboration on several nuclear targets in the p shell
[8,14]. We then compared the A dependence of these derived
rates with that provided by calculations for the two extreme
V K− scenarios discussed at present, a shallow potential [5,6]
and a density dependent deep potential [7]. The calculations
use K−n → pi−Λ in-medium BRs generated by applying a re-
cent chirally motivated coupled channel model [18]. These BRs
exhibit a strong subthreshold energy and density dependence,
as shown in Fig. 1, and therefore result in A dependent in-
put values BR that depend sensitively on the initial-state K−
nuclear potential V K− . The calculations also demonstrate addi-
tional strong sensitivity to V K− through the atomic wavefunc-
tions it generates which enter the DWIA amplitude Eq. (2), as
discussed extensively in previous calculations of K−stop hypernu-
clear formation rates [6,12]. The comparison between the cal-
culated A dependence and that derived from the FINUDA data
slightly favors a deep K− nuclear potential over a shallow one.
This conclusion outdates the one reached in an earlier version
in which the energy and density dependence of the BRs, re-
sulting here in a new source of sensitivity to V K− , was disre-
garded [24]. In future work, it would be interesting to use other
versions of K−N chirally motivated models and to extend the
range of nuclear targets used in stopped K− reactions to medium
and heavy weight nuclei in order to confirm the present con-
clusion, and to look for more subtle effects of density depen-
dence.
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3.2.1 Theoretical Predictions based on ΛN Effective
Interactions
In various calculations, the Λ single–particle potential VΛ
is obtained vi a folding procedure from G–matrix ΛN
interactions based on fre –space Y N potenti l. G–matrix
c lculations in nuclear matter at nor a densities based on
the Nijmegen soft–core (NSC97, ESC04 and ESC08) Y N
potentials [15] can reasonably reproduce the depth of the
Λ–nucleus potential, ReVΛ(ρ0) ∼ −30 MeV, determined
phenomenologically and (especially for the ’a’ version of
the ESC08 potential) the Λ binding energies for the sΛ,
pΛ, dΛ, ect, single–particle states in medium and heavy
Hypernuclei [14] (this is the case, for instance, of 89Λ Y, see
Fig. 9). In Ref. [88], a ΛN G–matrix interaction is used
in a α-α-Λ three–body calculation of 9ΛBe. The ΛN–ΣN
c uplin was introduced effectively. The main purpose was
to study th central, spin–independent ΛN i teraction by
th BΛ(
9
ΛBe) binding energy. The experimental value of
BΛ(
9
ΛBe) could be reproduced for different versions of the
bare potentials (NSC97, ESC04 and ESC08) by fixing the
nuclear Fermi momentum of the ΛN G–matrix interaction
to give the experimental Λ binding energy in 5ΛHe, with-
out the need of any additional ΛNN three–body force.
Calculations of the Λ single–particle potential [89] have
also been performed via nuclear matter ΛN G–matrices
derived from a SU(6) quark model [75]: these calculations
tend to overestimate the potential depth at normal den-
sity.
Other many–body calculations based on Nijmegen Y N
potentials were carried out within the extended Skyrme–
Hartree–Fock model (a review of these calculations is given
in Ref. [ ] . The adopted Y N G–matrix interactions were
obtained in a Bruekner–Hartree–Fock approach. The cal-
culations with the NSC89 and NSC97f potentials provided
s, p, , etc, Λ singl –particle energies which compare well
with data.
In addition, low–momentum ΛN effective interactions
V Λlow k have been constructed in Ref. [90] starting from Ni-
jmegen bare potentials. In Ref. [91] V Λlow k effective inter-
actions have been applied for predicting the momentum
and density dependence of the Hypernuclear Λ–nucleus
single–particle potential in Hartree–Fock approximation.
Reasonable results for ReVΛ(ρ0) have been obtained for
bare NSC97 and chiral effective field theory [72] ΛN in-
teractions, while the use of NSC89 potentials (Juelich po-
tentials of Ref. [71]) has led to a strong underestimation
(overestimation) of ReVΛ(ρ0).
Effects beyond the mean field such as thr e–body in-
teractions and two–body interactions with strangeness ex-
change are also relevant in Hypernuclei. The ΛNN three–
body force is an important ingredient to investigate the
structure of Λ–Hypernuclei, especially in light systems.
This is due to the ΛN–ΣN strong coupling, which is siz-
able in the nuclear medium [92], and, on the other hand,
leads to a non–negligible second order tensor force in the
ΛN interaction. Especially because of the relatively small
Λ–Σ mass difference, mΣ − mΛ ∼ 78 MeV, in Hyper-
nuclei the ΛN–ΣN cou ling i more important than the
NN–∆N coupling in conventional nuclei, wher it plays
a very small roˆle in binding few–nucleon systems since
m∆ − mN ∼ 293 MeV. Four–body cluster model calcu-
lations based on Y N NSC97f interactions have demon-
strated the relevance of the ΛN–ΣN coupling in A = 4
Hypernuclei (4ΛH and
4
ΛHe) structure calculations [93], al-
though the data for the 1+ excited states binding energies
were underestimated. New calculations with the most re-
cent Nijmegen potentials, ESC08, are in progress [88].
Another signal f the ΛN–ΣN coupling probably com s
from the observation that in S–wave relative states the
Λp interaction is more attractive than the Λn interac-
tion. This follows from a comparison of the experimental
Λ binding energies for the ground states and the first ex-
cited states in the A = 4, I = 1/2 doublet, formed by 4ΛHe
and 4ΛH (with separations of 0.35 MeV between the ground
states and of 0.24 MeV for the excited states, the latter be-
ing determined from the γ–ray spectroscopy experiments
discussed in Sec. 3.3), which implies an important charge
symmetry breaking (CSB) for the ΛN interaction. The
origin of this CSB is still not known. Also the relevant ex-
perimental data, from old measurements, must be taken
with some care. A cluster model study on the CSB was
performed for = 7 and A = 8 iso–multiplets on the basis
of the phenomenological information available for A = 4
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Hypernuclei [88]. The calculation showed that the few ex-
isting emulsion data on A = 7 and A = 8 Hypernuclei may
be inconsistent with the large CSB indicated by the A = 4
data. New measurements for A = 4, 7, 8 Hypernuclei are
thus important.
Another important aspect of the ΛN interaction is its
spin–dependence. A qualitative indication of the differ-
ence between the singlet (J = 0) and triplet (J = 1) ΛN
interactions comes from the comparison of the Λ bind-
ing energy in isobar nuclei not related by charge sym-
metry. For example, BΛ(
7
ΛLi) is larger than BΛ(
7
ΛBe) by
about 0.42 MeV. The greater BΛ value corresponds to
the Hypernucleus whose nucleons’ core has non–zero spin;
the above difference can be explained by the effect of the
spin–dependent Λ interaction with the unpaired nucleons,
a proton and a neutron, in 7ΛLi. Moreover, reaction spec-
troscopy experiments showed for the first time that the
spin–orbit splittings of the Λ in Hypernuclei are small (the
evidence came from the splitting between the p1/2 and the
p3/2 Λ states in
16
Λ O [46]). However, as we will discuss in
Sec. 3.3, a complete study of the spin–dependence of the
ΛN interaction requires precision experiments which mea-
sure the detailed Hypernuclear excitation spectra.
3.3 Structure of p–shell Λ–Hypernuclei from
Gamma–Ray Spectroscopy Experiments
To have access to the complete information on the spin–
dependence of the ΛN interaction, one has to perform
experiments with high energy resolution. One needs to
observe the de–excitation, caused by the electromagnetic
interaction, of the Hypernucleus produced in various ex-
cited states and study the small (sub–MeV) energy sepa-
ration of the spin–doublet and the Λ spin–orbit splittings
together with the larger non–doublet separations.
γ–ray spectroscopy with Ge detectors is currently the
only method to access few tens keV Hypernuclear split-
tings. Experiments on Hypernuclear γ–ray spectroscopy
started in 1998 at KEK by using the Hyperball Ge de-
tector and continued within systematic programs at KEK
and BNL with Hyperball and Hyperball2 [4, 94–98]: they
allowed to measure with a few keV precision various elec-
tromagnetic transitions and in some cases their lifetimes
and relative intensities.
Studies of the level structure of various p–shell Hyper-
nuclei (7ΛLi,
9
ΛBe,
10
Λ B,
11
Λ B,
12
Λ C,
15
Λ N and
16
Λ O) with the
reactions (pi+,K+) and (K−, pi−) have provided us with
reliable information on the spin–dependence of the ΛN in-
teraction and some indication on the ΛN–ΣN strong cou-
pling [8, 99]. This has been possible by identifying 22 γ–ray
transitions for a total of 7 Hypernuclei [4, 100], which led
to the measure of 9 spin–doublet spacings.
3.3.1 Spin–Dependent ΛN Effective Interaction
In the weak–coupling picture, information on the spin–
dependence of the ΛN interaction can be obtained from
the energy spacings of the J = Jc ± 1/2 spin–doublets in
Λ–Hypernuclei, where the hyperon in the s–shell is cou-
pled to a (ground state) nuclear core with non–zero spin
Jc. A schematic representation of the low–lying Hyper-
nuclear levels together with some γ transition is shown in
Fig. 13. The weak–coupling scheme turns out to work well
for Λ–Hypernuclei with the hyperon in the s state due to
the weakness of the ΛN interaction.
Shell model calculations have been performed to in-
terpret the γ–ray experiments. As input, they use a ΛN
interaction parametrized as follows [101, 102]:
VΛN (r) = V0(r) + Vσ(r)sN · sΛ + VΛ(r)lΛN · sΛ (12)
+VN (r)lΛN · sN + VT (r)S12 ,
where S12 = 3(σΛ · r)(σN · r)/r2 − σΛ · σN is the tensor
operator, r = rN − rΛ is the relative ΛN coordinate, sN
(sΛ) is the nucleon (hyperon) spin operator and lΛN is the
ΛN relative angular momentum operator. Moreover, V0 =
(V1+3V3)/4 is the spin–averaged central interaction, Vσ =
V3−V1 is the difference between the triplet and the singlet
central interactions, VΛ = V
LS
Λ + V
ALS
Λ (VN = V
LS
Λ −
V ALSΛ ) is the sum (difference) between the symmetric and
antisymmetric spin–orbit interactions and VT is the tensor
interaction. Once Σ degrees of freedoms are introduced,
one has similar expressions to Eq. (12) for the ΛN → ΣN
and ΣN → ΣN effective interactions.
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Fig. 42. Schematic scheme of low-lying levels of a Λ hypernucleus and their γ transitions. γc and γs are referred
to as the “core transition” and “Λ spin-flip transition”, respectively. The excellent resolution achieved using
Ge detectors is essential for resolving each member of the doublet which is split by the ΛN spin-dependent
interactions (called “hypernuclear fine structure”). See the text for details.
identified, but the observation of a candidate for an unassigned hypernuclear γ ray was
rep rted [94].
In 1998, a large-acceptance Ge detector array dedicated to hypernuclear γ -ray
spectroscopy (Hyperball) was constructed. The experimental problems due to high
counting rates and huge backgrounds were solved by special readout electronics and
background suppression counters as described in Section 5.4. Hyperball established a
new technique for hypernuclear study, “high-precision hypernuclear γ spectroscopy”,
and a series of experiments have been performed systematically using Hyperball,
which have revealed detailed level schemes of various p-shell hypernuclei. In the
following sections of this paper, we focus mainly on the description of the Hyperball
experiments.
Theoretically, γ transitions in p-shell hypernuclei were first investigated in Refs. [7,
95] together with both the production of these nuclei and their structure. Then, as more
and more experimental information became available, p-shell hypernuclear γ transitions
were studied by many authors using both shell models and cluster models (for example,
see Refs. [96,97,8,98–100,53,101]).
5.2. Hypernuclear γ transitions
In the weak-coupling picture for a Λ hyperon and a core nucleus, γ transitions in
hypernuclei are classified into three types: (1) core transitions, (2) Λ spin-flip transitions,
and (3) Λ inter-shell transitions. Fig. 42 illustrates the low-lying levels of a hypernucleus
schematically. Each state of the core nucleus with non-zero spin (JC ) is split into a doublet
(JC + 1/2, JC − 1/2) by the spin coupling between the Λ hyperon and the core nucleus.
A transition connecting different doublets (γc in Fig. 42) is called a “core transition”.
It is induced by a transition in the core nucleus itself (shown with a dashed arrow
in Fig. 42) and is described using the matrix element for this transition in the
weak-coupling limit. This type of transition was first observed for 7ΛLi(5/2
+ → 1/2+)
and 9ΛBe(5/2
+, 3/2+→ 1/2+).
Fig. 13. Schematic low–lying level struct re and γ–ray tran-
sitions for Λ–Hyper uclei in the weak–coupling limit. With γc
and γs we indicate the core transi ions and the Λ pin–flip
transitio s, respectively. From Ref.[4].
For the radial form of the effective interaction (12), ΛN
multirange Gaussian potentials, i.e., expansions in terms
of a number of Gaussian functions, are often used [8].
From these radial potentials, in a shell model approach
one defines two–body matrix elements with respect to a
set of ΛN relative wave functions. For Hypernuclei with
an s–level Λ coupled with a p–shell nuclear core there
are 5 pNsΛ two–body matrix elements. These matrix el-
ements are determined by 5 radial i tegrals [8], usually
den ted as V¯ (spin–independent int raction), ∆ (spin–
spin interaction), SΛ (Λ–spin–dependent spin–orbit inter-
action), SN (nucleon–spin–dependent spin–orbit interac-
tion) and T (tensor interaction), associated to the V0,
Vσ, VΛ, VN and VT terms of Eq. (12), respectively. In a
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schematic way, for the spin–spin matrix element one has:
∆ ∼
∫
dr φ?ΛN (r)Vσ(r)φΛN (r) , (13)
where φΛN is the ΛN radial relative wave function in the
Hypernucleus. Similar equations may be written for the
other terms in (12). From Eqs. (12) and (13) one thus
obtain the following ΛN effective interaction in the p–
shell:
VΛN = V¯ +∆ sN · sΛ + SΛ lN · sΛ (14)
+SN lN · sN + T S12 .
Note that, since the Λ is in the s level, the angular mo-
mentum lΛN in Eq. (12) is proportional to the angular
momentum lN in Eq. (14).
The spin–independent matrix element V¯ contributes
to the Λ binding energy BΛ. It is well known already from
emulsion data that BΛ increases linearly with A with a
slope of about 1 MeV/(unit of A) for 6 <∼ A <∼ 20 and
then saturates at about 27 MeV for heavy Hypernuclei. In
first approximation, neglecting three–body ΛNN interac-
tion, for 6 <∼ A <∼ 20 the simple relation BΛ ∼ V¯ (A − 1)
(based on a shell model picture) turns out to fit the data
quite well: a value of V¯ of about 1 MeV is thus expected.
In the weak–coupling limit of the shell model, the energy
separations of the p–shell Hypernuclear spin–doublets for
nuclear core states with non–zero spin are linear combi-
nations of the ΛN spin–dependent parameters ∆, SΛ and
T and depend on the ΛN–ΣN coupling (the shell model
fixes the coefficients of the different parameters). In the
same limit, the parameter SN does not affect these dou-
blet separations but contributes to the nuclear spin–orbit
interaction and is derived from the splittings between Hy-
pernuclear states based on different nuclear core states.
To give an example, the (3/2+, 1/2+) and (7/2+, 5/2+)
spin–doublet splittings in 7ΛLi (see Fig. 14) are given by
[102]:
E(3/2+)− E(1/2+) = 3
2
∆ , (15)
E(7/2+)− E(5/2+) = 7
6
∆+
7
3
SΛ − 14
5
T , (16)
respectively, in the limit of pure nuclear core configura-
tions, i.e., in the LS coupling limit, which is a fairly good
approximation for light systems. However, configuration
mixing in the nuclear core modifies these simple relations,
and for the above doublet separations Ref. [99] found:
E(3/2+)− E(1/2+) = 1.461∆+ 0.038SΛ (17)
+0.011SN − 0.285T ,
E(7/2+)− E(5/2+) = 1.294∆+ 2.166SΛ (18)
+0.020SN − 2.380T .
A fit of the experimental determinations of the Hy-
pernuclear excitation spectra thus allows one to deter-
mine the values of the ΛN interaction parameters. For
details on the shell model and the fitting procedure we
refer to Refs. [8, 102–104]. In the following we only discuss
the final results for the fitting parameters and the energy
level separations. Fig. 14 reports the Hypernuclear level
schemes and the transitions determined since 1998 in γ–
ray spectroscopy experiments. Three types of γ transitions
are possible in the weak–coupling limit: core transitions,
Λ spin–flip transitions and Λ inter–shell transitions. Core
transitions, denoted by γc in Fig. 13, connect different
doublets and are due to transitions in the nuclear core: it
is the case, for instance, of the E2(5/2+ → 1/2+) tran-
sition in 7ΛLi of Fig. 14. Λ spin–flip transitions, denoted
by M1 in Fig. 14 and by γs in Fig. 13, connect the upper
and lower members of the same doublet and are due to a
spin–flip of the hyperon spin: it is the case, for instance,
of the M1(3/2+ → 1/2+) transition again in 7ΛLi. Spin–
flip M1 transitions are also possible between Hypernu-
clear doublet members: two of these transitions are shown
in Fig. 14 for 7ΛLi. Finally, in a Λ inter–shell transition,
denoted by E1 in Fig. 14, the hyperon changes the shell
orbit from pΛ to sΛ: it is the case of the Λp1/2 → Λs1/2
and Λp3/2 → Λs1/2 transitions in 13Λ C.
The first experiment with Hyperball, KEK–E419, was
performed in 1998 and studied 7ΛLi, produced with the
(pi+,K+) reaction. Fig. 14 shows that 7ΛLi is the best stud-
ied Hypernucleus: 5 γ–rays were measured for it, which
led to the determination of 2 doublet splittings and 2 core
transition separations. Note that here and in the following
the considered number of core transition separations does
not take into account those ones which are not indepen-
dent of the other (core or doublet) separations. The 9ΛBe
Hypernucleus was then studied, again in 1998 and with
Hyperball, at BNL–E930 by using the (K−, pi−) reaction,
with the observation of 2 γ–rays, corresponding to 1 dou-
blet splitting and 1 core transition measurement. After
including the ΛN–ΣN coupling, a fit of the experimental
7
ΛLi and
9
ΛBe energy separations (the 3 doublets and the
3 independent core transitions of Fig. 14) has led to the
following determination of the radial matrix elements [99]:
A = 7÷ 9 : (19)
∆ = 0.430, SΛ = −0.015, SN = −0.390, T = 0.030 ,
where all numbers are in MeV.
13
Λ C, γ–ray measurements were performed in 1998 at
BNL–E929 with the (K−, pi−) reaction and a NaI detector
[105], with the determination of 2 Λ inter–shell transitions
and 1 core transition. For 11Λ B,
12
Λ C,
15
Λ N and
16
Λ O Hypernu-
clei, a total of 6 spin–doublet splittings and 5 core transi-
tions were determined experimentally with the Hyperball
and Hyperball2 detectors. 15Λ N and
16
Λ O were studied at
BNL–E930 in 2001 with the (K−, pi−) reaction and the
Hyperball detector, while 11Λ B and
12
Λ C were investigated
in 2005 at KEK–E518 and KEK–E566, respectively, with
the (pi+,K+) reaction and the Hyperball2 detector. The
data for Hypernuclei from 11Λ B to
16
Λ O (the 6 doublets and
the 1−2 → 0− core transition for 16Λ O of Fig. 14) led to a
determination of smaller values for the Λ spin–dependent
parameters ∆ and T and for the parameter SN [99]:
A = 11÷ 16 : (20)
∆ = 0.330, SΛ = −0.015, SN = −0.350, T = 0.024 ,
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Figure 1: Level schemes of hypernuclei determined from recent γ-ray experiments. See Ref. [12] for references. Here, the
level scheme of 13
Λ
C was studied with an NaI counter array [13]. All the others were studied with Hyperball/Hyperball2.
Level energies are given after recoil correction to the observed γ-ray energies.
doublet spacing of 10
Λ
B was found to be less than 0.1 MeV [4], which corresponds to ∆ < 0.29
MeV, being inconsistent with the ∆ = 0.43 MeV from 7
Λ
Li. In addition, 7
Λ
Li and 9
Λ
Be hypernuclei
were produced as hyperfragments from 10
Λ
B excited states, from which we observed the 7/2+ →
5/2+ transition in 7
Λ
Li by γ-γ coincidence with the 5/2+ → 1/2+ transition and also succeeded in
the spin assignment of the 9
Λ
Be(3/2+,5/2+) doublet [4]. In 2002 Hyperball was shipped back to
KEK and used for a (stopped K−, γ) experiment (KEK E509) [8], where some transitions from
hyperfragments were detected. In 2002 and 2005, the 11B(pi+,K+)11
Λ
B [9] and 12C(pi+,K+)12
Λ
C,11
Λ
B
[10, 11] experiments (E518 and E566) were performed and the level schemes of 11
Λ
B and 12
Λ
Cwere
reconstructed. In the latter experiment, the upgraded version of the Hyperball array (Hyperball2)
with the efficiency twice as large as Hyperball was constructed and employed.
Figure 1 shows all the γ transitions and the level schemes of hypernuclei identified and deter-
mined by γ-ray spectroscopy experiments performed since 1998. Most of the p-shell hypernuclei
which can be produced via the (pi+,K+) and (K−,pi−) reactions have been investigated.
2. Final results of E566
The KEK E566 experiment was carried out in 2005 as the last hypernuclear experiment at
KEK-PS before its shutdown. The K6 beam line and the SKS spectrometer were employed to-
gether with the Ge detector array, Hyperball2. The 12C(pi+,K+) reaction at 1.05 GeV/c produced
bounds states (sΛ states) of 12Λ C as well as pΛ excited states of
12
Λ
C that decay to 11
Λ
B via proton
emission. See Ref. [10, 11] for details.
Bound-states events of 12
Λ
C and those of 11
Λ
B were selected by setting the corresponding gates
in the 12
Λ
C mass spectrum. In the γ-ray spectrum for the 12
Λ
C bound-states events, we observed
two peaks at 2670.2±2.6 keV and 2833.9±5.6 keV (see Fig. 2), the latter of which has a statistical
H. Tamura et al. / Nuclear Physics A 835 (2010) 3–104
Fig. 14. Energy level sche e and γ–ray transitions observed for p–shell Hypernuclei in γ–ray spectroscopy experiments with
Hyperball and Hyperball2 [4] (the scheme for 13Λ C was measured with a NaI detector [105]). Energies are in MeV. From Ref.
[106].
where again the values are in MeV.
For all the p–shell Hypernuclei, the shell model ap-
proach [99] adopted the followi g predictions of the ΛN–
ΣN interaction parameters:
V¯ ′ = 1.45, ∆′ = 3.04, S′Λ = S
′
N = −0.09, T ′ = 0.16
(21)
(values in MeV), derived f om a multirange Gaussian po-
tential fitted to a G–matrix calculation [92] performed
with the NSC97a,f potentials.
The γ–ray measurements of the Hypernuclear energy
level separations do not allow one to determine the ΛN
spin–independent parameter, V¯ , which is related to the Λ
binding energy BΛ. To have an idea of the magnitude of
this parameter, we quote the predictions of the shell model
calculation of Ref. [107] derived from the experimental BΛ
values: V¯ = −0.84 MeV for 9ΛBe and V¯ = −1.06 ± 0.03
MeV for 10Λ B,
11
Λ B and
12
Λ C.
The values obtained for the spin–spin parameter ∆ in-
form us that the ΛN singlet central interaction is more
attractive than the ΛN triplet central interaction. Some γ
transitions turned out to be particularly important in the
determination of th various parameters. M1(3/2+ →
1/2+) transition in 7ΛLi mainly contributes to the deter-
mination of the spin–spin strength ∆ (see Eq. (17)). The
small value of the Λ–spin–dependent spin–orbit parame-
ter SΛ and the relatively large value of the nucleon–spin–
dependent spin–orbi param ter SN me that the sym-
metric (S+) and antisymm tric (S−) spin–orbit int rac-
tions have almost the same strength and opposite sign:
S+ = (SΛ+SN )/2 ∼ −0.19 MeV and S− = (SΛ−SN )/2 ∼
0.18 MeV. The 3+ → 1+ transition for the nuclear core
in 7ΛLi is particularly important to determine SN . The
value of SΛ mainly originates from the smallness of the
3/2+–5/2+ doublet separation, (43 ± 5) keV, in 9ΛBe. In-
formation on SΛ is in principle also given by the spin–
orbit splittings of Λ single–particle states, for instance the
(152 ± 54 ± 36) keV separation between the (Λp1/2) and
the (Λp3/2) states in
13
Λ C. However, a sizable effect of the
tensor interaction and a loosely bound pΛ orbit make it
difficult to draw definit c nclusio s on SΛ and T start-
ing from the (Λp1/2)–(Λp3/2) spin–orbit splitting [8]. The
small tensor parameter T is mainly determined by the
small 1−1 –0
− doublet splitting for 16Λ O, once ∆ is fixed
from 7ΛLi.
The assumption of a mass–independent ΛN interac-
tion is justified for p–shell Hypernuclei if on considers
that the rms charge radii of p–shell nuclei is rather con-
stant through the shell. Nevertheless, the spin–dependent
parameters of Eqs. (19) and (20) exhibit some dependence
on the Hypernuclear mass number. However, this is really
evident only for the spin–spin parameter: the value of ∆
obtained from 7ΛLi is considerably larger than the determi-
nations from heavier Hypernuclei. This A–dependence is
however not confirmed by calculations of the ΛN interac-
tion parameters based on realistic free–space ΛN poten-
tials [82]. For the future it is thus necessary to clarify the
reason of the A–dependence of the shell model fit.
In Table 1 we compare the Hyperball and Hyperball2
experimental data on p–shell level separations (both dou-
bl t spa ings and core transition separations) with the
shell model predictions of Refs. [8, 99, 107] obtained with
the values of Eqs. (19), (20) and (21) of the ΛN and ΛN–
ΣN interaction strengths. We see that the ΛN–ΣN cou-
pling affects in a non–negligible way the p–shell Hypernu-
clear spacings, especially the doublet ones. However, we
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Table 1. Energy contributions (in keV) to the spacings for the spin–doublet and the core transition separations obtained
with the shell model fitting procedure of Refs. [8, 99, 107]. The transitions are indicated with JPupper → JPlower, JPupper (JPlower)
indicating the spin–parity of the upper (lower) energy level. The contributions to the energy separation originating from the
ΛN–ΣN coupling are indicated in the ΛΣ column. The theoretical energy separations ∆Eth are compared with the experimental
determinations ∆Eexp. Small contributions from the energies of admixed core states are not shown. ∆Ec is the contribution of
the nuclear core level spacing; the values of ∆Ec are taken from experiment.
Transition ∆ SΛ SN T ΛΣ ∆Ec ∆E
th ∆Eexp
7
ΛLi 3/2
+ → 1/2+ 628 −1 −4 −9 72 0 693 692
7
ΛLi 7/2
+ → 5/2+ 557 −32 −8 −71 74 0 494 471
7
ΛLi 5/2
+ → 1/2+ 77 17 −288 33 4 2186 2047 2050
7
ΛLi 1/2
+
1 → 1/2+0 418 0 −82 −3 −23 3565 3883 3877
9
ΛBe 3/2
+ → 5/2+ −14 37 0 28 −8 0 44 43
10
Λ B 2
− → 1− 188 −21 −3 −26 −15 0 120 < 100
11
Λ B 7/2
+ → 5/2+ 339 −37 −10 −80 56 0 267 264
11
Λ B 3/2
+ → 1/2+ 424 −3 −44 −10 61 0 475 505
11
Λ B 1/2
+ → 5/2+ −88 −19 391 −38 5 718 968 1483
12
Λ C 2
− → 1− 175 −12 −13 −42 61 0 153 162
12
Λ C 1
−
2 → 1−1 117 17 309 20 49 2000 2430 2834
13
Λ C 3/2
+ → 1/2+ −11 22 203 −22 1 4439 4630 4880
15
Λ N 1/2
+
1 → 3/2+1 244 34 −8 −214 44 0 99 > −100
15
Λ N 3/2
+
2 → 1/2+2 451 −2 −16 −10 65 0 507 481
15
Λ N 1/2
+;T = 1→ 3/2+1 86 11 −6 −71 −57 2313 2274 2268
15
Λ N 1/2
+
2 → 3/2+1 −208 13 473 −67 −16 3948 4120 4229
16
Λ O 1
−
1 → 0− −123 −20 1 188 −33 0 23 26
16
Λ O 2
− → 1−2 207 −21 1 −41 92 0 248 224
16
Λ O 1
−
2 → 0− −207 −2 524 170 −70 6176 6582 6562
remind the reader that the strongest effect of this cou-
pling has been obtained from the analysis of s–shell Hy-
pernuclei, where its contribution to the 0+–1+ doublet
splittings in 4ΛH and
4
ΛHe is of the same order of the one
coming from the spin–spin ΛN interaction [92] and is es-
sential to explain the level structure of all s–shell Hypernu-
clei. The shell model calculation well reproduces the data,
even for the energy separations not included in the fit,
except for the underestimation of a few core transitions
separations: the 1/2+–5/2+ separation in 11Λ B and, to a
lesser extent, the 1−2 –1
−
1 separation in
12
Λ C and the 3/2
+–
1/2+ separation in 13Λ C. Apart from these inconsistencies,
which deserve further investigation, the spin–dependence
of the ΛN effective interaction is rather well understood at
present. The interpretation in terms of the shell model cal-
culation could thus serve to improve the theoretical mod-
els of the free-space ΛN interaction.
We conclude this subsection with more detailed com-
ments on the consistency problems arising from the com-
parison of the shell model fit results with the γ–ray data.
The large value of ∆ required in the beginning of the p–
shell is unlikely to be simply the effect of a smaller rms
radius of the 7ΛLi nuclear core size with respect to the
other p–shell cores. Given its important roˆle, alternative
and improved descriptions of the ΛN–ΣN coupling should
be considered in new fits of data. For instance, a contri-
bution of the ΛN–ΣN coupling in the end of the p–shell
smaller than the one in the beginning of the p–shell could
led to a determination of a value of ∆ for A=15, 16 in
agreement with the determination for A=7, 9 [100]. In ad-
dition, new shell model calculations should explore the ef-
fect of an expansion of the nuclear core basis states beyond
the p–shell configurations [107]. A second major problem
consists in the fact that for Hypernuclei in the middle of
the p–shell (specifically, 11Λ B,
12
Λ C and
13
Λ C) the parameter
SN does not supply a sufficiently attractive contribution
to reproduce the observed splittings for some core transi-
tions (see Table 1), which indeed would require more neg-
ative values of SN than in Eq. (20). The explicit inclusion
of three–body ΛNN interactions, induced by the ΛN–
ΣN coupling, could also help in solving this second prob-
lem [107], thanks to an antisymmetric spin–orbit ΛNN
interaction contribution that has the same effect of the
parameter SN on the core transition splittings. We note
that double one–pion–exchange ΛNN interactions were
already included long ago [101], in an approximated way,
in shell model analyses of the Λ binding energies of p–
shell Hypernuclei. Additional experimental γ–ray data for
p–shell Hypernuclei will also play an essential roˆle for a
deeper understanding of the ΛN interaction.
3.3.2 Theoretical Predictions based on ΛN Interactions
Various theoretical approaches, mainly based on the Y N
Nijmegen meson–exchange potentials, have been used for
modeling the in–medium ΛN interaction and thus study
the structure of Hypernuclei.
In Table 2 we summarize the results obtained with
some of these approaches for the parametrization of Eq. (14)
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of the ΛN effective interaction in the case of 7ΛLi. The re-
ported results are obtained from fixed radial forms of the
potentials using Woods–Saxon wave functions and Gaus-
sian [66] or Yukawa [108] representations of ΛN G–matrix
elements. The ΛΣ contributions adopted in the calcula-
tions, not shown in the Table, are dominated by the cen-
tral matrix elements V¯ ′ and ∆′. For comparison, in the
Table we also report the phenomenological values of the
parameters determined with the shell model fit (19) of the
γ–ray data. Despite the 6 versions of the NSC97 potentials
predict values of the ∆ parameter in a rather wide range,
only NSC97f provides a prediction for ∆ in agreement
with the shell model fit. Unlike the ESC04a interaction,
the ESC08a one strongly underestimates the phenomeno-
logical ∆ value. All the Nijmegen interaction models are
inconsistent with the phenomenological determination of
the SΛ and SN parameters: this indicates that these mod-
els need to be revised. Finally, the Nijmegen potentials
can approximately explain the small parameter T of the
phenomenological determination. The smallness of T is ex-
pected on the basis of the absence of pi– and ρ–exchange
at tree–level in the ΛN interaction.
Table 2. Predictions for the spin–dependent parameters of the
ΛN effective interaction (14), in MeV, for 7ΛLi obtained from
free–space baryon–baryon interactions. The NSC97f prediction
is from Ref. [66], the ESC04a and ESC08a are from Ref. [108],
while the phenomenological (Phen.) values are from Eq. (19).
Model ∆ SΛ SN T
NSC97f 0.421 −0.149 −0.238 0.055
ESC04a 0.381 −0.108 −0.236 0.013
ESC08a 0.146 −0.074 −0.241 0.055
Phen. 0.430 −0.015 −0.390 0.030
We now comment on the general results obtained with
the approaches based on free–space baryon–baryon inter-
actions for the energy level splittings in various Hyper-
nuclei. In the next paragraphs we describe the individual
frameworks. For 4ΛH,
4
ΛHe and
7
ΛLi, some calculations re-
produce the central parameters V¯ and ∆ as well as the
ΛN–ΣN coupling adopted in the shell model fits. For
some of the Y N interaction models, also the predictions
for the tensor parameter T agree fairly well with the phe-
nomenological determinations of Eqs. (19) and (20). How-
ever, although these models provide a wide range of results
for the ΛN spin–dependent channels, for most of them the
(43±5) keV separation for the (3/2+, 5/2+) spin–doublet
in 9ΛBe and/or the (152± 54± 36) keV splitting between
the (Λp1/2) and (Λp3/2) states in
13
Λ C are overestimated:
this implies the incapacity to reproduce the phenomeno-
logical value of the parameter SΛ. This is well established
for approaches based on the NSC97 and ESC04 potentials
[99, 109], which underestimate the antisymmetric spin–
orbit parameter S− = (SΛ − SN )/2 ∼ 0.18 MeV of the
shell model fit; only with the use of the most recent ex-
tended soft–core potential, ESC08, which was designed to
explain a large amount of Hypernuclear data in addition to
NN and Y N scattering data, one can obtain an improve-
ment of the predictions for the small Λ–nucleus spin–orbit
splittings observed experimentally [14, 15]. Nevertheless,
the ESC08 potentials predict an incorrect ordering for the
ground state spin–doublets in 11Λ B and
12
Λ C.
Cluster models based on one–range Gaussian ΛN effec-
tive interactions have been used since the 80’s [110]. Other
cluster models were based on G–matrix effective interac-
tions [111] derived from free–space Y N meson–exchange
potentials (NSC89 [65] and the JA and JB versions of
the Juelich potential [69]): none of these approaches could
reproduce the (1+, 0+) splitting observed for the ground
state spin–doublet in 4ΛH and
4
ΛHe. Only with the intro-
duction of the NSC97 Nijmegen potentials [66], cluster
model calculations based on Y N G–matrix interactions
[112] could reproduce the above spin–doublet separation:
six versions, a to f, were introduced for the NSC97, each
one of them predicting a different ΛN spin–spin inter-
action, with the NSC97a and NSC97f versions giving the
best description of the spin–doublet separations in 4ΛH and
4
ΛHe.
After the advent of γ–ray spectroscopy, studies of the
spin–dependence of the effective ΛN interaction were per-
formed for p–shell Hypernuclei by comparing the obtained
data with three– and four–body calculations based on the
Gaussian expansion method, by adopting NSC97, ESC04
and ESC08 Y N interactions [88, 113–116].
In Ref. [116] the ΛN spin–spin interaction was initially
set to reproduce the 1.04 MeV (1+, 0+) doublet spacing
observed in 4ΛH, while the Λ–spin–dependent spin–orbit in-
teraction was fixed to reproduce the 43 keV (3/2+, 5/2+)
doublet spacing observed in 9ΛBe. Then, by an α+p+n+Λ
four–body cluster model based on a ΛN G–matrix ob-
tained from the NSC97f potential, for the (3/2+, 1/2+)
and (7/2+, 5/2+) spin–doublets in 7ΛLi the authors pre-
dicted 690 keV and 460 keV separation energies, respec-
tively, in good agreement with the γ–ray data reported
in Table 1. In Ref. [116] it was thus demonstrated that it
is possible to explain consistently the ground and excited
state spin–doublet splittings in 7ΛLi and the (3/2
+, 5/2+)
spin–doublet splitting in 9ΛBe. However, a similar 3α + Λ
four–body calculation strongly overestimated the spin–
orbit splittings of the Λ single–particle states observed in
13
Λ C [83].
In Ref. [88] the spin–orbit part of the ΛN interac-
tion was studied with a few–body cluster model for 9ΛBe
(2α + Λ) and 13Λ C (3α + Λ) based on a ΛN G–matrix in-
teraction derived form ESC08 potentials. The G–matrix
interaction was fixed to reproduce the empirical values
of the Λ binding energies in 5ΛHe,
9
ΛBe and
13
Λ C; this re-
quired the consideration of density–dependent effects for
the interacting hyperon, which were introduced by a phe-
nomenological ΛNN three–body interaction. The best re-
sult for the (3/2+, 5/2+) spin–doublet separation in 9ΛBe
was predicted to be of 80 keV with the ESC08a potential
(instead of the experimental (43±5) keV), largely improv-
ing the predictions based on NSC97 potentials thanks to
a less attractive symmetric spin–orbit interaction and a
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more repulsive antisymmetric spin–orbit interaction. Un-
fortunately, the best prediction for the splitting between
the (Λp1/2) and (Λp3/2) states in
13
Λ C was obtained as
400 keV (instead of the experimental (152±54±36) keV),
again with the ESC08a potential.
We can thus summarize the preformed G–matrix cal-
culations as follows. The approaches based on the NSC97
and ESC04 interactions can reproduce the spin–spin strength
of the ΛN interaction derived with the shell model analysis
of γ–ray spectroscopy experiments, but strongly overesti-
mate the Λ single–particle spin–orbit splittings. Only with
the most recent version of the Nijmegen extended soft–
core potentials, ESC08 [15], this overestimation problem
can be partially solved [14].
Quark–based models of the baryon–baryon interaction
were considered in Hypernuclear structure calculations.
Some of them can improve in a natural way the predic-
tion of the (empirically large) antisymmetric spin–orbit
strength S− = (SΛ − SN )/2 of the ΛN effective interac-
tion (they reproduce the small Λ spin–orbit separations)
[117–119], but others still have problems in reproducing
the phenomenological value of S− [16, 120].
The Kyoto-Niigata group [16, 120] describes the free–
space Y N interaction within the QCD inspired spin–flavour
SU(6) quark model supplemented by an effective–meson
exchange potential (containing scalar, pseudoscalar and
vector mesons) acting between quarks. An α+α+Λ three–
cluster Faddeev calculation was performed in Ref. [120]
for 9ΛBe. While the energies of the 1/2
+ ground state and
the 3/2+ excited state could be reproduced, the obtained
(3/2+, 5/2+) splitting overestimated the γ–ray measure-
ment by a factor ranging from 3 to 5. The authors at-
tribute this result to an inappropriate description of the
P–wave ΛN–ΣN coupling. The Λ spin–orbit interaction
strengths were previously examined in Ref. [89], by a ΛN
G–matrix interaction derived from the SU(6) quark model,
in a calculation for symmetric nuclear matter at normal
density. The results imply a ratio SΛ/SN between the Λ–
spin–dependent spin–orbit and the nucleon–spin–dependent
spin–orbit effective parameters ranging from 0.08 and 0.25,
which surely improves the predictions of meson–exchange
approaches but overestimates the phenomenological ratio,
SΛ/SN ∼ 0.04.
Hypernuclear structure studies were also performed
with the quark–meson coupling (QMC) model. Within
this framework, which is similar to the self–consistent quan-
tum hadrodynamics, the baryon–baryon interactions are
described by the exchange of scalar and vector mesons,
while the SU(6) quark model is adopted for the bound nu-
cleons and hyperon, with a baryon internal structure mod-
eled by the MIT bag. The first application of the QMC
model was done in Ref. [117], where the exchange of σ,
ω and ρ mesons and a phenomenological ΛN–ΣN cou-
pling were taken into account. Hypernuclei with closed–
shell nuclear core were considered. This approach natu-
rally incorporates a weak spin–orbit interaction for the
Λ in a Hypernucleus, due to the explicit quark structure
of the Λ given by the SU(6) quark model (where non–
strange mesons only couple to light u and d quarks of
baryons and the Λ spin is carried by the s quark), but
the predicted Λ single–particle energies overestimates the
experimental data. More recently [118], the QMC model
was improved by including the self–consistent effect of the
scalar field on the one–gluon–exchange hyperfine interac-
tion between quarks, that in free space leads to the ∆–
N and Σ–Λ mass splittings. With the hyperfine interac-
tion, the MIT bag model can reproduce the ∆–N mass
splitting. A single–particle shell model was used and Hy-
pernuclei with closed–shell nuclear cores were considered.
Again, the QMC calculation leads to a natural explanation
of the small Λ spin–orbit splittings. Moreover, improved
predictions are obtained for the Λ single–particle energies,
although the calculation tends to overbind the less bound
Λ states.
A quark mean field (QMF) model, in which baryons
are described by the constituent quark model, was instead
considered in Ref. [119]. Again, baryon–baryon interac-
tions were given by σ, ω and ρ meson exchange, where
the mesons coupled exclusively to light quarks and Hy-
pernuclei consisting of a closed–shell nuclear core were
studied. Small Λ spin–orbit splittings were obtained, while
the experimental Λ single–particle energies were underes-
timated. The QMF and QMC models are rather similar to
each other. The underbinding in the QMF model and the
overbinding in the QMC model can be explained by the
different Λ–σ coupling adopted in the two calculations.
Only a recent calculation, with a relativistic energy
density functional based on SU(3) chiral effective field
theory, predicted both Λ single–particle energies and Λ–
nucleus spin–orbit splittings which compare well with data
[121]. In SU(3) chiral effective field theory, the ΛN in-
teraction is described as follows: the longest range in-
teractions are described by two–pion exchange diagrams
including an intermediate ΣN state and by one–kaon–
exchange, while the short–range interactions are described
by contact terms (scalar and vector mean fields contribu-
tions). The mechanism responsible for the improvement
of Ref. [121] is an almost complete cancellation between
the short–range scalar and vector mean fields contribu-
tions and the intermediate–range terms originated by the
two–pion exchange.
Finally, we note that studies on the spin–dependence of
the ΛN interaction can also be performed by mesonic weak
decay spectra measurements, which allows one to assign
the spin–parity to the decaying Hypernucleus (spin–parity
of Hypernuclear states are normally assigned by angular
correlations and polarizations of the emitted γ–rays). This
will be discussed in Sec. 4.2.2.
3.3.3 New Generation γ–ray Experiments at J–PARC
The next generation of γ–ray experiments is planned at J–
PARC with the Hyperball–J detector, by using intense and
pure K− beams from the 50 GeV proton synchrotron [4,
98]. Improved data for s– and p–shell Hypernuclei (4ΛHe,
10
Λ B, and
11
Λ B) are expected from the E13 experiment.
They will help in clarifying the present inconsistencies of
the shell model approach. The experiment on the 1+ → 0+
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transition energy in 4ΛHe is designed to determine the real
effect of the charge symmetry breaking in the ΛN inter-
action. Then, sd–shell Hypernuclei will be considered by
E13, starting from 19Λ N, which requires a shell model ap-
proach with 8 (sd)sΛ additional matrix elements, up to
A = 30, by using the (K−, pi−) production reaction. The
experiments will allow one to determine the spin–parity
of the observed states and the size of sd–shell Hypernu-
clei, thus also sheding light on the A–dependence of the
spin–spin parameter ∆. At a later stage of E13, studies on
medium and heavy Hypernuclei (up to A = 208), again
with the (K−, pi−) reaction, could provide information on
the P–wave ΛN interaction, through the observation of
inter–shell E1(pΛ → sΛ) transitions.
3.4 Impurity Nuclear Physics
In a Λ–Hypernucleus the Pauli principle allows the hy-
peron to occupy the s–level of the Λ–nucleus mean field
potential, thus making the hyperon a good probe of the
inner part of the Hypernucleus. A Λ hyperon bound in a
Hypernucleus can thus be considered as an impurity for
the nuclear core. Some properties of the nuclear core, for
instance the size, shape, shell structure and collective mo-
tion, are modified by the presence of the strange baryon.
3.4.1 The Λ Glue–Like Roˆle
Theoretical studies predicted a contraction of the nuclear
core caused by the presence of the Λ [115, 122]: the hy-
peron plays a glue–like roˆle in Hypernuclei.
This shrinking effect was then confirmed experimen-
tally when the KEK–E419 γ spectroscopy experiment sho-
wed that the Λmakes smaller a loosely–bound nuclear core
such as 6Li [123]. This was possible by the observation of
the E2(5/2+ → 1/2+) core transition in 7ΛLi (see Fig. 14).
The corresponding reduced transition probability was de-
rived from the lifetime (measured with the Doppler shift
attenuation method) of the 5/2+ Hypernuclear state and
the branching ratio of the E2(5/2+ → 1/2+) transition,
with the result B(E2;7Λ Li, 5/2
+ → 1/2+) = 3.6 ± 0.5+0.5−0.4
e2 fm4.
B(E2) turns out to be approximately proportional to
the fourth power of the nuclear core radius. The E2(5/2+ →
1/2+) Hypernuclear transition is induced by the E2(3+ →
1+) transition of the 6Li core. In the weak–coupling limit,
Ref. [115] introduced a size factor
S =
[
9
7
B(E2;7Λ Li, 5/2
+ → 1/2+)
B(E2;6 Li, 3+ → 1+)
]1/4
(22)
which provides the change in the 6Li core radius due to the
addition of the hyperon. From a previous measurement of
B(E2;6 Li, 3+ → 1+) a sizable shrinkage of the 6Li core
was obtained: S = 0.81±0.04. This result agrees with the
cluster model calculation of Ref. [122]. By a more recent
α + n + p + Λ cluster model [115] one can interpret the
above size factor as a reduction of the distance between
the α cluster and the center of mass of the np pair by
(19 ± 4)%, while the shrinkage of the distance between
the proton and the neutron of the np pair is negligible.
The nuclear core compression effect is expected also in
heavier Hypernuclei, although generally at a lower level
[124, 125]. In Ref. [126] a 3α + Λ four body model was
applied to the study of the shrinkage in the nuclear core
of 13Λ C. This Hypernucleus has a
12C core with peculiar
characteristics: the 0+1 ground state has a shell–model–like
compact structure, while the 2+2 excited state at Ex = 7.65
MeV has a loosely bound 3α structure which can hardly
be explained in a shell model approach. Because of this
behaviour, for the 13Λ C(1/2
+
1 ) and
12C(0+1 ) ground states
the presence of the hyperon implies a few % shrinkage for
the distance between two α clusters, but for 13Λ C(5/2
+
2 )
a significant compression of the α-α distance, of about
28%, is predicted with respect to the same distance in the
12C(2+2 ) core [126].
3.4.2 Deformation of Λ–Hypernuclei
Various open–shell nuclei are deformed in the ground state.
This deformation results in the existence of quadrupole
transitions and rotational spectra which can be observed
experimentally.
Relativistic mean field models [127], non–relativistic
Skyrme–Hartree–Fock approaches [128–130] and the frame-
work of non–relativistic nuclear energy density functionals
[125] were applied to the study of the collective motion and
the deformation properties of Hypernuclei.
The relativistic mean field model of Ref. [127] pre-
dicted a strong reduction of the deformation for 12C and
some of the sd–shell nuclear cores in the presence of a
Λ hyperon in the s orbit: in some cases, the change is
from an oblate shape (this is the case of 28Si) to a spher-
ical shape (the 28Si core in the 29Λ Si Hypernucleus). This
result does not seem to be corroborated by other stud-
ies, for instance by the Skyrme–Hartree–Fock approach of
Ref. [130], which found that the gross features of the po-
tential energy surfaces in the (β , γ) plane (β and γ being
the Quadrupole deformation parameters) remain basically
unaltered by the addition of the Λ.
These predictions need empirical confirmation. Future
γ–ray spectroscopy experiments at J–PARC could help
in clarifying the deformation properties and the collective
motions in Hypernuclei by measuring the B(E2) values
and possibly the excitation energies in the rotational (and
vibrational) bands.
3.4.3 Neutron–Rich Λ–Hypernuclei
It is well known from experiments with radioactive nuclear
beams that nuclei produced near the neutron (proton)
drip line exhibit a neutron (proton) halo, i.e., a density
of weakly bound valence neutron(s) (proton(s)) which ex-
tend well beyond the radius of the nuclear core. Neutron–
rich nuclei are particularly important in nuclear astro-
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physics, as they play a roˆle in neutron capture nucleosyn-
thesis.
Since most of the Hypernuclear experiments performed
to date with kaon, pion and electron beams used targets
of stable nuclei, spectroscopy study of Hypernuclei has
been mainly restricted to systems in the β–stability valley.
However, as a consequence of the modification of nuclear
structure introduced by the presence of the hyperon, one
can expect that particle bound neutron–rich (proton–rich)
Hypernuclei exist even for large (small) values of the neu-
tron to proton ratio [131]. Note that we do not consider as
“neutron–rich” Hypernuclei obtained by the reaction (4),
that are better defined as “mirror” Hypernuclei of those
obtained by reactions (2) and (3). Fig. 15 shows some of
the predicted neutron–rich Hypernuclei.n-rich hypernuclei: 6!H 
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Figure 3: Formation of 6ΛH, “hyper-heavy hydrogen”, discussed in Ref.[14]. The exotic
6
ΛH
hypernucleus has a resonance state of 5H, “super-heavy hydrogen”, as the nuclear core.
be a very exotic nucleus with a large neutron to proton ratio, N/Z=4 for 6ΛH or N/Z=5 for
7
ΛH.
A possibility of a binding of the 6ΛH ground state, “hyper-heavy hydrogen”, was discussed
theoretically by Akaishi, et al.[14] as seen in Fig.3. The ground state of the core nucleus, 5H,
is known as a broad resonance state (EX∼1.7MeV ) and is called “super-heavy hydrogen”[15].
The resonance state may be bound due to the attractive interaction between the Λ hyperon
and the core nucleus. We may expect large structure change of the core nucleus beyond the
neutron drip line by the addition of the Λ hyperon.
2.2.2 Study on two- and three-body interactions in Λ-hypernuclei
Since the mass difference between the Λ and Σ hyperons is small, MΣ−MΛ ∼80MeV/c2, com-
pared with that of the nucleon and ∆ isobar, M∆−MN ∼290MeV/c2. This situation makes the
effect of the ΛN-ΣN channel-coupling quite important in the discussion of the hypernuclear
level structure[16]. The strong ΛN-ΣN coupling introduce an additional effective two-body
interaction between Λ and nucleon, and also may be a source of the three-body interaction
among the ΛNN subsystem in a Λ-hypernucleus as recently discussed by Akaishi, et al.[17].
This effect may manifest itself in a Σ− component of the Λ hypernuclear states, which can be
useful to produce neutron-rich hypernuclei by the (pi−, K+) reaction (see Sec.2.2.5 for more
details).
2.2.3 Connection to astrophysics: ingredients of neutron stars
The knowledge obtained from this study will give a feed back not only to the nuclear physics
but also to other fields like astrophysics. It has been intensively discussed that hyperons in
a high-density nuclear matter in neutron stars play a significant role concerning the maximal
mass of neutron stars, formation-scenario and a thermal and structural evolution of neutron
stars and black holes[18]. Namely, the presence of hyperons in a neutron star makes the
Equation of State (EoS) much softer than that without hyperons. In particular, the role of
5
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Fig. 15. Part of the light Λ–Hypernuclei chart with binding en-
ergy and particle instability threshold in MeV. Unstable cores
are indicated by xxx; Λ–Hypernuclei produced by the (K−, pi0)
reaction, the so–called mirror Hypernuclei, are indicated by ♦;
Λ–Hypernuclei produced by the (K−, pi+) reaction, neutron–
rich Hypernuclei, by ♠. From R f. [131].
Various neutron–rich Hypernuclei are in principle ac-
cessible to the (K−, pi+) and (pi−,K+) double charge–
exchange reactions using stable targets. In particular, thanks
to the glue–like roˆle of the hyperon, one could produce a
Hypernucleus with a neutron halo even by starting from
a weakly unbound nuclear core (see the cases of Fig. 15
indicated by xxx), thus possibly extending the neutron
drip line beyond the standard limits of neutron–rich nu-
clei [132, 133]. We remind that this effect was predicted
already in the early days of Hypernuclear Physics [134].
Hypernuclei with a neutron or proton excess are suit-
able systems for studying the ΛN effective interaction, the
Λ–nucleus mean field potential and the behaviour of the Λ
hyperon in a low density neutron or proton halo matter.
Relevant contributions of the coherent ΛN–ΣN cou-
pling and the associated ΛNN three–body interaction are
predicted for Hypernuclei with a neutron excess [135, 136].
Studies of neutron–rich Hypernuclei could thus put con-
straints on the ΛNN interaction. In a shell model ap-
proach within a perturbation theory framework, the sec-
ond order ΛN → ΣN → ΛN interaction is found to
provide a contribution to the spin–doublet separations in
neutron–rich Hypernuclei which is of the same order of
magnitude of the contribution from the direct ΛN → ΛN
interaction [136]. Moreover, the Σ hyperon admixture in
neutron–rich Hypernuclei is found to increase with the
isospin, i.e. with the neutron excess number N − Z [92,
135, 137], thus it could reveal particularly important also
in studies of the composition and equation of state of neu-
tron stars; in various hadronic models, these compact stars
indeed have a substantial content of neutrons as well as
hyperons, but particularly the effect of Σ hyperons is not
yet known.
Since the valence nucleons in Hypernuclei with neu-
tron and proton halos are weakly bound, these systems
can be conveniently described by resorting to cluster mod-
els. Halo and skin structures were studied theoretically in
Ref. [138, 139] with a three–body cluster model for A = 6
(6ΛHe and
6
ΛLi) and A = 7 (
7
ΛHe and
7
ΛLi and
7
ΛBe) Hy-
pernuclei. The α + Λ + N three–body (α + Λ + N + N
four–body) model reproduces the binding energies of the
ground states observed in A = 6 (A = 7) Hypernuclei.
The case of 6ΛHe is particularly interesting, as its ground
state is only 0.17 MeV below the 5ΛHe+n threshold and
the 5He core is unbound. For 6ΛHe the calculation indeed
predicted a structure consisting of three distinct layers of
matter: an α nuclear core, a Λ skin and a neutron halo.
The halo of the valence neutron is more extended than
in the neutron halo nucleus 6He, the Λ density distribu-
tion clearly extends beyond the α core but is well confined
within the volume of the neutron halo. Analogous three
layer structure of matter are exhibited for A = 7 Hyper-
nuclei.
Two–body reactions in which neutron–rich Hypernu-
clei could be produced are:
K− + AZ → AΛ(Z − 2) + pi+ , (23)
induced on nuclear targets by stopped or in flight K−, and
pi− + AZ → AΛ(Z − 2) +K+ . (24)
by in flight pi−. In these double charge–exchange reactions,
two protons of the target nucleus are replaced by a Λ and
a neutron.
The simplest description of the above reactions is a
two–step process on two different protons of the same
nucleus, converting them into a neutron and a Λ, with
the additional condition that the final nuclear system is
bound. For (23) it should mean a K−p→ Λpi0 reaction fol-
lowed by pi0p→ npi+ , for (24) a pi−p→ npi0 reaction fol-
lowed by pi0p→ K+Λ or pi−p→ K0Λ followed by K0p→
K+n. Another mechanism which was proposed [92, 137] is
a single–step process such as pi−pp → K+Σ−p → K+Λn
via the Σ–admixture in the Λ–Hypernuclear state due to
the coherent Σ−p → Λn coupling. Owing to these fea-
tures, both single–step and two–step processes are ex-
pected to occur at a much lower rate than the production
of normal Λ–Hypernuclei by means of the usual two–body
reactions. According to the study of Ref. [140], the two–
step production reactions have a larger cross section than
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the one–step mechanisms even when considering their lar-
gest theoretical prediction for the Σ− admixture probabil-
ity. Instead, the analysis of Ref. [141] favoured one–step
reactions over two–step reactions and larger Σ− admix-
ture probabilities.
The first experimental attempt to produce neutron–
rich Hypernuclei by the reaction (23) was carried out at
KEK [142]. An upper limit (per stopped K−) was obtained
for the production of 9ΛHe,
12
Λ Be and
16
Λ C Hypernuclei: the
results are in the range (0.6÷2.0) · 10−4/K−stop, while the
theoretical predictions [143] for 12Λ Be and
16
Λ C lie in the
interval (10−6÷10−7)/K−stop, that is at least one order of
magnitude lower than the experimental results and three
orders of magnitude smaller than the usual (K−stop, pi
−)
one–step reaction rates on the same targets (10−3/K−stop).
Another KEK experiment [144] reported the observa-
tion of 10Λ Li with the (pi
−, K+) double charge–exchange
reaction on a 10B target. This experiment was affected
by much less background than in the previous one with
the (K−stop, pi
+) reaction. Figure 16 shows the binding en-
ergy spectrum obtained by Ref. [144]: the production cross
section (in nb/sr/MeV) is drawn versus the Λ binding en-
ergy (in MeV). The results are not directly comparable
with theoretical calculations [140] since no discrete struc-
ture was observed and the production cross section was
integrated over the whole bound region (0 MeV < BΛ <
20 MeV). Significant production yields were observed in
the Λ bound state region, with an integrated cross sec-
tion of 11.3± 1.9 nb/sr (5.8± 2.2 nb/sr) for a 1.2 GeV/c
(1.05 GeV/c) incident momentum and a scattering angle
in the laboratory system ranging from 2◦ to 14◦. Unfor-
tunately, no clear peak was observed in the Λ bound re-
gion, possibly due to the low statistics and resolution. The
above results were obtained by assuming that all counts
recorded in the Λ bound state region correspond to the
formation of the 10Λ Li Hypernucleus. The measured cross
sections are in disagreement with the theoretical study of
Ref. [140], which favoured a two–step production mech-
anism, but agree with the prediction of Ref. [141] in the
case of a 1.2 GeV/c incoming momentum. By assuming
a dominant one–step production mechanism and a Σ ad-
mixture probability of the order of 0.1%, Ref. [141] could
reproduce the magnitude of the 10Λ Li production spectrum
obtained in Ref. [144].
A further attempt to observe neutron rich Hypernuclei
by means of the reaction (23), with K− at rest, was done at
the DAΦNE collider at LNF by the FINUDA experiment
[145], on 6Li and 7Li targets. The limited data sample col-
lected during the first run period of the experiment was
used to look for the production rates per stopped K− for
6
ΛH and
7
ΛH; the inclusive pi
+ spectra from 6Li and 7Li
targets were analyzed in momentum regions correspond-
ing, through momentum and energy conservation, to the
BΛ values predicted by Ref. [131, 137]. Due to the strong
contribution of the background reactions:
K− + p → Σ+ + pi−
↓
n+ pi+ (25)
error arising from energy-loss corrections for the incom-
ing and outgoing mesons in the target (!0:15 MeV) and
other small effects, such as the linearity of the SKS
(<! 0:1 MeV). The experimental energy resolution was
obtained by fitting the g.s. peak of the 12! C, which was
2.5 MeV in FWHM. We found that the cross sections of
the "!#; K#$ reaction on both 10B and 12C targets at
1:05 GeV=c reproduced previous measurements done
with SKS [3,4] within errors, whereas the cross sec-
tion at 1:2 GeV=c on 12C provided new experimental
information.
As is already seen in Fig. 3, as well as in an expanded
view in the figure, there are significant yields below the
10
! Li production threshold (%B! & 0). We did not take an
empty target run in the present experiment, but we ob-
served a smaller cross section by 2 orders of magnitude
than the target-in run in a previous experiment with the
same experimental setup in the "!%; K#$ reaction with a
1:2 GeV=c incident momentum [18]. Hence all the ob-
served events are considered to come from the target. If
we assume all the events for %20 ' %B! ' 0 MeV be-
long to the 10! Li signal, the production cross section is
12:2 nb=sr. We estimate the background in the signal
region, i.e., for %20 ' %B! ' 0 MeV, to be 0:9 nb=sr,
by assuming a constant background, which was deduced
from the events below %B! & %20 MeV. Then the 10! Li
signal is 11:3! 1:9 nb=sr. The tail from the quasifree
events does not contribute much to the yields because of
the good energy resolution (2.5 MeV in FWHM), as can be
seen in case of 12! C production at 1:2 GeV=c (Fig. 4). If we
extrapolate the quasifree components linearly to the bound
region, we obtain a lower limit of the cross section to be
9:6! 2:0 nb=sr. Unfortunately, no significant discrete
peaks were observed, which may be due to the limited
statistics, the experimental resolution and a possible com-
plicated nuclear structure. Note that Akaishi calculated the
ground-state energy to be around %12 MeV [14], which is
not inconsistent with the present data.
The experimental hypernuclear production cross sec-
tions are summarized in Table I, where the total cross
sections for the bound region (%B! ' 0 MeV) averaged
over the scattering angle from 2( to 14( are listed. The
theoretical predictions based on the two-step mechanism
shows 45 nb=sr and 23 nb=sr for 1:05 GeV=c and
1:2 GeV=c incident momentum, respectively. Note that
the theoretical values are only for the ground-state doublet
and the momentum dependence is given by Ref. [19]. It is
found that the observed production cross section is smaller
than the calculated one and that the incident momentum
dependence of the cross section shows an opposite trend to
that found in the calculation. Concerning the single-step
process via a "% admixture in the ! hypernuclear state
appearing due to the "%p$ !n coupling, the cross sec-
tion will depend on the mixing probability, p". In Ref. [12],
there is no calculation of p", but it is quite interesting to
notice a large probability, p", for the present 10! Li case
in Ref. [14], i.e., 3:1) 10%3. A theoretical calculation of
the cross section via a single-step process for both inci-
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FIG. 4. Missing-mass spectrum of the "!#; K#$ reaction on a
12C target at 1:2 GeV=c. The horizontal axis shows the binding
energy of a !, whereas the vertical axis shows the cross section
in terms of "b=sr=MeV.
TABLE I. Hypernuclear production cross sections for the
bound region averaged over the scattering angle from 2( to
14(. The cross section with an asterisk shows a lower limit by
extrapolating the quasifree components linearly. The quoted
errors are statistical.
Reaction Cross Section
1:05 GeV=c 1:2 GeV=c
12C"!#; K#$12! C 18:0! 0:7 "b=sr 17:5! 0:6 "b=sr
10B"!#; K#$10! B 7:8! 0:3 "b=sr
10B"!%; K#$10! Li 5:8! 2:2 nb=sr 11:3! 1:9 nb=sr
9:6! 2:0* nb=sr
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FIG. 3. Missing-mass spectrum of the "!%; K#$ reaction on a
10B target at 1:2 GeV=c. The horizontal and vertical axes are the
same as Fig. 2. An expanded view near the ! bound region is
shown in the inset.
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ig 16. Binding energy spectrum in the (pi−, K+) reaction
on a 10B target at 1.2 GeV/c. In the inset an expanded view
containing the Λ bound region is shown. From Ref. [144].
and
K− + pp → Σ+ + n
↓
n+ pi+ (26)
which give the main contributions of the inclusive pi+ spec-
tra for absorption of stopped K− on nuclei, and to the
limited statistics, only up er limits could be evaluated,
leading to the values (2.5 ± 0.4stat +0.4−0.1 syst) · 10−5/K−stop
and (4.5±0.9stat+0.4−0.1 syst)·10−5/K−stop for the production of,
respectively, 6ΛH and
7
ΛH; also the production rate of
12
Λ Be
was obtained, (2.0±0.4stat +0.3−0.1 syst) ·10−5/K−stop, lowering
by a factor ∼3 the previous determination of Ref. [142].
Very recently, the full statistics collected by FINUDA
on 6Li was analyzed by requiring a coincidence between
the pi+ signaling the formation of 6ΛH and its subseq ent
decay into 6He + pi− within a very tight en rgy window
[146]. This appro ch was possible thanks to the very good
energy resolution and instrumental stability of the detec-
tors. Three events were found, corresponding unambigu-
ously to the formation and subsequent decay of 6ΛH. A very
careful analysis showed that they could not be ascribed
to possible instrumental or physical backgrounds, mainly
coming from reaction (25). The mass of 6ΛH deduced from
the above events was found to be 5801.4±1.1 MeV, corre-
sponding to a Λ binding energy BΛ=4.0±1.1 MeV with re-
spect to the mass of the unbound 5H+Λ. Fig. 17 shows the
energy level scheme for the ground state of 6ΛH deduced by
FINUDA. We remark that the measured value of BΛ com-
pares well with the theoretical evaluation of Ref. [131] ut
is lower by about 1.8 MeV than the theoretical prediction
BΛ=5.8 MeV for the
5H+Λ choice of the zero energy level
obtained in Refs. [92, 137], which also included the effect
of the ΛN–ΣN coupling. Note that this 1.8 MeV disagree-
ment is close to the value attributed by Refs. [92, 137] to
the contribution to BΛ(
6
ΛH) arising from the ΛNN three–
body interaction resulting from the coherent Λ–Σ mixing.
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From this experiment, which provides the first observation
of the hyperheavy hydrogen 6ΛH, we may not conclude that
the ΛNN force is negligible, but only that its influence
looks lower than predicted. The production rate of 6ΛH,
assuming a 50% probability for the 6ΛH→ pi−+6He decay,
fully justified by the measured decay rates of neighbour or
similar Hypernuclei (4ΛH,
7
ΛLi), is (5.9±4.0) ·10−6/ stopped
K−, about three orders of magnitude lower than the pro-
duction rates for bound Λ–Hypernuclei, as expected.
An experiment to produce 6ΛH via the (pi
−, K+) reac-
tion on 6Li at 1.2 GeV was recently approved at J–PARC
[147] and should run as quickly as the Laboratory will
be restored to operation. The expected resolution is 2.5
MeV, on a sample of about 100 events. Further results on
neutron– and proton–rich Hypernuclei are expected from
the HypHI experiment at GSI and FAIR by using stable
heavy–ion beams and rare isotope beams [148].
[137] 5799.64
[134,131] 5801.24
H + n + n4Λ 5801.70
ΛH + 2n + 3 5803.74
ΛH + 5 5805.44 MeV
5801.4
MeV
H6Λ
Fig. 17. Energy level scheme for 6ΛH ground state. The red
box represents the error on the mass mean value obtained by
FINUDA [146], the blue box indicates the width of 5H.
3.5 In–Medium Hyperon Properties
Hyperon properties in Hypernuclei are influenced by the
nuclear medium. A partial restoration of chiral symmetry
in the nuclear medium or even a partial quark deconfine-
ment may affect Λ properties such as the mass, size and
magnetic moment for an hyperon located in the inner core
of the Hypernucleus.
3.5.1 The Λ Magnetic Moment
The magnetic moment of hadrons provides interesting in-
formation on the internal structure of these particles. The
magnetic moment of an Hypernucleus is an important ob-
servable which is sensitive to the spin and angular mo-
mentum structure of this many–body system, to the spin–
dependent part of the ΛN effective interaction and to the
Σ admixture in the Hypernucleus.
The magnetic moment operator of a Hypernucleus in
the weak–coupling limit is given by:
µ =
1
2
∫
d3r r × [jemc (r) + jemΛ (r)] , (27)
where jemc and j
em
Λ are the electromagnetic currents of
the nuclear core and of the hyperon, respectively. One can
rewrite this definition as:
µ ≡ µc + µΛ = (gcJc + gΛJΛ)µN (28)
= [gcJ + (gΛ − gc)JΛ]µN ,
Jc (JΛ) being the total spin of the nuclear core (hyperon),
J = Jc + JΛ the total spin of the Hypernucleus, gc (gΛ)
the effective g–factor of the nuclear core (hyperon) and
µN the nuclear magneton.
Already the simple quark model reproduces quite well
the magnetic moments of the stable (non–strange and
strange) baryons by fixing the magnetic moments of the u,
d and s quarks to reproduce the magnetic moments of neu-
tron, proton and Λ. For free Λ and Σ hyperons the mea-
sured values of the g–factors are: gfreeΛ = −1.226 ± 0.008,
gfreeΣ+ = 4.916 ± 0.020, gfreeΣ− = −2.320 ± 0.050 and gfreeΣΛ =
3.22±0.16 (the last being the Σ0 → Λ transition g–factor
for the Σ0 → γΛ electromagnetic transition) [149]. The
change in the quark structure of a Λ bound in the inner
core of a Hypernucleus is expected to introduce a varia-
tion in the Λ magnetic moment compared to the above
free–space value.
Before discussing the important question of a possible
deviation of gΛ in Hypernuclei from the g
free
Λ value, a re-
lated issue has to be clarified: it concerns the roˆle played
by the nuclear core in the Hypernuclear magnetic mo-
ments. Relativistic mean field models neglecting the ΛN–
ΣN coupling predicted Hypernuclear magnetic moments
which are very close to the (non–relativistic) Schmidt val-
ues [150] (the Schmidt value is µ = µΛ = gΛ µN/2 =
−0.613µN for a Hypernucleus with a closed shell nuclear
core and an s–level Λ). Ref. [151] showed that the global
core contribution to the Hypernuclear magnetic moment
is vanishingly small (µc ∼ 0) due to the large contribution
of the ωΛΛ tensor coupling induced by the ω vector field,
which almost cancels the ωΛΛ vector coupling contribu-
tion.
However, in the presence of an important Σ admix-
ture in Hypernuclei and due to large differences among
the above free Λ and Σ hyperons g–factors, the value of
the Hypernuclear magnetic moments are expected to de-
viate from the Schmidt values. This is especially true for
p–shell and heavier odd–A Hypernuclei with isospin 1 nu-
clear cores, as demonstrated in the qualitative treatment
of Ref. [152] based on perturbation theory. For instance,
µ(15Λ C) ∼ µΛ+
√
2β µΣΛ, where β is evaluated in the range
from +0.03 to +0.07 in Ref. [152]. According to this re-
sult, the deviation of the Hypernuclear magnetic moments
from the Schmidt values can be interpreted as a signal of
the relevance of the ΛN–ΣN coupling. More quantitative
studies within the shell model are needed to settle this
important issue.
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The effect of the meson exchange currents on the mag-
netic moment of light Hypernuclei is studied in Ref. [153]
with an effective Lagrangian method in the harmonic os-
cillator shell model. The calculation takes into account
the NN and ΛN pi– and K–exchange currents and the
nuclear core polarization. For 5ΛHe the magnetic moment
is reduced in absolute value by 9% from the Schmidt value
µΛ = −0.613µN : µ(5ΛHe) = µΛ + 0.054µN = −0.559µN .
This change is originated only by the isoscalar ΛN K–
exchange currents, as both the Λ and the 4He nuclear
core have isospin 0. Smaller variations from the Schmidt
values are instead obtained for the (6ΛHe,
6
ΛLi) isodoublet,
despite in these cases the magnetic moment also has an
isovector part.
We come now to the question concerning the in–medium
Λ g–factor, gΛ. Since it is impossible to directly measure
gΛ, due to the very short lifetime for spin precession in
a magnetic field, an indirect method consists in the mea-
surement of the reduced transition probability B(M1) for
the strengths of Λ spin–flip transitions M1, which in the
weak–coupling limit is related to gΛ by [102]:
B(M1) =
3
8pi
2Jdown + 1
2Jc + 1
(gΛ − gc)2µ2N , (29)
where Jdown is the spin of the lower state of the doublet.
B(M1) can be obtained experimentally by measuring
the γ–ray energy for the Λ spin–flip transition ∆E and
the lifetime τ of the excited state (determined with the
Doppler shift attenuation method): B(M1) ∝ 1/(τ ∆E3).
A few measurements of B(M1) have already been per-
formed, at BNL and KEK, but with insufficient accu-
racy to establish the modification of the Λ g–factor in
a Hypernucleus: the most precise determination is indeed
gΛ = −1.04± 0.41 [98].
A future measurement of B(M1) for the M1(3/2+
→ 1/2+) transition in 7ΛLi will be carried out at J–PARC
E13 with a 5% level accuracy [98]. In order to study the
density– and isospin–dependence of gΛ, experiments on
the B(M1) values will be performed at J–PARC for heav-
ier Hypernuclei. In experiments with heavy–ion beams
such as HypHI [148] Hypernuclei are produced with large
velocities and fly in free–space for tens of centimeters be-
fore decaying, thus enabling direct measurements of the
Λ magnetic moment by observing the spin precession in
strong magnetic fields.
4 Weak Decay of Hypernuclei
Λ–Hypernuclei are produced in the ground state or in
an excited state of the Λ–particle neutron–hole configura-
tion. When a Λ–Hypernucleus is excited above the particle
emission threshold it decays dominantly by the strong in-
teraction, through nucleon or cluster emission; the remain-
ing strange nuclear system then de–excites to its ground
state via electromagnetic transitions.
A Λ–Hypernucleus in the ground state decays to non–
strange nuclear systems through the mesonic (MWD) or
non–mesonic (NMWD) weak decay mechanisms.
In MWD the Λ hyperon decays into a nucleon and a
pion in the nuclear medium, similarly to the weak decay
mode in free space:
Λfree → p+ pi− + 37.8 MeV (B.R. = 64.2%) (30)
Λfree → n+ pi0 + 41.1 MeV (B.R. = 35.8%) (31)
in which the emitted nucleon carries a momentum q ≈ 100
MeV/c, for a decay at rest, corresponding to a Q–value of
about 40 MeV. The branching ratios of the channels (30)
and (31) are consistent with the empirical ∆I = 1/2 rule,
valid for all non–leptonic strangeness–changing processes,
like the Σ hyperon decay and pionic K decays.
Inside a Hypernucleus the binding energy of the Λ (∼ 3
MeV for 5ΛHe, ∼ 11 MeV for 12Λ C, ∼ 27 MeV for 208Λ U) fur-
ther reduces the energy available to the final state parti-
cles; MWD is thus suppressed in Hypernuclei with respect
to the free–space decay due to the Pauli principle, since
the momentum of the emitted nucleon is by far smaller
than the nuclear Fermi momentum (kF ∼ 270 MeV/c) in
all nuclei except for the lightest, s–shell ones.
In NMWD the Λ–Hypernucleus decays through pro-
cesses which involve a weak interaction of the constituent
Λ with one or more core nucleons. If the pion emitted in
the hadronic vertex Λ→ piN is virtual, then it can be ab-
sorbed by the nuclear medium, resulting in a non–mesonic
decay of the following types:
Λn→ nn (Γn) , (32)
Λp→ np (Γp) , (33)
ΛNN → nNN (Γ2) , (34)
where in parentheses we indicate their decay rates. The
channels (32) and (33) are globally indicated as one-nucleon
induced decays, in particular one–neutron induced decay
(32) and one–proton induced decay (33). The channel (34),
referred to as two–nucleon induced decay and suggested in
Ref. [154], can be interpreted by assuming that the pion
from the weak vertex is absorbed by a pair of nucleons
(np, pp or nn), correlated by the strong interaction. Note
that the non–mesonic processes can also be mediated by
the exchange of mesons more massive than the pion.
The NMWD mode is possible only in nuclei; the Q–
value of the elementary reactions (32)–(34) (∼ 175 MeV)
is high enough to avoid any Pauli blocking effect, being
the outgoing nucleons momenta as high as ∼ 420 MeV/c
for the one–nucleon induced process and ∼ 340 MeV/c
for a two–nucleon induced process, if the available en-
ergy is equally distributed among the final state particles;
the final nucleons thus have a great probability to escape
from the nucleus. Indeed, the NMWD dominates over the
MWD for all but the s–shell Hypernuclei and only for very
light systems (A ≤ 5) the two decay modes are competi-
tive.
The NMWD is a four–fermion,∆S = 1, baryon–baryon
weak interaction and represents the only practical way
to obtain information on the weak process ΛN → nN ,
which represents the first extension of the weak, ∆S = 0,
NN → NN interaction to the strange baryon sector.
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We recall that the short Λ lifetime prevents from pro-
ducing hyperon targets or beams of suitable intensity and
only scarce ΛN scattering data are presently available.
Moreover, the four–body ∆S = 1 interactions (32) and
(33) are the best candidate to allow the investigation of
the parity–conserving part of the weak interaction, which
is completely masked by the strong component in the
NN → NN reaction [6, 155, 156].
The total decay width of a Λ–Hypernucleus ΓT(
A
ΛZ)
is given by the sum of the mesonic and the non–mesonic
decay widths:
ΓT = ΓM + ΓNM , (35)
where the first term can be further expressed as the sum
of the decay widths for the emission of negative (Γpi−) and
neutral (Γpi0) pions:
ΓM = Γpi− + Γpi0 , (36)
and the second term can be written as the sum of the one-
nucleon (Γ1) and two–nucleon induced (Γ2) decay widths:
ΓNM = Γ1 + Γ2 , (37)
with Γ1 = Γp + Γn. The total decay width ΓT(
A
ΛZ) is
expressed in terms of the Hypernuclear lifetime by:
ΓT(
A
ΛZ) = ~/τ(AΛZ) . (38)
The decay observables which can be directly measured
are the Hypernucleus lifetime, τΛ, the branching ratios and
decay rates for the MWD channels, Γpi− and Γpi0 , and the
spectra of both MWD and NMWD light decay products
(pions and nucleons). The total non–mesonic rate can thus
be obtained in an indirect way as ΓNM = ΓT − ΓM. The
partial decay rates for the NMWD channels (Γn, Γp, Γnp,
etc) cannot be directly determined from the data due to
presence of final state interactions (FSI) for the weak de-
cay nucleons; these rates are not quantum–mechanical ob-
servables [157]. Each one of the possible elementary non–
mesonic decays occurs in the nuclear environment, thus
subsequent FSI modify the quantum numbers of the weak
decay nucleons and new, secondary nucleons are emitted
as well. Daughter nuclei can hardly be detected.
A complete review of the experimental results and the-
oretical models describing the weak decay of Hypernuclei
before 1990 can be found in Ref. [158]; more recent re-
view papers on the results obtained from 1990 on and on
the development of the theoretical interpretations can be
found in Ref. [6, 155, 156, 159].
4.1 Hypernuclear Lifetimes
Among the experimental observables, the Hypernucleus
lifetime τ , or equivalently the total decay width ΓT, is
the one which can be measured with the highest accuracy
and is free from all the distortions and corrections con-
nected to final state interactions of the emitted particles.
Being an inclusive quantity, for its measurement one has
to detect any of the possible products of either mesonic or
non–mesonic decays (typically protons from non–mesonic
decays) as a function of time and then fit the observed
distribution with an exponential decay law. The lifetime
measurement, moreover, is the starting point for obtain-
ing, from the measured MWD branching ratios, the ΓNM
rates as well as the ratio Γn/Γp between the one–neutron
induced and the one–proton induced NMWD rates. How-
ever, one has to note that for the determination of the
the “experimental” value of Γn/Γp (the same occurs for
the individual rates Γn and Γp) one needs 1) a measure-
ment of the nucleon emission spectra and 2) a theoretical
model of nucleon FSI. Indeed, the nucleon spectra turn out
to strongly depend on these FSI effects: the experimental
Γn/Γp ratio must thus be obtained by a deconvolution of
the nucleon FSI effects contained in the measured spectra.
The weak decay of Λ–Hypernuclei has been studied
since their discovery in 1953; the first determinations of τ
date back to the sixties when visualizing techniques were
used, by exposing, mainly, photographic emulsions and,
less frequently, LH2 filled bubble chambers to the world-
wide available K− beams (Argonne ZGS, BNL AGS and
Bevatron). In emulsions, Hypernuclei were produced as
hyperfragments on the emulsion components, like hydro-
gen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, silver and bromine, with a
strong prevalence of the lighter nuclei; in bubble cham-
bers, the helium was an active target. Only events with
unambiguously identified hyperfragments were used to de-
termine the lifetime, and both decays at rest and in flight
were considered. A maximum likelihood method was de-
veloped in order to extract τ(AΛZ) from the measurements
of moderation times or flight times of the selected events.
Meager samples (1-30 events each) were typically collected
due to the reduced intensity of the beams and, conse-
quently, big statistical errors were obtained, ranging from
15% to more than 100%. Lifetimes of s–shell Hypernuclei
were measured for 3ΛH [160–164],
4
ΛH [160, 161, 165],
4
ΛHe
[161] and 5ΛHe [160–162, 165]. The obtained values are all
consistent with the free Λ lifetime within errors.
Obvious limitations of the visualizing techniques pre-
vent from performing a complete study of the Hypernu-
cleus decay. Concerning lifetime, since the decay timing
information cannot be obtained, only indirect determina-
tions of τ(AΛZ) were available, as discussed before. More-
over, concerning the study of the different decay modes,
visualizing devices are blind to neutral particles, such as
γ and neutrons; thus the study was limited to the weak
decay modes with charged particles in the final state. Fi-
nally, the apparatuses were not able to count the number
of formed Hypernuclei, obstructing the determination of
the decay branching ratios.
As described in Sec. 2.2, starting from the eighties,
the counter experiments at BNL AGS and at the 12 GeV
PS at KEK opened a new era in the study of Hypernu-
clear weak decay, overcoming the difficulties of the visu-
alizing techniques. These experiments used the (K−, pi−)
and (pi+,K+) reactions to copiously produce Hypernu-
clei, thus allowing to perform coincidence measurements
for the study of weak decay. Actually, the counter ex-
periments dedicated to Hypernuclear spectroscopy started
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in the early seventies, but high intensity K−/pi+ beams
and large solid angle spectrometers for the high statistics
(103−105 events) production of Λ–Hypernuclei, needed for
the decay coincidence study, became available only about
ten years later.
For a direct determination of the lifetime it is neces-
sary to measure the delay in the emission of the decay
products from the ground state of the Hypernucleus. In
counter experiments this normally requires the detection
of a particle emitted in the decay in coincidence with a
particle originating from the production reaction, pi− or
K+, which tags the formation of the ground state or of
a low–lying excited state which is known to de–excite to
the ground state by electromagnetic decay; in this way it
is possible to identify uniquely the decaying system.
The typical apparatuses operated both at BNL and
at KEK and consisted of double spectrometers to mea-
sure with high precision the momenta of the incident (K−
or pi+) and scattered (pi− or K+) mesons and to deter-
mine, by simple momentum and energy conservation, the
mass of the produced Hypernuclear state. Around the re-
action target, coincidence detectors were placed to detect
charged and neutral decay particle and to measure the de-
cay time; for charged particle the identification was per-
formed by specific ionization and range measurements and
the energy was determined by the range, while for neutrals
both the identification and the energy evaluation were per-
formed by time of flight measurements. For lifetime deter-
mination, the formation time was given by a fast detector
located in front of the target and the delay in the emis-
sion was determined by the difference between decay and
formation time. Lifetimes of light– and medium–A Hyper-
nuclei were extracted from the measured delay time distri-
butions for 4ΛH [166, 167],
4
ΛHe [167–169],
5
ΛHe [170, 171],
9
ΛBe [170],
11
Λ B [170, 172, 173],
12
Λ C [170–173],
27
Λ Al,
28
Λ Si
and ΛFe [173], with statistical errors ranging from 3% to
20%. BNL and KEK values, when available for the same
Hypernuclear specie, are consistent within errors.
Fig. 18, from Ref. [173], shows the mass number de-
pendence of Hypernuclear lifetime for A < 60 obtained by
various counter experiments at BNL and KEK (open and
full circles), from 1985 to 2000. The data indicate that the
lifetime is quite stable from light– to medium–A Hyper-
nuclei and is rather constant above A = 20, at ∼210 ps,
which corresponds to ∼80% of the free Λ lifetime. This
smoothly decreasing behaviour is sign of an anticorrela-
tion between the MWD and NMWD modes: the rapid
decrease of the MWD, due to Pauli blocking effect, seems
to be balanced by the NMWD decay mechanism and the
asymptotic behaviour of the lifetime indicates the presence
of saturation properties for the ΛN → nN weak interac-
tion for increasing A analogous to those of the finite range
NN strong interaction.
In Fig. 18 the dot–dashed line shows calculations by
Ref. [174], where 2pi/ρ and 2pi/σ exchange terms were
added to the one–pion–exchange potential for the NMWD.
These calculations reproduce Hypernuclear lifetime quite
well, with a slight underestimation of the saturation value
for 28Λ Si and
56
Λ Fe. The dashed line represents lifetime cal-
Fig. 18. Mass–dependence of Hypernuclear lifetime, from
Ref. [173]. Full circles: KEK–E307 results [173]; open circles:
previous counter experiments [167, 170, 172]. The dot–dashed
line shows the calculations by Ref. [174] and the dashed line
the calculations by Ref. [175].
culations by Ref. [175] in which a one–pion–exchange model
approach is used, including the two–nucleon induced de-
cay modes on strongly correlated np pairs, to evaluate
lifetimes for medium and heavy Hypernuclei from 12Λ C to
208
Λ Pb. The calculated values are short by a 30−40% with
respect to the measured values. By a detailed study of
baryon–baryon short–range correlations and of the Λ wave
function in Hypernuclei, which was obtained by reproduc-
ing the data on s and p Λ level energies with Woods–Saxon
Λ–nucleus potentials, this calculation was then updated
in Ref. [176]. It was then possible to reproduce the ex-
perimental lifetimes from light to heavy Hypernuclei (see
Fig. 4 in Ref. [176]).
In the medium mass region, a lifetime measurement
was also performed for A∼16 Hypernuclei ( 16Λ Z) [57] us-
ing a 2.1 GeV/nucleon 16O beam and a polyethylene tar-
get at the LBL Bevalac. The trigger for the Hypernuclear
production was given by the decay at rest of K+ produced
together with K− by the associated production reaction,
but the Hypernuclear mass spectrum could not be recon-
structed and the Hypernuclear specie could not be iden-
tified. The lifetime was extracted from the recoil distance
distribution, measured by spark chambers. Only 22 decay
events were identified and the lifetime from the maximum
likelihood fitting of the recoil distance was ∼86 ps, much
smaller than the value for neighbor 12Λ C and
28
Λ Si reported
in Fig. 18. The datum on 16O, however, is very likely to
be affected by some experimental drawback due to the
presence of a very strong instrumental background and,
unfortunately, the measurement was not repeated so that
no reliable value is available for A = 16.
More recently, the lifetimes of 3ΛH and
4
ΛH were ob-
tained with relativistic ions beams (3He, 4He, 6Li and 7Li
ions with 2.2-5.1 GeV/nucleon energies) and 12C targets,
at JINR [58]; the technique used at LBL was improved
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by means of a more effective trigger system for the Hy-
pernuclear production, able to identify events in which a
Hypernucleus of charge Z decays, through pi− MWD, to
a nucleus with charge Z + 1. The lifetime was determined
by measuring the Hypernucleus recoil distance distribu-
tion with a Ne streamer chamber. Values of 220 ps were
reported for 4ΛH with errors at 20% level and of 240 ps for
3
ΛH with errors of ∼ 60%.
In the heavy mass region, Hypernucleus lifetimes have
been measured, between 1985 and 2003, in electroproduc-
tion experiments on 209Bi targets [177], in low momentum
p¯–A annihilation at CERN on 209Bi [54] and 238U [55] tar-
gets and in p–A collisions at COSY on 197Au, 209Bi and
238U [56] targets. For heavy Hypernuclei the application of
direct timing methods, as adopted for light and medium–
A systems, is not feasible due to the huge background of
the light particles produced. This problem is overcome by
detecting heavy fragments from fission processes, induced
by the high energy release due to the NMWD reaction of
the heavy Hypernucleus. A common feature of both p¯–A
and p–A reactions is that the Hypernucleus is produced
with a sizable energy, in particular for high–momentum p–
A collisions and recoils over a distance of some mm before
decaying; the recoil shadow method [178], used in nuclear
physics for the measurement of fission isomers, can thus be
applied with good sensitivity to evaluate the lifetime. The
determination, however, is not direct and depends strongly
on theoretical models which describe the time evolution of
the system during the reaction: transport calculations for
the initial fast non–equilibrium phase and statistical cal-
culations for the final evaporation phase. These calcula-
tions give the mass (A) and charge (Z) distribution of the
Hypernuclei which undergo delayed fission together with
their individual, A– and Z– dependent, velocity distribu-
tion in the laboratory frame; a fit of the recoil distance
distribution allows to extract the lifetime.
Following this procedure, from p¯–A experiments τ(AΛZ)
values of 180±40 ps have been obtained for the 209Bi tar-
get and 130±30 ps for 238U target [55], and from p–A ex-
periments values of 130± 20 ps for 197Au target, 161± 16
ps for 209Bi target and 138 ± 18 ps for 238U target were
reported [56]. It must be noted that, unlike (K−, pi−) and
(pi+,K+) reactions, both p¯–A and p–A production mech-
anisms do not allow to identify the decaying system; the
A and Z values of the produced Hypernuclei are, indeed,
obtained from the calculated (Z,A) distributions which
span over 35-40 mass units and 8-10 charge units [56].
Considering the overlapping of the individual (A,Z) dis-
tributions for the three targets used in p–A experiments, it
is possible to average over them to obtain a mean lifetime
for Hypernuclei with masses A ∼ 180-225, with a disper-
sion in charge ∆Z ∼ 3 for fixed A, of τ(ZΛA) = 145 ± 11
ps, while, by averaging over the results obtained in p¯–A
experiments on Bi and U, the value τ(ZΛA) = 143± 36 ps
can be quoted.
The value from p–A collisions, figuring a global 8% er-
ror, shows an uncertainty level only a factor two worse
than that obtained in recent very high statistics (pi+,K+)
experiments on 12Λ C at KEK [171], 212±6 ps. Both p¯–A
and p–A averaged values represent about the 55% of the
free Λ lifetime and suggest a very different behaviour of
the Λ when bound in heavy nuclei with respect to the case
of medium–A nuclei. Indeed, if in nuclei with A = 12-56
the lifetime seems to saturate at about the 80% of the
free particle value, indicating the short–range nature of
the weak decay interaction, the presence of a much more
massive nuclear system seems to produce a stronger in-
teraction of the Λ with the core nucleons, as if the range
of the weak four–body NMWD interaction could increase
considerably between A = 56 and A = 180 to include large
part of the nucleons. On the other hand, in p¯–A and p–
A collision experiments, the production of Λ–Hypernuclei
is not identified by the detection of a particle which un-
doubtedly signs the formation of a bound strange nuclear
system; the complexity of systems with 180-225 compo-
nents leads to suppose the presence of other interaction
mechanisms which could open for some threshold A value,
higher than 60 mass units, and could explain the strong
enhancement of the interaction rate for A > 180. It is
worth to remind, however, that the lifetime determina-
tion is indirect and relies on calculated, model dependent,
A, Z and velocity distributions, which take into account
the interaction dynamics during all the development of the
process. The big difference between the lifetime values ob-
tained with the recoil shadow method and those obtained
directly in (K−, pi−) and (pi+,K+) reactions suggests that
the first method could be affected by sources of system-
atic errors, possibly connected to the nature of the process
which causes the fission, that need to be carefully consid-
ered; anyway, further experimental work in the A ∼ 200
region is necessary, with an explicit tagging of the strange
nuclear system formation.
4.2 Mesonic Weak Decay
In MWD, light– and medium–AHypernuclei are converted
to non–strange nuclei through the reactions:
A
ΛZ→A (Z + 1) + pi− (Γpi−) (39)
A
ΛZ→A Z + pi0 (Γpi0) , (40)
corresponding to the elementary reactions (30) and (31)
for bound Λ; the final nuclear states in (39) and (40) are
not necessarily particle stable.
The theory of Hypernuclear MWD was initiated by
Dalitz [179, 180], based on a phenomenological Lagrangian
describing the elementary decay processes (30) and (31),
and motivated by the observation of MWD reactions in the
pioneering Hypernuclear physics experiments with photo-
graphic emulsions that provided means of extracting Hy-
pernuclear ground–state spins and parities. The Jpi assign-
ment for 3ΛH,
4
ΛH,
4
ΛHe,
8
ΛLi,
11
Λ B and
12
Λ B [180–183] was
done by applying the recently established properties of the
free Λ mesonic decay (∆I = 1/2 rule; prevalence of the
s–wave, parity–violating, spin–non–flip amplitude; pi an-
gular distribution dependence on Λ spin axis) to Λ bound
in nuclear systems; see Ref. [184] for a recent summary.
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Following the development of counter techniques for
use in (K−, pi−) and (pi+,K+) reactions in the 1970s and
1980s, a considerable body of experimental data on Γpi−
and/or Γpi0 is now available on light Λ–Hypernuclei up
to 15Λ N:
4
ΛH [166],
4
ΛHe [167],
5
ΛHe [170, 171, 185, 186],
7
ΛLi
[186], 11Λ B [170, 186–189],
12
Λ C [170, 187–189] and
15
Λ N [186].
Comprehensive calculations of the main physical prop-
erties of MWD were performed during the 1980s and 1990s
for s–shell [190, 191], p–shell [191–193] and sd–shell Hy-
pernuclei [191, 193]. The basic ingredients of the calcula-
tions are the Pauli suppression effect, the enhancement of
MWD owing to the pion polarization effect in the nuclear
medium [194, 195], the sensitive final–state shell–structure
dependence and the resulting charge–dependence of the
decay rates.
An important ingredient of MWD calculations is the
pion–nucleus potential which generates pion distorted waves
that strongly affect the magnitude of the pionic decay
rates. Indeed, for low–energy pions, the pion–nucleus po-
tential has been studied so far through pi–nucleus scatter-
ing experiments [196] and measurements of X–rays from
pionic atoms [197]; the study of MWD in which a pion
is created by the decay of a Λ hyperon deep inside the
nucleus offers important opportunities to investigate in–
medium pions and to discriminate between different off–
shell extrapolations inherent in potential models. For this
reason, MWD continues to be an interesting item of Hy-
pernuclear physics, and precise and systematic determi-
nations of Γpi− and Γpi0 are very welcome.
In the following two subsections s–shell and p–shell
Hypernuclei MWD will be discussed separately.
4.2.1 MWD of s–shell Hypernuclei and the ΛN potential
As discussed before, due to the short Λ lifetime, the pro-
duction of Λ–Hypernuclei and the investigation of their
structure is the only practical way to study the ΛN inter-
action. To date, the theory of few–body systems is able to
calculate directly up to five–body systems starting from
the elementary two–body ΛN interaction; on the other
hand, to construct a reliable ΛN interaction model, the
basic requirement is to reproduce the measured binding
energy values of all s–shell Hypernuclei.
In the determination of a realistic ΛN phenomenologi-
cal potential, a long–standing problem was that potentials
determined by fits to BΛ(
3
ΛH), BΛ(
4
ΛH) and BΛ(
4
ΛHe), to-
gether with low–energy Λp scattering data, lead to overes-
timate data on BΛ(
5
ΛHe). A better agreement with data is
obtained by explicitly incorporating the ΛN–ΣN coupling
[114].
The possible existence of a central repulsion in the
hyperon–nucleus mean potential has been discussed by
several authors by starting from the realistic two–body
Y N interaction: the strength of the long–range attraction
of the Y N interaction is much weaker than that of the
NN interaction and it would be almost counterbalanced
by the short–range repulsion. Consequently, inner repul-
sion would be present also in the Y –nucleus potentials
constructed from the Y N interaction with the folding pro-
cedure. The effect would be seen most clearly for very light
Hypernuclei (A = 4, 5): the hyperon would be pushed out-
ward the nucleus due to this repulsion and consequently
the overlap of the hyperon wave function with the nucleus
would be much reduced.
The existence of such a repulsive core is established
experimentally for 4ΣHe, where the ΣN → ΛN conversion
is suppressed thanks to the expulsion of the Σ outward the
nuclear core due to the inner repulsion. This mechanism
is considered to be responsible for the narrow width of the
4
ΣHe system [198].
Moreover, the experimental evidence for the presence
of a central repulsion in the Λ–nucleus potential can be
obtained from the Hypernuclear decay observables, which
provide significant information on the Λ single–particle be-
haviour. In particular, the MWD rate, influenced by Pauli
suppression, is sensitive to the overlap between the wave
functions of the Λ and of the nuclear core; this overlap, in
turn, reflects the potential shape felt by the Λ in nuclei.
A repulsive core in the ΛN interaction was introduced
in Ref. [199] to lead to a repulsion in the α–Λ potential:
the Λ wave function is spread outward the nucleus and the
MWD rate is enhanced as a consequence of the Pauli sup-
pression relaxation, since on the Hypernuclear surface the
local nuclear Fermi momentum is smaller than in the nu-
clear core. The α–Λ potential is expressed by a two–range
Gaussian function, indicated as Isle, and yields a 30%
larger MWD rate than the single–gaussian α–Λ potential,
indicated as SG, without the repulsive central part. In the
calculations, the strength parameters of both Isle and SG
potentials are determined to reproduce BΛ(
5
ΛHe) and only
MWD rate measurements can distinguish between them.
Other authors too suggested a central repulsion in the
Λ–nucleus potential and evaluated MWD rates for s–shell
Hypernuclei [190, 200]. In Fig. 19 the left part shows the
decay scheme for 4ΛH and
4
ΛHe; the charge symmetry fea-
tures of A = 4 Hypernuclei can be observed by comparing
the two mesonic decays. In the right part of the figure
the Λ radial wave functions and the α–Λ folding poten-
tials for 4ΛH, calculated by the SG and Isle interactions,
are shown. Two–body decays are allowed only for reac-
tions producing 4He in the final state, being the residual
nuclei of the other two body channels only loosely bound.
A Λ–nucleus potential for A = 4 with a central repulsion
gives a two–body decay rate smaller than that of a SG
potential, due to the reduction of the overlap of the Λ and
final nucleon wave functions. This produces an enhance-
ment of the three–body decay rates and hence the total
MWD rate should not change so much, whereas the ratio
between two– and three–body decays is very sensitive to
the potential shape and is thus useful to investigate the
nature of the short–range part of the ΛN interaction.
From the experimental side, a precise measurement of
the Hypernuclear decay rates requires as a pre–requisite a
precise measurements of both lifetime and branching ra-
tios of reactions (39) and (40). The E167 experiment at
KEK measured the MWD and NMWD rates of 4ΛH and
4
ΛHe [167] produced with the (K
−
stop, pi
−) reaction on a liq-
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Fig. 19. Left: mesonic weak decay scheme for 4ΛH and
4
ΛHe.
Right: Λ radial wave functions and α–Λ folding potentials for
4
ΛH, calculated by the SG and Isle interactions. From Ref. [200].
uid He target, measuring the momentum of the outgoing
formation pi− with a large acceptance (∼100 msr) mag-
netic spectrometer with a resolution of 1-2% FWHM. pi0,
pi− and p coming from decay reactions were detected by
a system of NaI(Tl) counters covered by thin plastic scin-
tillators for energy deposition measurement and particle
identification. The MWD rates obtained by the experi-
ment are summarized in Tables 3 and 4 together with
theoretical calculations from [200]. In Table 4 results of
older visualizing techniques experiments [181, 182] are also
reported for 4ΛHe.
Table 3. MWD rates of 4ΛH in units of the free Λ decay rate
(ΓΛ) measured by the KEK–E167 experiment [167]. The values
are compared with theoretical estimates obtained with SG and
Isle ΛN potentials [200].
Decay Rate Data SG Isle
ΓT/ΓΛ 1.03
+0.12
−0.10
Γpi0/ΓΛ 0.53± 0.07 0.49 0.51
Γpi−/ΓΛ 0.33± 0.05 0.25 0.31
Γpi0/Γpi− 1.59± 0.20 2.02 1.59
Table 4. MWD rates of 4ΛHe in units of the free Λ decay
rate (ΓΛ) measured by the KEK–E167 experiment [167] and
by Refs. [181, 182]. The values are compared with theoretical
estimates obtained with SG and Isle ΛN potentials [200].
Decay Rate Data SG Isle
ΓT/ΓΛ 1.36
+0.21
−0.15
Γpi0/ΓΛ 0.16 0.19
Γpi−/ΓΛ 1.00
+0.18
−0.15 0.93 0.88
Γpi− 4He/ΓΛ 0.69
+0.12
−0.10 0.71 0.61
Γpi− 4He/Γpi− 0.69± 0.02 0.76 0.69
From the comparison between the experimental results
and the theoretical calculations of Ref. [200] it is possible
to observe that the Isle ΛN potential is able to reproduce
the data within ±1σ error, while SG calculations figure a
disagreement at 2σ level for the Γpi0/Γpi− ratio of
4
ΛH. This
allows to conclude that the existence of a repulsive core in
the Λ–nucleus mean potential seems to be experimentally
established.
More recently, the E462 and E508 experiments at KEK
measured with very high statistics both pi− [171] and pi0
[185] MWD rates of 5ΛHe in (pi
+,K+) measurements on
6Li target with the SKS magnetic spectrometer. The re-
sults are reported in Table 5 and compared with SG and
Isle based calculations [190, 201]. For BR(pi−) the calcu-
lations with the Isle potential are in good agreement with
the measured decay rates, whereas the SG potential gives
a significant underestimation [201]. For Γpi0/ΓΛ the exper-
imental value is located between Isle and SG calculations
of Ref. [190], but the Isle value reproduces the experi-
mental result within 1σ, while the SG one differs of more
than 2σ. Thank to the very small value of the errors on the
measured BR’s, this fact strongly supports the presence of
the central repulsion in the α–Λ potential, independently
of the considered specific theoretical calculation.
Table 5. MWD branching ratios and rates of 5ΛHe in units of
free Λ decay rate (ΓΛ) measured by the KEK–E462 and KEK–
E508 experiments [171, 185]. The values are compared with
theoretical estimates obtained with SG and Isle ΛN potentials
for Γpi−/ΓΛ [201] and for Γpi0/ΓΛ [190] .
Decay Rate Results SG Isle
ΓT/ΓΛ 0.947± 0.038
BR(pi−) 0.359± 0.009
Γpi−/ΓΛ 0.340± 0.016 0.271 0.354
BR(pi0) 0.212± 0.008
Γpi0/ΓΛ 0.201± 0.011 0.177 0.215
The last conclusion is representative of the deep inter-
play between particle and nuclear physics that is realized
in Hypernuclear physics. Indeed, being at the frontier be-
tween the two fields, Hypernuclei can be studied exploit-
ing experimental techniques and models typical of both
approaches; in particular we can see here how, from mea-
surement of typical nuclear physics observables, like decay
rates, it is possible to obtain information on the baryon–
baryon potentials, a typical subject of particle physics.
4.2.2 MWD of p–shell Hypernuclei and the pi nuclear
polarization effect
In Hypernuclei MWD is disfavoured by the Pauli principle,
particularly in heavy systems. It is strictly forbidden in
normal infinite nuclear matter, where the nucleon Fermi
momentum is about 270 MeV/c, while in finite nuclei it
can occur because of three important effects: 1) in nuclei
the hyperon has a momentum distribution, being confined
in a limited spatial region, that allows larger momenta to
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be available to the final nucleon; 2) the final pion feels
an attraction by the nuclear medium, due to the p–wave
part of the optical pi–nucleus potential, which modifies the
pion dispersion relation; for a fixed momentum, the pion
carries an energy smaller than if it was free and the energy
conservation increases the chance of the final nucleon to lie
above the Fermi surface; indeed, it has been shown that
the pion distortion increases the MWD width by more
than one order of magnitude for very heavy Hypernuclei
(A ∼ 200) with respect to the value obtained without the
medium distortion [202]; 3) at the nuclear surface the local
Fermi momentum can be smaller than 270 MeV/c and the
Pauli blocking is less effective in forbidding the decay.
In any case, the MWD rate rapidly decreases as the
Hypernucleus mass number increases. Table 6 reports the
actual experimental knowledge of both Γpi− and Γpi0 for p–
shell Hypernuclei. For the sake of completeness, also 5ΛHe,
27
Λ Al and
28
Λ Si counter experiments results are included. A
significant part of the available data comes from experi-
ments at KEK [171, 185, 187, 189] and are affected by rel-
ative errors of about 20-25%, which diminish significantly
in high statistics measurements [171] to about 5%.
Table 6. MWD rates Γpi− and Γpi0 in units of free Λ decay
rate ΓΛ for p–shell Λ–Hypernuclei obtained in recent counter
experiments. 5ΛHe,
27
Λ Al and
28
Λ Si results are also reported for
comparison.
Hypernucleus Γpi−/ΓΛ Γpi0/ΓΛ Ref.
5
ΛHe 0.44±0.11 0.14±0.19 [170]
0.340±0.016 [171]
0.201±0.011 [185]
0.332±0.069 [186]
7
ΛLi 0.353±0.059 [186]
9
ΛBe 0.178±0.050 [186]
11
Λ B 0.22±0.05 [203]
0.192±0.056 [187]
0.23±0.06 [188]
0.212±0.036 [189]
0.249±0.051 [186]
12
Λ C 0.052
+0.063
−0.035 [170]
0.217±0.073 [187]
0.14±0.07 [188]
0.113±0.014 [189]
15
Λ N 0.108±0.038 [186]
27
Λ Al 0.041±0.010 [189]
28
Λ Si 0.046±0.011 [189]
Very recently, the FINUDA experiment has performed
a systematic study of the charged MWD channel of p–
shell Hypernuclei [186], 7ΛLi,
9
ΛBe,
11
Λ B and
15
Λ N, and of
5
ΛHe with errors ranging between 15% (for A = 5) and
35% (for A = 15). Very thin target materials were used
to stop the low momentum (∼ 127 MeV/c) K−’s coming
from the Φ → K−K+ decay; moreover the high trans-
parency of the FINUDA tracker and the very large solid
angle (∼ 2pi sr) covered by the detector ensemble make the
FINUDA apparatus suitable to study the formation and
the decay of Λ–Hypernuclei by means of high–resolution
magnetic spectroscopy of the charged particles emitted in
the processes. In particular, a pi− of about 250-280 MeV/c
momentum has been required to identify the Hypernucleus
bound state production on p–shell nuclear targets, in co-
incidence with a second pi− of momentum less than 120
MeV/c to detect the MWD.
It must be stressed that the information available be-
fore the FINUDA measurements on the charged MWD
of light Hypernuclei consisted almost entirely of Γpi−/ΓΛ
and Γpi0/ΓΛ values obtained by means of counting mea-
surements in coincidence with the Hypernuclear forma-
tion pi− detection, with no magnetic analysis of the decay
meson; pi− kinetic energy spectra were reported for 12Λ C
MWD only [189]. The pi− spectra of Ref. [186], on the
other hand, allow one to have a more careful confirmation
of the elementary mechanism that is supposed to underlie
the decay process, through the determination of the decay
rates, as well as to have information on the spin–parity of
the initial Hypernuclear ground state through the analysis
of their energy dependence. In this respect, the study of
pion spectra from MWD can be regarded as an indirect
spectroscopic investigation tool.
In particular, the ratios Γpi−/ΓΛ were obtained from
the measured branching ratios, using available ΓT/ΓΛ val-
ues or relying on a linear fit to the known values of all mea-
sured Λ–Hypernuclei in the mass range A = 4-12 [204].
Fig. 20 reports the values obtained by the FINUDA exper-
iment (red circles) compared with previous experimental
data (black triangles) and theoretical calculations (green
squares and blue stars) for 5ΛHe,
7
ΛLi,
9
ΛBe,
11
Λ B and
15
Λ N.
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Fig. 20. The Γpi−/ΓΛ ratios obtained by the FINUDA experi-
ment (red circles) [186], compared with previous measurements
(black triangles) [170, 171, 188, 189, 203] and with theoretical
calculations [192, 193] (green squares) and [205] (blue stars).
See Ref. [186] for more details.
Being characterized by a small Q–value, the MWD
mode is strongly affected by the details of both the Hy-
pernucleus and the daughter nucleus structure. Indeed,
the theoretical calculations of Refs. [192, 193] evaluate the
p–shell Hypernuclei total and partial MWD decay rates by
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incorporating the pion final state interaction using pion–
nuclear distorted waves and by describing the structure
of the nuclear core with the Cohen–Kurath spectroscopic
approach [206]. The authors found that for p–shell Hyper-
nuclei the total pi− decay rate is dominated by Λ1s → p1p
transitions, while only little contributions are given by
higher energy configurations of the final nuclear system,
mainly through Λ1s → p2s,1d transitions.
Recently, in Ref. [205] these calculations were revis-
ited, following the same approach, and a new sum rule
was introduced to encapsulate the suppressive effect of the
Pauli principle on the total and partial pi− decay rates.
In Fig. 20, both calculations of Refs. [192, 193] (green
squares) and Ref. [205] (blue stars) are reported, for ground
state spin–parity 1/2+ for 5ΛHe and
7
ΛLi, 5/2
+ for 11Λ B
and 3/2+ for 15Λ N. A good agreement holds among the
FINUDA results and previous measurements (black tri-
angles), when existing, and among the FINUDA results
and the theoretical calculations. The total decay rates for
the other choice of ground state spin–parity calculated in
Refs. [192, 193, 205] (3/2+ for 7ΛLi, 7/2
+ for 11Λ B and 1/2
+
for 15Λ N) are substantially lower and disagree with the ex-
perimentally derived values; an exception is given by 15Λ N,
for which the calculated values reported in Ref. [193] does
not allow one to fix the ground state spin–parity, as will
be discussed in the following.
The agreement between experimental data and cal-
culations supports the correctness of the hypotheses on
which the theoretical descriptions are based. It clearly
indicates the possibility to evaluate typical nuclear phy-
sics observables, like the rates of the MWD of Hypernu-
clei, starting from the knowledge of the elementary phe-
nomenological Hamiltonian which describes the decay of
the free Λ; it also gives a confirmation of the presence of
the distortion of the outgoing pi− wave function due to the
polarization effect of the nuclear medium and of the effec-
tiveness of the Cohen-Kurath spectroscopic calculations in
describing both the Hypernucleus core and the daughter
nucleus, allowing to account naturally for the strong final
state shell–structure–dependence and charge–dependence
of the measured decay rates.
The decay pi− kinetic energy spectra obtained by the
FINUDA experiment for MWD of 7ΛLi,
9
ΛBe,
11
Λ B and
15
Λ N
[186] show interesting structures which can be directly re-
lated to the excitation function of the daughter nucleus
calculated by Refs. [192, 193, 205], allowing to determine
the spin–parity configuration of the Hypernucleus ground
state.
In Fig. 21 the pi− spectrum from MWD of 7ΛLi is shown
(upper part) and compared the with calculated decay ra-
tios Γpi−/ΓΛ to final
7Be states [205] (lower part). These
calculated rates are close to those obtained by Ref. [193].
The correspondence of the structures observed in the ex-
perimental spectra with the rates for decays to different
excited states of the daughter nucleus, assuming a 1/2+
initial spin–parity state, is clear. The peak structure cor-
responds to the production of 7Be in its 3/2− ground state
and in its only bound 1/2− excited state, at 429 keV, not
resolved due to the FINUDA experimental resolution (4.2
MeV FWHM). The part of the spectrum at lower energies
is due to three–body decays. The shape of the spectrum
confirms the spin assigned to the Hypernuclear ground
state of 7ΛLi [204]. Indeed, only a 1/2
+ spin–parity for 7ΛLi
ground state, shown by red bars, reproduces the fitted
peak at ∼ 36 MeV due to the 7Be ground state and excited
state at 429 keV. A 3/2+ spin–parity for 7ΛLi ground state
would imply a radically different spectral shape [193, 205],
as indicated in Fig. 21 by the blue bars.
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Fig. 21. Top: kinetic energy spectrum of MWD pi− from 7ΛLi;
the solid line is a Gaussian fit to compare with theoretical
calculation. Bottom: calculated major decay rates to 7Be fi-
nal states [205] for 7ΛLi 1/2
+ (red bars) and 3/2+ (blue bars)
ground state spin–parity. From Ref. [186].
In Fig. 22 the spectrum for 9ΛBe is shown in the upper
part and compared with calculated decay ratios Γpi−/ΓΛ
to 9B final states [205] shown in the lower part. These cal-
culated rates too are close to those predicted by Ref. [193].
In the 9ΛBe spectrum the energy resolution does not al-
low a separation between the two components predicted
to dominate the spectrum [193, 205], the 3/2− 9B ground
state and the 1/2− excited state at 2.75 MeV. The cor-
respondence between the experimental spectrum and the
calculated rates of decay to different excited states of the
daughter nucleus is clear. The spectrum is consistent with
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the interpretation from (pi+,K+) reactions [4, 207], ac-
cording to which the 9ΛBe ground state is dominantly a
1s Λ coupled to the 8Be(0+) ground state.
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Fig. 22. Top: kinetic energy spectrum of MWD pi− from 9ΛBe;
the solid line is a Gaussian fit to compare with the theoret-
ical calculation. Bottom: calculated major decay rates to 9B
final states [205] for 9ΛBe 1/2
+ ground state (red bars). From
Ref. [186].
In Fig. 23 the spectrum for 11Λ B is shown and compared
with calculated decay rates to 11C final states [205]. By
assuming a 5/2+ ground state, it is possible to identify
two major contributions in the 11Λ B spectrum due to a
3/2− 11C ground state and its 7/2− excited state at 6.478
MeV, both shown by red bars. It is clear from the fig-
ure that the shape of the spectrum is well reproduced by
assigning a 5/2+ spin–parity to 11Λ B ground state, while
by assuming a 7/2+ ground state, the 11C ground state
peak is missing and the dominant decay is to the 5/2−
excited state at 8.420 MeV, shown by a blue bar. A 5/2+
assignment for 11Λ B ground state, first made by Zieminska
by studying emulsion spectra [208], was experimentally
confirmed by the KEK measurement [189], comparing the
derived value of the total pi− decay rate with the calcula-
tion of Ref. [191]. The FINUDA measurement of the decay
spectrum shape provides a confirmation of the fact that
Jpi(11Λ Bg.s.) = 5/2
+ by a different observable.
In Fig. 24 the spectrum for 15Λ N is shown and compared
with calculated decay rates to 15O final states [205]. In the
experimental spectrum, the 15O 1/2− ground state con-
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Fig. 23. Top: kinetic energy spectrum of MWD pi− from 11Λ B;
the solid line is a Gaussian fit to compare with the theoreti-
cal calculation. Bottom: calculated major decay rates to 11C
final states [205] for 11Λ B 5/2
+ (red bars) and 7/2+ (blue bars)
ground states. From Ref. [186].
tribution stands out clearly, along with a hint for a sec-
ondary structure separated by about 6 MeV. The fit to the
lower energy secondary structure is strongly influenced by
the substantial error affecting the data point at the low-
est energy. According to Refs. [192, 205], this secondary
structure derives most of its strength from sd states scat-
tered around 6 MeV excitation, while the contribution of
the p−13/2p1/2
15O excited state at 6.176 MeV is negligi-
ble. Before the FINUDA measurement, the ground state
spin of 15Λ N was not determined experimentally. The most
recent theoretical study of Hypernuclear spin–dependence
[209] predicts Jpi(15Λ Ng.s.) = 3/2
+, setting the 1/2+ excited
state of the ground state doublet about 90 keV above the
3/2+ state. The spin ordering, however, could not be de-
termined from the γ–ray de–excitation spectra measured
recently on a 16O target at BNL [100]. The prominence of
15Og.s. in the spectrum of Fig. 24 supports this 3/2
+ the-
oretical assignment. Moreover, as already observed, the
total pi− decay rate of 15Λ N agrees with calculations by
Refs. [193, 205] by assuming a 3/2+ ground state spin–
parity assignment. These two calculations disagree for a
1/2+ spin–parity assignment, and, following the new cal-
culation [205] for 15Λ N, which corrects the older calculations
of Refs. [192, 193], a 1/2+ spin–parity is excluded and the
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assignment Jpi(15Λ Ng.s.) = 3/2
+
is made based mainly on
the decay rate and the shape of the MWD spectrum.
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Fig. 24. Top: kinetic energy spectrum of MWD pi− from 15Λ N;
the solid line is a Gaussian fit to compare with the theoreti-
cal calculation. Bottom: calculated major decay rates to 15O
final states [205] for 15Λ N 3/2
+ (red bars) and 1/2+ (blue bars)
ground states. From Ref. [186].
It is thus evident that the study of the MWD spec-
tra has strong potentialities for the determination of the
ground state spin–parity for s– and p–shell Hypernuclei;
for sd–shell strange nuclear systems too, the spectroscopy
of particles emitted in the decay processes can help in fix-
ing the spectroscopic configuration of the ground state,
although the MWD branching ratios diminish below 10%
for these Hypernuclei and the errors become consequently
very sizable. The MWD spectra analysis has thus demon-
strated its reliability as light– and medium–A Hypernu-
clei spectroscopic tool, complementary to the γ–ray spec-
troscopy of low–lying excited states [4] when the spin or-
dering cannot be determined; it represents a new version
of the old technique based on the study of the angular dis-
tribution of the MWD pi−, which allowed the ground state
spin–parity determination of light Hypernuclei from emul-
sion experiments [180–183], based on the known properties
of the free Λ weak decay.
As a matter of fact, very recently plans for perform-
ing high resolution (∼100 keV) spectroscopy of pi− from
MWD of Hyperfragments produced by electroproduction
at JLab and MAMI-C were put forward [210]. Fig. 25
shows a schematic view of the experimental layout pro-
posed for operation at JLab, Hall A. However, it is diffi-
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are 20 msr and 92.8-139.8 MeV/c, respectively.  Both spectrometers have 
resolutions of 2×10-4 FWHM for momentum and σθ ≈ 2 mr for reaction angle 
and both have σt ≈ 130 ps resolution for the reconstructed reaction time with 
respect to the beam RF structure.  The HES momentum bite covers the entire 
range for 2B decay.  The arrangement maximizes production of hypernuclei and 
quasi-free continuum while minimizes the target straggling loss.  
Fig. 2.  Schematic view of the experimental layout, similar to that for the (e,e’K+) experiments, 
except HES is re-arranged to detect decay pions instead of scattered electrons. 
       With a time gate of 2 ns (matched with the RF separation) the accidental 
coincidence rate between kaons and pions with known single rates is negligible.   
About 80-90% of quasi-free Λ’s decay in-flight mesonically just as Λ in free 
space (Fig. 1b).  The minimum momentum transfer to Λ for this kinematic 
design is about 300 MeV/c and all the kaon tagged events have the transfer in 
the small forward direction.  These decay pions thus have a highly correlated 
momentum and angular distribution.  The HES is arranged outside this 
correlation so that this background is removed almost completely.  The rest of 
Λ’s are associated with either primarily produced hypernuclei or hyper-
fragments.  They stop in or significantly slowed down by the target due to long 
lifetime and all of them decay almost at rest in a small region less than 0.5 mm 
diameter.  Therefore, the pion momentum can be measured with a resolution of 
70 keV/c (r.m.s.), still dominated by loss in target.  The HES system can be 
calibrated aiming for an absolute energy precision of ±20 keV.  3B decay pions 
av  about the same yield as that from 2B decays and those with momentum 
within the acceptance become the only background.  Because of high resolution, 
the signal over background ratio is expected to be sufficiently large. 
Fig. 25. Schematic view of the experimental layout proposed
at JLab Hall A for performing high resolution spectroscopy
from MWD of Hyperfragments produced by electroproduction.
From Ref. [210].
cult from such experiments to determine the spin–parity of
the Hypernucl ar ground states, since th quantum n m-
bers of the initial state are difficult, if not impossible, to
determine.
4.3 Non–Mesonic Weak Decay
In NMWD, Hypernuclei are converted into non–strange
nuclei through the reactions:
A
ΛZ→A−2 Z + n+ n , (41)
A
ΛZ→A−2 (Z− 1) + p+ n , (42)
corresponding to the elementary neutron– and proton–
induced reactions (32) and (33); as for MWD, the final
nuclear states in (41) and (4 ) are not necessarily parti-
cle stable and are actually not detectable, so that only
inclusive measurements can be performed.
The possibility of NMWD of Λ–Hypernuclei was sug-
gested for the first time in 1953 [211] and interpreted in
terms of the free space Λ → Npi decay, where the pion
was considered as virtual and then absorbed by a bound
nucleon, as already mentioned before. In the 60’s, Block
and Dalitz [212] developed a phenomenological model of
NMWD, which was recently updated (see for instance
Ref. [213]). Within this approach, some important char-
acteristics of the NMWD of s–shell Hypernuclei, mainly
the degree of validity of the ∆I = 1/2 rule on the isospin
change, can be reproduced in terms of elementary spin–
dependent branching ratios for the processes (32) and
(33), by fitting the available experimental data.
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After the first analysis by Block and Dalitz, micro-
scopic models of the ΛN → nN interaction began to be
developed. The first of these approaches adopted a one–
pion–exchange (OPE) model [214]. This model is based
on a ∆I = 1/2 ΛNpi vertex, with the absorption of the
virtual pion by a second nucleon of the nuclear medium.
The results of the decay width calculation for the one–
nucleon induced NMWD were not realistic also because
the employed ΛNpi coupling was too small to reproduce
the free Λ lifetime.
Since the NMWD channel is characterized by a large
momentum transfer, the details of the Hypernuclear struc-
ture should not have a substantial influence, thus provid-
ing useful information directly on the four–baryon, strange-
ness changing, ΛN → nN weak interaction from nuclear
physics measurements, analogously to what occurs in the
description of the MWD observables starting from the
free Λ decay knowledge. The large momentum transfer
implies that NMWD probes short–distance interactions
and might, therefore, elucidate the effect of heavy–meson
exchange or even the roˆle of the explicit quark/gluon sub-
structure of baryons in baryon weak interactions.
In order to improve the OPE model, mesons heavier
than the pion were thus introduced as mediators of the
ΛN → nN interaction. McKellar and Gibson [215] eval-
uated the width for a Λ in nuclear matter, adding the
exchange of the ρ–meson and taking into account the ΛN
relative s–states only. They used a ∆I = 1/2 ΛNpi ver-
tex and made the calculation by using the two possible
relative signs (being at that time unknown and not fixed
by their model) between the pion and the ρ potentials.
It is important to note that, for mesons heavier than the
pion, no experimental indication supports the validity of
the ∆I = 1/2 isospin rule in ΛN → nN (transitions with
∆I = 3/2 are also possible). Some years later, Nardulli
[216] determined the relative sign (−) between ρ– and pi–
exchange by implementing the available information from
weak non–leptonic and radiative decays. Refs. [215, 216]
obtained a NMWD width in the (ρ + pi) exchange model
smaller than the OPE one. In 1986, Dubach et al. [217] ex-
tended the OPE to a one–meson–exchange (OME) model,
in which the pi, ρ, K, K∗, ω and η mesons were considered,
in a nuclear matter calculation. Shell model approaches
were then considered [218] in terms of OME models in-
cluding the mesons of the pseudoscalar and vector octets
and, more recently, also uncorrelated and correlated two–
pion–exchange (TPE) were added to the OME potentials
[219, 220]. For most of the OME and OME+TPE calcula-
tions performed up to date, the ∆I = 1/2 rule is assumed
as valid, although this is justified only for the ΛNpi weak
vertex. In Sec. 4.4 we shall discuss in detail the status of
the studies performed on the ∆I = 1/2 rule in NMWD.
Another theoretical approach to the short–range part
of the ΛN → nN weak interaction is provided by the
quark model. Cheung, Heddle and Kisslinger [221] con-
sidered an hybrid quark–hadron approach for the NMWD
in which the decay is explained by two separate mech-
anisms with different interaction ranges: the long–range
term (r ≥0.8 fm) was described by the OPE with the
∆I = 1/2 rule, while the short–range interaction was
described by a six–quark cluster model including both
∆I = 1/2 and ∆I = 3/2 contributions. More recently,
Inoue et al. [222] calculated the NMWD widths with a di-
rect quark (DQ) model combined with the OPE descrip-
tion. In the DQ model, the ΛN and NN short–range re-
pulsion originates from quark exchange between baryons
and gluon exchange between quarks. The effective weak
Hamiltonian for quarks was obtained from the so–called
operator product expansion, which contains perturbative
QCD effects and, by construction, both ∆I = 1/2 and
∆I = 3/2 transitions. It was found that the DQ mech-
anism gives a significant ∆I = 3/2 contribution in the
J = 0 ΛN → nN channel. The approach was then ex-
tended to incorporate a OME model containing pi, K and
σ exchange [223].
A method alternative to the finite nucleus shell model
approach makes use of a nuclear matter formalism. This
is a many–body technique, first introduced in Ref. [195],
in which the calculation is performed in infinite nuclear
matter and then it is extended to finite nuclei through
the local density approximation. It provides a unified pic-
ture of both mesonic and non–mesonic decay channels. In
nuclear matter one has to evaluate the Λ self–energy Σ,
which provides the various mesonic and non–mesonic de-
cay widths through the relation Γi = −2 ImΣi (i = n, p,
np, etc). The Λ self–energy is derived from a diagrammatic
approach.
Shell model and quark model based calculations re-
stricted their analyses to one–nucleon induced NMWD.
In the first nuclear matter calculations proposed for the
evaluation of the two–nucleon induced decay rates, a phe-
nomenological approach was used [154, 175]. In these works,
the Feynman diagrams contributing to the two–nucleon
induced NMWD were not explicitly evaluated, but an ap-
proximate calculation was done by using data on pion
absorption in nuclei. In the work by Ramos at al. [175],
additionally, an argument for the phase space available
for the 2p2h configurations was introduced. This resulted
in a non–negligible contribution of the two–nucleon in-
duced rate to the total NMWD rate. According to a quasi–
deuteron approximation, the rate was assumed to be due
to a decay induced by a neutron–proton pair: Γ2 = Γnp.
More recently, a program was started for a microscopic
calculation of the one– and two–nucleon induced decays
[224]. A nuclear matter formalism extended to finite Hy-
pernuclei by the local density approximation is adopted.
All isospin channels of the two–nucleon stimulated decay,
nn–, np– and pp–induced, are included in this diagram-
matic approach. In particular, Pauli exchange (ground
state correlation) contributions were recently evaluated
[225] ([157]): the results showed that Pauli exchange terms
and ground state correlations are very important for a de-
tailed calculation of all the NMWD rates and that, as ex-
pected, the two–nucleon stimulated decay width is dom-
inated by the np–induced process. In Ref. [29], the mi-
croscopic diagrammatic approach was then applied to the
calculation of the nucleon spectra emitted in Hypernuclear
NMWD.
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For a long period of time, all these theoretical efforts
were mainly devoted to the solution of an important ques-
tion concerning the weak decay rates. In fact, the study
of the NMWD was characterized by a long–standing dis-
agreement between theoretical estimates and experimen-
tal determinations for the Γn/Γp ratio between the neutron–
and proton–induced decay widths: this became known as
the Γn/Γp puzzle.
It is worth to remind here that, up to a few years ago,
all theoretical calculations appeared to strongly underes-
timate the available data measured in several Hypernuclei
for the Γn/Γp ratio. Concerning measured values, the sit-
uation can be summarized by the following inequalities:
{
Γn
Γp
}theory

{
Γn
Γp
}exp
, 0.5 <∼
{
Γn
Γp
}exp
<∼ 2 (43)
(only for 4ΛHe the experimental value of this ratio is less
than 0.5), although the large experimental error bars did
not allow to reach any definite conclusion.
Nowadays, it is widely recognized that a solution has
been found to the Γn/Γp puzzle. This achievement was
possible mainly by a rapid development of the experi-
ments, which measured a variety of NMWD nucleon emis-
sion spectra, and, from the theoretical side, thanks to: 1)
the inclusion in the ΛN → nN transition potential of
mesons heavier than the pion (two–meson–exchange was
also considered), 2) the description of the short–range ΛN
and NN correlations in terms of quark degrees of free-
dom, 3) the analysis of the effect of the two–nucleon in-
duced decay mechanism and (especially) 4) the accurate
study of the nucleon FSI following the elementary one–
and two–nucleon induced decays (32)–(34). In Sec. 4.6 we
shall describe these recent advances in detail.
The experimental observables in NMWD are: the total
NMWD width ΓNM, the spectra of the nucleons emitted
in the decay (from which one can determine, via some the-
oretical model, the partial decay rates Γn, Γp, Γnp, etc)
and the asymmetry of protons from NMWD of polarized
Hypernuclei. A theory which aims to explain the NMWD
reaction mechanisms must account coherently for the de-
scription of the experimental behaviour of all these ob-
servables.
In the next Sections, the most important topics related
to NMWD are discussed: in Sec. 4.4, the present status
on the ∆I = 1/2 isospin rule in NMWD is concerned; in
Sec. 4.5, measurements and calculations of the total de-
cay are described; in Sec. 4.6, the present status of the
experimental and theoretical results on the Γn/Γp ratio
is reported, with particular attention to the latest results
from the FINUDA experiment; in Sec. 4.7, the existence of
the two–nucleon induced mechanism is discussed and dif-
ferent methods for the determination of its strength are
described; in Sec. 4.8, recent measurements of branching
ratios for two–body rare decays of s–shell Hypernuclei are
reported; in Sec. 4.9 the asymmetry in the spatial distri-
bution of protons from NMWD of polarized Hypernuclei
is discussed.
4.4 NMWD and the ∆I = 1/2 Rule
The ∆I = 1/2 isospin rule is valid to a good degree of ap-
proximation in various non–leptonic strangeness changing
processes, for instance in free Λ and Σ hyperon and pio-
nic kaon decays. While this is a well established empirical
rule, it is still unknown whether the large suppression of
the ∆I = 3/2 transition amplitudes with respect to the
∆I = 1/2 amplitudes holds as a universal feature of all
non–leptonic weak processes. Also, different mechanisms
seem to be responsible for the above isospin rule in the
various hadronic processes.
A possible relevance of ∆I = 3/2 terms in the Hy-
pernuclear NMWD would represent the first evidence for
a ∆I = 1/2 rule violation in non–leptonic strangeness
changing interactions. One should note that the ΛN →
nN process has an important short–range part which is
not accessible to those non–leptonic strangeness changing
particle physics processes that respect the ∆I = 1/2 rule.
Indeed, while the MWD only involves ΛpiN vertex, which
in free space respects the ∆I = 1/2 rule, the NMWD also
calls into play mesons different from the pion in the Λ ver-
texes and is thus a complex source of information. Nowa-
days, no experimental indication supports nor excludes
the validity of the ∆I = 1/2 rule for these couplings with
heavy mesons. Indirect information could thus come from
Hypernuclear NMWD.
A possible violation of the∆I = 1/2 rule in the NMWD
was studied within a shell model framework in Ref. [226].
In this work, a one–meson–exchange model with hadronic
couplings evaluated in the factorization approximation was
adopted. The conclusion reached by the authors is that
only large ∆I = 3/2 factorization terms (of the order of
the ∆I = 1/2 ones) have a relevant effect on the decay
rates (and also on the asymmetry parameter) for 12Λ C.
Tests of the ∆I = 1/2 rule in NMWD are customarily
discussed by adopting a model by Block and Dalitz [212].
Such an approach allows one to easily extract information
on the spin–isospin dependence of the ΛN → nN process
directly from data on s–shell Hypernuclei. The neutron–
and proton–stimulated decay widths of s–shell Hypernu-
clei are obtained in terms of a few spin– and isospin–
dependent rates for the elementary process ΛN → nN .
The relationship among the elementary rates is strongly
affected by the isospin change experienced in the NMWD,
both ∆I = 1/2 and ∆I = 3/2 transitions being in princi-
ple possible.
Within the Block–Dalitz approximation, the width ΓNM =
Γn + Γp of the Hypernucleus
A
ΛZ turns out to be factor-
ized as follows into a density–dependent factor and a term
incorporating the dynamics of the decay [212]:
ΓNM(
A
ΛZ) = R¯(
A
ΛZ)ρA (44)
=
NR¯n(
A
ΛZ) + ZR¯p(
A
ΛZ)
A
ρA , (45)
where
ρA ≡
∫
drρA(r) | ψΛ(r) |2
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Table 7. Amplitudes for the ΛN → nN decay in s–shell Hy-
pernuclei. The spectroscopic notation 2S+1LJ is used. If is
the isospin of the final NN pair. With PC and PV we denote
parity–conserving and parity–violating channels, respectively.
Amplitude Channel If Parity
ap, an
1S0 → 1S0 1 PC
bp, bn
1S0 → 3P0 1 PV
cp
3S1 → 3S1 0 PC
dp
3S1 → 3D1 0 PC
ep
3S1 → 1P1 0 PV
fp, fn
3S1 → 3P1 1 PV
is the average nucleon density at the position of the Λ
baryon, ψΛ(r) is the Λ wave function in the Hypernucleus
and the nuclear density ρA(r) is normalized to the mass
number A = N +Z. Moreover, R¯ denotes a rate (per unit
nucleon density at the Λ position) averaged over spin and
isospin and is given in the second equality in Eq. (44) in
terms of the spin–averaged rates R¯n and R¯p.
For s–shell Hypernuclei the ΛN initial pair is in the
L = 0 relative orbital angular momentum state and the
possible ΛN → nN transition channels are given in Ta-
ble 7 together with their main properties.
In terms of the amplitudes of Table 7, the rates RNJ
for the spin–singlet (Rn0, Rp0) and spin–triplet (Rn1, Rp1)
elementary ΛN → nN interactions are given by:
Rn0 = |an|2 + |bn|2 , (46)
Rp0 = |ap|2 + |bp|2 ,
Rn1 = |fn|2 ,
Rp1 = |cp|2 + |dp|2 + |ep|2 + |fp|2 .
The NMWD widths of s–shell Hypernuclei are thus de-
rived in the following form [212]:
ΓNM(
3
ΛH) = (3Rn0 +Rn1 + 3Rp0 +Rp1)
ρ3
8
, (47)
ΓNM(
4
ΛH) = (Rn0 + 3Rn1 + 2Rp0)
ρ4
6
, (48)
ΓNM(
4
ΛHe) = (2Rn0 +Rp0 + 3Rp1)
ρ4
6
, (49)
ΓNM(
5
ΛHe) = (Rn0 + 3Rn1 +Rp0 + 3Rp1)
ρ5
8
. (50)
The isospin–dependence of the Block–Dalitz rates can
be summarized by the following relation:
Rn1
Rp1
≤ Rn0
Rp0
= 2 , (51)
which holds for pure ∆I = 1/2 transitions. Instead, for
pure ∆I = 3/2 transitions one has:
Rn1
Rp1
=
Rn0
Rp0
=
1
2
. (52)
Various equalities and inequalities among the Hyper-
nuclear decay rates can be obtained from Eqs. (47)–(51)
in the limit of pure ∆I = 1/2 transitions. The most inter-
esting relation reads:
Rn0
Rp0
≡ Γn(
4
ΛHe)
Γp(4ΛH)
= 2 . (53)
Predictions of this kind turn out to be relevant for an
experimental refutation of the ∆I = 1/2 rule.
In various works, the Block–Dalitz rates were deter-
mined phenomenologically by fitting existing data on s–
shell Hypernuclei for ΓNM and Γn/Γp. We consider here in
some detail the work by Schumacher [227]. He examined
the existing data on NMWD of s–shell Hypernuclei to ob-
tain a quantitative estimate of the relative strength of the
two isospin channels of the Λ decay. He observed that the
NMWD approaches available at that time were able to
achieve reasonable agreement with the data on the total
NMWD rates, by assuming the validity of the ∆I = 1/2
rule, but no framework had succeeded in reproducing the
measured Γn/Γp ratios. To further test the isospin rule for
the less understood parity–conserving part of the weak in-
teraction, he examined the available data on Γn/Γp for
4
ΛHe and
5
ΛHe and the ratio ΓNM(
4
ΛHe)/ΓNM(
4
ΛH) from
Refs. [170, 212]. In the calculations, the 1S0 ΛN initial
state was isolated because it leads to isospin If = 1 final
states, populated by both neutron– and proton–induced
processes, while the 3S1 ΛN initial state leads to If = 0
final states that can be produced only by the proton–
induced reaction, being the neutron–induced transition
forbidden by the Pauli principle. From the data, Schu-
macher determined Rn0/Rp0 = 0.23 ± 0.17, to be com-
pared with the value 2 predicted by pure ∆I = 1/2 ΛN →
nN transitions (see Eq. (51)). This seems to suggest a
rather large violation of the ∆I = 1/2 rule for s–shell Hy-
pernuclei NMWD. Due to the quite large errors affecting
the experimental values of Refs. [170, 212], ranging from
38% to 59%, this result, however, cannot be considered as
definitive.
An analysis of more recent experimental data on s–
shell Hypernuclei was performed in Ref. [213], again with
the phenomenological Block–Dalitz model. It was con-
cluded that the large error bars in the data do not allow
to draw definite conclusions about the possible violation
of the ∆I = 1/2 rule and the spin–dependence of the
Block–Dalitz transition rates. The data turned out to be
consistent with the hypothesis of validity of the ∆I = 1/2
rule at the level of 60%. In other words, the ∆I = 1/2 rule
could be excluded only at the 40% confidence level. This
result is not changed much if present data are used.
The usual outcome of all investigations is that more
precise measurements of Γn for
4
ΛHe and Γp for
4
ΛH (see
Eq. (53)) are needed to reach reliable conclusions on the
possible violation of the ∆I = 1/2 rule. At present, we
known that Γn(
4
ΛHe) is very small [167], compatible with
zero within the experimental error, while there is no ex-
perimental data available for Γp(
4
ΛH): this prevents any
further study for the possible violation of the isospin rule
in the sector of s–shell Hypernuclei with the Block–Dalitz
model. New and more precise experiments are thus nec-
essary. In particular, for a measurement of the 4ΛH NMWD
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one needs to tag the formation of the Hypernucleus through
the detection of a neutral meson, like in (K−, pi0) or (pi−,K0)
reactions, and so very intense beams are necessary. Such
beams will be available very soon at the J–PARC accel-
erator complex, where the NMWD rates of A = 4 Hyper-
nuclei will be determined with improved precision [228].
4.5 NMWD: Total Decay Width
The total NMWD rate, ΓNM, can be determined experi-
mentally from the lifetime and the MWD width measure-
ments: ΓNM = ΓT − Γpi− − Γpi0 . In Fig. 26, taken from
Ref. [189], results obtained in the 4 ≤ A ≤ 238 mass num-
ber range before 2001 are reported. The full circles are
Fig. 26. Mass number dependence of the NMWD rate mea-
sured before 2001. Full circles are data from the KEK–E307
experiment [189], open circles are previous data from counter
experiments in which the formation of the Hypernucleus was
explicitly identified [166, 167, 170], open diamonds are data ob-
tained at COSY on heavy nuclei, Bi and U, [229, 230]. Solid,
dot–dashed and dashed lines correspond, respectively, to calcu-
lations by Refs. [231], [175] and [176]. The open square shows a
result from direct quark exchange by Ref. [223] for a Λ bound
in nuclear matter. From Ref. [189].
data from the KEK–E307 experiment [189], the open cir-
cles are previous data from counter experiments in which
the formation of the Hypernucleus was explicitly identi-
fied [166, 167, 170], the open diamonds are data obtained
at COSY on heavy nuclei, Bi and U, [229, 230]. Solid, dot–
dashed and dashed lines correspond, respectively, to cal-
culations by Itonaga et al. [231], Ramos et al. [175] and
Alberico et al. [176]. The open square shows a result from
the direct quark mechanism [223] for a Λ in nuclear mat-
ter. The experimental data up to A = 56 clearly indicate
an increasing trend up to A ∼ 30, followed by a satura-
tion of ΓNM around 1.2-1.3 ΓΛ, which mainly affects the
Hypernucleus lifetime A–dependence. In Ref. [175], the
OPE potential was considered with pion renormalization
effects in the nuclear medium, while the local density ap-
proximation was used to study finite Hypernuclei. The
results for ΓNM are sensibly larger than the experimental
data. Recently, the calculation of Ref. [175] was updated
by Ref. [176], which obtained values of ΓNM in agreement
with data by tuning the Landau–Migdal parameters which
fixes the short–range part of the ΛN and NN interactions
and by using more realistic in–medium Λ wave functions.
More recently, the KEK high statistics experiments
E462 and E508 measured the lifetime, Γpi− and Γpi0 for
5
ΛHe and
12
Λ C with errors reduced to the 4-5% level [171,
185]; the resulting values of ΓNM, in units of the free
Λ decay rate ΓΛ, are: ΓNM(
5
ΛHe) = 0.406 ± 0.020 and
ΓNM(
12
Λ C) = 0.953 ± 0.032, which adhere completely to
the trend indicated by the previous data in Fig. 26.
In the high mass number region, the very low values
of lifetime obtained by Ref. [56] for A = 180-225, give
a very high value of the total NMWD rate, ΓNM/ΓΛ =
1.82 ± 0.14, being the MWD mechanism completely neg-
ligible in this region. However, we have to remind the
reader that, as discussed in Sec. 4.1, this result was ob-
tained from delayed fission experiments with the recoil
shadow method, by detecting nuclear fragments which are
supposed to originate from Hypernuclear fission, induced
by NMWD. This method does not allow the identifica-
tion of the produced Hypernucleus and requires model–
dependent assumptions.
In Table 8 we summarize the theoretical and experi-
mental determinations of the total NMWD rate for 5ΛHe
and 12Λ C. We only list works which also determined the
Γn/Γp ratio. We note that only the theoretical works of
Refs. [157, 219] include two–nucleon induced weak decays.
Most of the theoretical predictions agree with data. How-
ever, we have to note that with the most recent and precise
KEK–E462 and KEK–E508 data one is able to distin-
guish among the different theoretical approaches. More-
over, within a particular approach, one could also deter-
mine the weak transition potential which better reproduce
the KEK–E462 and KEK–E508 data.
4.6 NMWD: the Γn/Γp puzzle
Table 9 summarizes, in chronological order of publication,
the results of measurements on NMWD of A = 5-56 Hy-
pernuclei, performed from 1991 on: they represent the sub-
sequent steps toward the solution of the Γn/Γp puzzle from
the experimental side.
As can be seen from the table, the major part of the
data have been obtained at KEK on 5ΛHe and
12
Λ C, which
are the best known Hypernuclei as for NMWD, and were
published from 1995 to 2009 [23–25, 188, ?, 235–238]. BNL
experiments explored NMWD of 4ΛHe,
5
ΛHe and
12
Λ C dur-
ing the 90’s [169, 170]. Recently, the FINUDA experiment
performed a systematic study of the spectra of protons
emitted in NMWD of 5ΛHe and the complete set of p–shell
Hypernuclei [26, 27, 239].
Concerning the Γn/Γp ratio, the first counter experi-
ments studying the NMWD processes detected only pro-
tons [170, 188, 234] and determined the Γp value for
5
ΛHe,
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Table 8. Theoretical and experimental results for the NMWD
rate ΓNM in units of the free Λ decay rate ΓΛ.
Ref. and Model 5ΛHe
12
Λ C
Sasaki et al. [223] 0.52
pi +K+ DQ
Jido et al. [219] 1.04
pi +K + 2pi/σ + 2pi + ω
Parren˜o and Ramos [232] 0.43 0.73
pi + ρ+K +K∗ + ω + η
Itonaga et al. [231] 0.42 1.06
pi + 2pi/σ + 2pi/ρ+ ω
Barbero et al. [233] 0.69 1.17
pi + ρ+K +K∗ + ω + η
Bauer and Garbarino [157] 0.98
pi + ρ+K +K∗ + ω + η
BNL [170] 0.41± 0.14 1.14± 0.20
KEK [188] 0.89± 0.18
KEK [234] 0.50± 0.07
KEK–E307 [189] 0.828± 0.056± 0.066
KEK–E462 [171] 0.404± 0.020
KEK–E508 [185] 0.953± 0.032
11
Λ B and
12
Λ C; the Γn values were obtained by subtrac-
tion of all the other decay rates. Thus, the results might
have been affected by an underestimation of the number
of emitted protons due to the rescattering of the proton
inside the residual nucleus, i.e. the nucleon FSI, and/or to
the existence of two–nucleon induced decay modes (34),
which at that time had been suggested by Ref. [154], but
was not yet observed. In this way, missing protons could
be considered as neutrons and resulted in an artificial in-
crease of the Γn/Γp ratio, contributing, from the experi-
mental side, to the birth of the Γn/Γp puzzle. Γn/Γp =
0.93 ± 0.55 for 5ΛHe, 1.04+0.59−0.48 for 11Λ B and 1.33+1.12−0.81 for
12
Λ C were reported by Ref. [170], while Ref. [188] obtained
Γn/Γp = 2.16± 0.58+0.45−0.95 for 11Λ B and 1.87± 0.59+0.32−1.00 for
12
Λ C and Ref. [234] reported Γn/Γp = 1.97± 0.67 for 5ΛHe;
the quite big statistical errors, varying from about 25%
to about 50%, were due to the limited statistics of the
data samples. On the contrary, smaller values of Γn/Γp,
between 0.3 and 0.5, were predicted by the most realistic
theoretical approaches for all these Hypernuclei.
4.6.1 Single Nucleon Spectra Analyses
It must be stressed that nucleon rescattering in the resid-
ual nucleus strongly modifies the shape of the emitted
nucleon distributions. FSI affect not only the energy and
direction of nucleons, through scattering processes, but
also their charge, through charge–exchange processes, and
number, through knock–out reactions: FSI thus tend to
enhance (decrease) the low–energy (high–energy) region
in the nucleon energy spectra.
The highest statistics experiment measuring single pro-
ton spectra were carried out at KEK–E307 [235, ?]. They
measured the number of protons emitted in the NMWD
of 12Λ C,
28
Λ Si and ΛFe (a mixture of
56
Λ Fe,
55
Λ Fe and
55
Λ Mn),
formed in the (pi+,K+) reaction with the SKS spectrom-
eter and a coincidence detector, located below and above
Table 9. NMWD measurements for A = 5-56 Hypernuclei
after 1991, listed in chronological order of publication. In the
first column details of the experiment are reported, in column
two the reference is given and in column three details of the
measurement are reported.
Experiment Ref. Measurement
BNL AGS, LESB I [170] 5ΛHe: p spectrum, Γp, Γn,
(K−, pi−), 800 MeV/c ΓNM; 12Λ C: ΓNM, Γn/Γp
KEK PS E160 [188] 12Λ C: p spectrum;
(pi+,K+), 1.05 GeV/c 11Λ B and
12
Λ C: Γp/ΓΛ,
ΓNM/ΓΛ, Γn/Γp
KEK PS E278 [234] 5ΛHe:
(pi+,K+), 1.05 GeV/c ΓNM, Γn/Γp
KEK PS E307 [235] 12Λ C and
28
Λ Si:
(pi+,K+), 1.05 GeV/c p spectrum, Γn/Γp
KEK PS E369 [236] 12Λ C and
89
Λ Y: n spectrum
(pi+,K+), 1.05 GeV/c 12Λ C: Γn/Γp
KEK PS E462, E508 [237] 5ΛHe and
12
Λ C:
(pi+,K+), 1.05 GeV/c p and n spectra, Γn/Γp
KEK PS E307 [189] 11Λ B,
12
Λ C,
27
Λ Al,
28
Λ Si, ΛFe:
(pi+,K+), 1.05 GeV/c p spectrum, ΓNM/ΓΛ
KEK PS E462 [23] 5ΛHe: nn and np spectra,
(pi+,K+), 1.05 GeV/c Γn/Γp
KEK PS E508 [24] 12Λ C: nn and np spectra,
(pi+,K+), 1.05 GeV/c Γn/Γp
KEK PS E462, E508 [238] 5ΛHe: p and n spectra
(pi+,K+), 1.05 GeV/c 12Λ C: p and n spectra,
Γn/Γp
BNL AGS, LESB II [169] 4ΛHe: p spectra,
(K−, pi−), 750 MeV/c Γp, Γn, Γn/Γp
LNF DAΦNE, FINUDA [239] 5ΛHe,
7
ΛLi,
12
Λ C: p spectra
(K−stop, pi
−)
KEK PS E508 [25] 12Λ C: nn and np spectra,
(pi+,K+), 1.05 GeV/c Γn, Γp, Γ2
LNF DAΦNE, FINUDA [26] 5ΛHe,
7
ΛLi,
9
ΛBe,
11
Λ B,
12
Λ C
(K−stop, pi
−) 15Λ N,
16
Λ O: p spectra, Γ2
LNF DAΦNE, FINUDA [27] 5ΛHe,
7
ΛLi,
9
ΛBe,
11
Λ B,
12
Λ C
(K−stop, pi
−) 15Λ N,
16
Λ O: np spectra, Γ2
the reaction target, consisting of timing and veto scintilla-
tors, range counters made up of stacks of scintillators and
drift chambers to detect the charged decay products, to
make particle identification (p.id.) between pi− and p and
to measure their energy. The proton yield Rexpp was mea-
sured as a function of the detected proton kinetic energy
Ep and normalized to the number of produced Hypernu-
clei, giving Rexpp = Ycoinc(Ep)/Yhyp, where Ycoinc is the
number of protons detected in coincidence with the K+
identifying Hypernucleus production and Yhyp is the num-
ber of produced Hypernuclei.
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Fig. 27 shows the raw proton spectra, normalized per
NMWD and not corrected for the detector acceptance and
efficiency, as a function of the measured proton energy;
a lower cut at about 30 MeV, due to the target thick-
ness, is visible. The Rexpp spectra were then compared with
those from theoretical calculations obtained by describing
the one–nucleon induced NMWD processes (32) and (33)
through OPE models, using the local density approxima-
tion [240, 241] and taking into account nucleon FSI effects
in the residual nucleus by an intranuclear cascade (INC)
calculations and FSI effects in the target material by the
GEANT simulation [242]. The Γn/Γp values for the three
targets were obtained in an indirect way, by a compari-
son between the calculated spectra and the experimental
ones. The theoretical calculations are reported in Fig. 27
as histograms superimposed to the experimental data, for
different values of the Γn/Γp ratio. The final values of
Γn/Γp are given in the same figure and correspond to the
continuous line histograms; in Fig. 28 they are reported as
a function of the mass number together with the results of
Refs. [170, 188] and the calculations of Refs. [223, 231, 232].
Although all available experimental data agree within 1σ
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FIG. 7. The pion energy spectrum of 12! C. The vertical axis is
normalized to the total counts in the experimental data.
The errors of the pi0 branching ratios were treated as the
systematic ones in the present result. As for 28! Si and 27! Al, the
ratios of the pi0 to pi− decay width (#pi0/#pi−) were assumed
to be 2.30 for 28! Si and 0.65 for 27! Al, respectively, according
to the theoretical calculations [9]. The calculated ratios of
#pi0/#pi− were adopted to the present results. The errors of the
adopted pi0 branching ratios for 28! Si and 27! Al were assumed
to be 100%. The mesonic decay branching ratio of !Fe was
also taken from the theoretical calculation to be 0.015 [9]. The
uncertainty of bm was assumed to be 100%.
C. Proton energy spectra and !n/! p ratios
Figure 8 shows the proton energy spectra measured in the
present experiment. The number of protons measured by the
decay counters is plotted as a function of the proton energy
measured by the range counter (Eexpp ). It is emphasized that
E
exp
p denotes the kinetic energy of the decay protons at the
range counter, but not the one at the weak decay vertex because
the decay protons generated at the reaction vertex undergo
energy loss and struggling processes in the experimental target
and the T2 counter. The proton energy spectrum is normalized
by the number of hypernuclear weak decays as follows:
Rexpp
(
Eexpp
) = Ycoin(Eexpp )
Yinclusive
, (14)
where Yinclusive represents the number of events in the inclusive
hypernuclear-mass spectrum and Ycoin(Eexpp ) is the one in the
corresponding proton-coincidence spectrum. The error bars
plotted in the spectra are statistical ones only. The events above
40 MeV are analyzed to avoid the uncertainty of the detection
limit near 30 MeV.
In accord with Ref. [33], the initial proton energy spectra at
the vertex of the nonmesonic weak decay were calculated with
the pion-exchange potential and local density approximation in
finite nuclei, assuming various #n/#p ratios on 12! C,28! Si, and
!Fe hypernuclei. After the nonmesonic decay, the outgoing
nucleons propagate through the nucleus colliding with other
nucleons, the so-called intranuclear cascade process (INC).
Authors of Refs. [33,34] calculated the proton energy spectra
emitted from nuclei with help of the INC code [35].
In Refs. [33,34], the proton energy spectra generated by the
proton- and neutron-induced nonmesonic decay were summed
incoherently for a given#n/#p ratio. Explicitly, the number of
protons emitted in a nonmesonic weak decay can be expressed
FIG. 8. Comparison of the simulated energy spectra with the
experimental data. The horizontal axis is the observed energy by
the decay counter. The vertical axis is normalized by the number of
hypernuclear weak decays.
as a function of proton energy (Ep) and#n/#p ratio as follows:
Np(Ep;#n/#p)
=

anN
ini
p (Ep;#n)+ apN inip (Ep;#p)
× (an + ap = 1) for 1N process only
anN
ini
p (Ep;#n)+ apN inip (Ep;#p)+ a2NN inip (Ep;#2N )
× (an + ap + a2N = 1) for 1N + 2N process,
(15)
where an, ap, and a2N are the fractions of neutron- and proton-
induced nonmesonic decay (!→ NN ) and the two-nucleon
induced decay (!NN → NNN ), respectively. N inip (Ep;#n)
and N inip (Ep;#p) are the numbers of protons originated in
the neutron- and proton-induced process, the so-called 1N
process, and N inip (Ep;#2N ) is that originated in the two-
nucleon induced decay, the so-called 2N process, respectively.
The number of protons in the above equation is normalized to
be the one per nonmesonic weak decay of a ! hypernucleus.
The proton energy spectra measured by the decay counters
were calculated by the GEANT simulation code described in
the previous section. In the Monte Carlo simulation, energetic
protons emitted from the target nucleus with the energy
distributions of protons [Np(Ep;#n/#p)] were transported
through the target material and the decay counters. The
geometrical acceptance, the energy loss, and its straggling
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Fig. 27. Protons spectra fro NMWD of 12Λ C,
28
Λ Si and ΛFe
as a func ion of the measured proton kinetic nergy. The his-
ograms superimpos d to the data represen the simulated
spectra from Refs. [240, 241] for different values of the Γn/Γp
ratio; the continuous line histograms refer to the best repro-
duction of the experim ntal spectra. From Ref. [189].
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FIG. 10. Total nonmesonic decay widths of ! hypernuclei.
The open circles are previous experimental data in which the
hypernuclear production was explicitly identified. The open diamonds
are experimental data by the p + Bi and p + U reactions with the
recoil shadow method in which the production of strangeness was
not explicitly identified. The solid circles are the present results. The
solid line is a calculation by Itonaga et al. [41]. The dash-dotted line
is a calculation by Ramos et al. [43]. The dashed line is a calculation
by Alberico et al. [42] ("1N only). The open square shows a result
with the direct quark exchange model in nuclear medium by Sasaki
et al. [44].
B. Nonmesonic decay widths and !n/! p ratios
Table III summarizes experimental results of nonmesonic
decay width and "n/"p ratios along with theoretical ones.
Figure 10 shows the mass-number dependence of the
nonmesonic weak decay widths derived by the present
and previous experiments. There are experimental data of
lifetime measurement for very heavy hypernuclei in the mass
region of A ∼ 200 with recoil shadow method on p + Bi
and p + U reactions at COSY, although the strangeness
production was not explicitly identified [39,40]. The plotted
data around A ∼ 200 in Fig. 10 were the ones converted
from the results of lifetime measurements, assuming that no
mesonic decay occurs in heavy ! hypernuclei. Theoretical
calculations of the nonmesonic decay widths by Itonaga et al.
[41], Ramos et al. [43], Alberico et al. [42], and Sasaki et al.
[44] are also illustrated in the figure.
The calculation by Ramos et al. [43], on which present
derivation of "n/"p ratios rely, was based on one-pion
exchange potential in which the vertex renormalization effect
in the nuclear medium and the local density approximation
are taken into account. Their results of the nonmesonic decay
widths are much larger than the experimental results and do not
seem to saturate ou dA = 56. Recently, Alberico et al. [42]
updated Ramos’s calculation and obtained results closer to the
present data by adjusting the Landau-Migdal parameter, which
controls the short-range part of the pion potential.
The present data substantially improved the knowledge of
the"n/"p ratios for 12! C and 11! B as shown in Fig. 11. Although
all available experimental data agree with the present ones
within 1 sigma level, the present "n/"p’s are in the region
FIG. 11. The"n/"p ratios of! hypernuclei. The closed and open
circles are the results of the present experiment, assuming the “1N
only” and “1N and 2N” processes, respectively. The open squares
are previous experimental data by Szymanski et al. [5] and Noumi
et al. [7]. Theoretical calculations by Itonaga [41], Parreno [45], and
Sasaki [44] are plotted.
around 0.5–1.0, whereas the previous ones were significantly
larger than unity.
The direct quark current exchange model (DQ) was applied
to explain the very short-range part of the nonmesonic decay in
light ! hypernuclei and nuclear matter [15,44], incorporating
it with the contribution of pi and K meson exchanges. Parreno
et al. carried out a systematic study about various combinations
of meson exchange potentials, such as pi,K, η, ρ, and ω
mesons [45], which contains an update of the results published
in Ref. [13]. Itonaga et al. introduced additional potentials,
V2pi/ρ and V2pi/σ , in which terms of correlated 2pi/ρ and 2pi/σ
exchanges are taken into account [41] because it has a strong
tensor force but still has opposite sign to that of the one-pion
exchange potential. It was also pointed out that two-nucleon
induced nonmesonic decay (!NN → NNN ) could play an
important role in the nonmesonic weak decay [42]. However,
no experiment has so far explicitly measured the contribution
of the two-nucleon process.
The present results of the nonmesonic decay widths and
the "n/"p ratios provide good criteria to test the short-range
nature of the nonmesonic decay, which is essentially important
to understand its mechanism. However, as shown in Fig. 10
and 11, there is no theoretical calculation that explains both
the nonmesonic decay width and the "n/"p ratio consistently.
For instance, the quark-current exchange model gives the
"n/"p ratio in nuclear matter comparable to the present
experimental data, but overestimates the nonmesonic decay
width. The conventional meson exchange models, in which
the contribution of heavy mesons are included, provide larger
"n/"p ratios than those by the one-pion exchange model,
though the results of meson exchange models are still smaller
than the experimental data.
From an experimental point of view, more exclusive
information, such as the angular correlation of outgoing
nucleons and the detection of low-energy neutrons, would
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Fig. 28. Γn/Γp values for the Hypernuclei studied by
Refs. [170, 188], open squares, and by Ref. [189], full (with only
one–nucleon induced decays) and open (with the inclusion of
two–nucleon induced decays) circles. Theoretical calculations
by Refs. [223, 231, 232] are also indicated. From Ref [189].
level, the values of Ref. [189] are in the region around 0.5-
1.0, whereas the previous ones are significantly larger. It
turns out that there is no theoretical calculation able to
reproduce simultaneously the measured values of Γn/Γp
and ΓNM. This is the core of the Γn/Γp puzzle.
The single proton experiments show evident drawbacks
in the determinati f Γn/Γp. In particular, to obt in suf-
ficient statistics, thick targets have to be used, i which
protons strongly suffer from energy losses and an impor-
tant deformation of their spectrum is produced. Nucleon
FSI inside the nucleus reduce the population of the higher
energy part of the spectrum and have to be taken into ac-
count in the theoretical calculations with a weight which
is not known experimentally. Moreover, if neutrons are
not directly counted, the MWD branching ratio has to
be used, that contributes with its uncertainty to the total
error. Finally, the proton energy threshold of the experi-
mental apparatus produces a loss in the low–energy pro-
ton region, which is populated not only by one–nucleon
induced decays but also by FSI and two–nucleon induced
processes, giving a systematically higher value for Γn/Γp
if these last processes are ignored in the analysis.
It is thus clear that the measurement of the NMWD
neutrons is mandatory for a reliable measurement of Γn/Γp.
The detection of neutrons provides cleaner data than for
protons: neutral particles, indeed, do not undergo energy
loss in the target material; moreover, if neutrons are counted,
it is no more necessary to use MWD branching ratios in
the analysis. As for FSI, the effect on neutrons and on
protons can be assumed to be similar, due to the charge
symmetry of the NN scattering cross section, and cancel
out, at least at the first order, if one considers the ratio be-
tween neutron and proton spectra. Neutron spectra from
NMWD of 12Λ C and
89
Λ Y were measured with high statis-
tics by the KEK–E369 experiment [236], as a by–product
of the Hypernuclear spectroscopy measurements. For 12Λ C
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the yield of neutrons from Ref. [236] was compared to that
of protons from Ref. [189]; the Nn/Np ratio between the
neutron and proton numbers, corrected for acceptance and
efficiency, was found to be slightly less than 2; this sug-
gests, through the simple relation Nn/Np ∼ 2(Γn/Γp) + 1
that holds considering the neutron and proton multiplic-
ities in (32) and (33), that Γn/Γp ∼ 0.5, improving the
agreement with the most realistic theoretical predictions
ranging from 0.3 to 0.5. The dominance of the proton–
induced decay channel over the neutron–induced one was
thus shown experimentally for the first time.
A very high statistics measurement of NMWD pro-
ton and neutron spectra was performed by the KEK–
E462 experiment for 5ΛHe and by the KEK–E508 experi-
ment for 12Λ C [185, 237]. Protons and neutrons were iden-
tified by a decay coincidence system analogous to that of
Ref. [189], but figuring a larger angular acceptance and
detection efficiency and a clear separation capability be-
tween pi/p/d for charged particles and γ/n for neutral
particles. The kinetic energy detection threshold was 30
MeV for protons and 15 MeV for neutrons. The num-
ber of nucleons emitted per NMWD was determined as a
function of the measured kinetic energy; the spectra are
reported in Fig. 29. It is possible to observe that the neu-
tron spectra of both 5ΛHe and
12
Λ C have a shape similar
to those of protons above the proton energy threshold.
To evaluate the Γn/Γp ratio, a threshold was set at 60
MeV on both nucleons spectra, to reduce the contribution
from FSI and two–nucleon induced processes; the values of
Nn/Np = 2.17±0.15±0.16 and Nn/Np = 2.00±0.09±0.14
were obtained for 5ΛHe and
12
Λ C, respectively, leading to
Γn/Γp = (Nn/Np − 1)/2 ∼ 0.5-0.6.
By comparing the proton and neutron spectra from
Ref. [185] with the neutron spectrum for 89Λ Y from Ref. [236]
of Fig. 29(c), it is possible to see the suppression of the
high–energy neutron yield with the mass number and the
enhancement of the low–energy region in the heavy Hy-
pernuclei, which can be naturally interpreted as an effect
of the FSI. If one–nucleon induced processes dominate and
FSI can be neglected, the neutron energy spectrum is ex-
pected to show a broadened peak, due to the Fermi mo-
tion, at about one half of the reaction Q–value: this should
be the case of 5ΛHe, due to its small mass number. On the
other hand, the shape of the KEK 5ΛHe neutron spectrum
of Fig. 29 shows a strong increase below 30 MeV, so that
FSI and two–nucleon induced processes are supposed to
give an important contribution even in such a light Hy-
pernucleus.
The first theoretical analysis of the 5ΛHe and
12
Λ C nu-
cleon spectra was performed in Refs. [243, 244], where a
OME model for the ΛN → nN transition in finite nu-
clei was incorporated in the INC code of Refs. [240, 241]
to take into account nucleon FSI. The two–nucleon stimu-
lated channel was also included, using the phenomenologi-
cal approach of Ref. [175]. This approach predicts Γn/Γp =
0.46 and Γ2/Γ1 = 0.20 for
5
ΛHe and Γn/Γp = 0.34 and
Γ2/Γ1 = 0.25 for
12
Λ C. Neutron and proton spectra were
calculated and compared with the KEK data for 5ΛHe
and 12Λ C of Fig. 29, which are normalized per NMWD.
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Fig. 4. Neutron (filled circle) and proton (open circle) energy spectra
per NMWD of (a) 5ΛHe and (b)
12
Λ C, with the neutron spectrum of
(c) 89Λ Y obtained in the previous experiment [14]. The errors are
statistical. The dashed histogram in the top figure shows the neutron
spectrum per NMWD of 5ΛHe, calculated by Garbarino et al., in
which the FSI effect and the 2N -induced process were taken into
account [22].
tained respectively as follows:
Nn/Np
(5
Λ
He
)= 2.17± 0.15(stat)± 0.16(sys)
(2)(60<E < 110 MeV),
Nn/Np
(12
Λ
C
)= 2.00± 0.09(stat)± 0.14(sys)
(3)(E > 60 MeV),
where we set the upper energy limit of 110 MeV only
for 5ΛHe in order to avoid the contamination from the
5
ΛHe→ n+ α process. Systematic errors are predom-
inantly from an ambiguity of the absolute neutron de-
tection efficiency (∼ 6%). Due to the similar spectrum
shape for neutrons and protons, the Nn/Np ratios of
both hypernuclei are quite stable for a change of the
energy thresholds. Recently, an independent experi-
mental result of the Nn/Np on
12
Λ C was reported as
1.73± 0.22 [14], which agrees with our result within
the errors. If the FSI effect and the contribution of the
2N -induced process can be neglected, the relation be-
tween the Γn/Γp and the Nn/Np for the 1N -induced
process is approximately expressed as
(4)Nn/Np ∼= 2× (Γn/Γp)+ 1.
When we applied the above relation to the obtained
Nn/Np , the Γn/Γp ratios for both hypernuclei were
obtained as about 0.5–0.6. The result excludes ear-
lier experimental results that the Γn/Γp is close to
unity [1,2]. It also rules out a theoretical calculation
based on the OPE model, which predicts that the value
should be as small as 0.1. Our result supports recent
calculations based on short-range interactions, such as
the heavy-meson exchange and the direct quark ex-
change. Moreover, we could not observe any signifi-
cant difference of the Γn/Γp ratio between the s-shell
and p-shell hypernuclei, which is along with the theo-
retical calculation of the Ref. [15].
The bottom of Fig. 4 shows the neutron spectrum
per NMWD of 89ΛY obtained in a previous experi-
ment [14]. With this spectrum, the mass-number de-
pendence of the neutron energy spectra for A= 5, 12
and 89 is shown. The integrated numbers of neutrons
per NMWD of 5ΛHe,
12
Λ C and
89
ΛY are listed in Table 1
for energy thresholds of 10, 20, 30 and 40 MeV. The
high-energy region is suppressed with the increase of
mass number while enhancing the low-energy com-
ponent. This tendency can be naturally interpreted as
being the FSI effect.
If the 1N -induced process (ΛN→ nN ) dominates
the NMWD and the FSI effect is negligible, the neu-
tron energy spectrum should have a broadened peak,
due to the Fermi motion, at about one half of the
Q-value of the process (∼ 75 MeV). We expected that
this would be the case for 5ΛHe due to its small mass
number. Garbarino et al. reported a calculated nu-
cleon energy spectrum for 5ΛHe with the FSI effect and
assuming that Γn/Γp = 0.46 and Γ2N/Γ1N = 0.20,
where Γ1N and Γ2N denote the decay widths of the
1N - and 2N -induced processes [22]. It is overlaid
on the top of Fig. 4 (dashed histogram) on the same
scale. The observed spectrum was significantly differ-
ent from the calculated energy spectrum. The calcu-
lated spectrum still has its maximum at about Q/2,
whereas the experimental spectrum levels off in the
region from 20 to 80 MeV.
Fig. 29. Neutron (filled circles) and proton (open circles) ki-
netic energy spectra of (a) 5ΛHe and (b)
12
Λ C [185]; (c) neu-
tron spectrum for 89Λ Y [236]. The spectra are no malized per
NMWD. The dashed histogram in the upper figure shows the
neutron spectrum calculated in Ref. [243]. From Ref. [237].
For 12Λ C, the KEK neutron spectrum could be explained,
while the proton spectrum was overestimated, although
the shape of the experimental distribution was qualita-
tively reproduced. For 5ΛHe, the theoretical neutron spec-
trum is overlaid on Fig. 29 by the dashed histogram and
looks significantly different from the observed one (both
in shape and magnitude), which shows a maximum at
about Q/2 but levels off in the region from 20 to 80 MeV.
The theoretical spectrum for protons from 5ΛHe instead
has the same shape of the KEK one, but overestimates
the data. A calculation of the ratio between the neutron
and proton spectra, Nn/Np, in the KEK experimental
conditions was also performed in Ref. [243]. By apply-
ing a 60 MeV kinetic energy threshold for both neutrons
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and protons, the results are: Nn/Np = 1.98 for
5
ΛHe and
Nn/Np = 1.42 for
12
Λ C, to be compared with the KEK
determinations: Nn/Np = 2.17± 0.15± 0.16 for 5ΛHe and
Nn/Np = 2.00± 0.09± 0.14 for 12Λ C.
Recently, the FINUDA experiment obtained single pro-
ton energy spectra from NMWD of 5ΛHe,
7
ΛLi and
12
Λ C
[239]. Exploiting the very good momentum resolution of
the magnetic spectrometer (0.6% FWHM for pi− of ∼270
MeV/c, 2% FWHM for p of ∼400 MeV/c), the thinness
of the targets (∼0.2 g/cm2 for 6Li and 7Li, ∼0.4 g/cm2
for 12C ) in which the low momentum K−’s from Φ decay
are stopped and interact at rest, the large angular cover-
age, ∼ 2pi sr, and the very good p.id. capabilities of the
detector ensemble, the energy spectra of NMWD protons
were measured, in coincidence with a pi− identifying the
formation of the ground state of the Hypernuclei, with an
energy threshold as low as 15 MeV.
The FINUDA proton spectra from NMWD of 5ΛHe,
7
ΛLi
and 12Λ C are given in Fig. 30. They all show a similar shape,
i.e., a peak around 80 MeV, corresponding to about a half
the Q–value for the Λp → np weak reaction, with a low–
energy rise, due to the FSI and/or to two–nucleon induced
weak decays [6, 28, 155, 243, 244], in spite of the large mass
number difference of these nuclei. If the low energy rises
were predominantly due to FSI effects, one should nat-
urally expect that the broad peak structure at 80 MeV
(coming from clean Λp → np weak processes broadened
by the Fermi motion of nucleons) would be smeared out
for the heavier nuclei. As for the second effect, as already
discussed, if the weak decay Q–value is shared by three
nucleons, a low–energy rise may exist even for the very
light s–shell Hypernuclei. The FINUDA data, thus, seem
to agree with the hypothesis of a substantial contribution
of the two–nucleon induced NMWD.
Fig. 31 shows the comparison of the FINUDA spec-
trum for 5ΛHe with the KEK–E462 one [185]. The two
spectra were normalized beyond 35 MeV (the proton en-
ergy threshold of Ref. [185]) and are compatible at a C.L.
of 75%. Fig. 32 shows the comparison of the FINUDA
proton spectrum with the theoretical one calculated by
Ref. [243], which considered both two–nucleon induced de-
cays and nucleon FSI. The two spectra were normalized to
have the same area beyond 15 MeV (the FINUDA proton
energy threshold). A compatibility test between the two
spectra provides a C.L. of 80%, indicating that there is a
disagreement between the two experiments, and also with
theory. However, these incompatibilities are not so severe.
The situation for 12Λ C is completely different. Fig. 33
shows the comparison of the FINUDA and KEK [185] pro-
ton spectra: the spectra were normalized to the same area
beyond 35 MeV. A compatibility test between the two
data sets provides a C.L. of 20%. Fig. 34 shows the com-
parison of the FINUDA proton spectrum with the cal-
culated one by Ref. [243]. The two spectra were normal-
ized to the same area beyond 15 MeV. The compatibility
test between the theoretical and experimental spectra of
Fig. 33 provides a C.L. of 5%. The conclusion is that there
is a strong disagreement between the two experiments and
with theory.
Fig. 30. Proton energy spectrum of 5ΛHe (top),
7
ΛLi (center)
and 12Λ C (bottom) obtained by the FINUDA experiment. From
Ref. [239].
Concerning the discrepancy between the FINUDA and
KEK sets of data, it can be observed that in Ref. [185] the
proton energy was measured by a combination of time–of–
flight and total energy deposit measurements. The energy
loss inside the thick targets was corrected on an event–
by–event basis. The energy resolution becomes poorer in
the high energy–region, especially above 100 MeV, with
the consequence that the KEK spectra could be strongly
distorted. On the contrary, with FINUDA the proton mo-
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Fig. 31. FINUDA (red dots) [239] and KEK (blue dots)
[185] proton spectrum from NMWD of 5ΛHe. The two spectra
are normalized to have the same area beyond 35 MeV. From
Ref. [239].
Fig. 32. FINUDA (red dots) [239] and theoretical (continuous
histogram) [243] proton spectrum from NMWD of 5ΛHe; The
two spectra are normalized to have the same area beyond 15
MeV. From Ref. [239].
menta were measured by means of a magnetic analysis,
with an excellent resolution and no distortion on the spec-
tra is expected, in particular in the high–energy region.
The FINUDA spectrum thus is less biased, even if it has
a limited statistics.
The FINUDA experiment has then reported the NMWD
proton spectra for 9ΛBe,
11
Λ B,
12
Λ C,
13
Λ C,
15
Λ N and
16
Λ O [26];
they are given in Fig. 35 together with the previous results
for 5ΛHe and
7
ΛLi. Despite these distributions are affected
by considerable errors, in particular in the low–energy re-
gion, they show a clear trend as a function of A (from 5
to 16): a peak around 80 MeV is broadened by the Fermi
motion of nucleons and more and more blurred as A in-
creases. The peak is smeared, on its low–energy side, by a
rise that can be ascribed to FSI and two–nucleon induced
weak decays.
The spectra of Fig. 35 complete the FINUDA system-
atic study of the MWD and NMWD of p–shell Hypernu-
Fig. 33. FINUDA (red dots) and KEK (blue dots) [185] proton
spectra from NMWD of 12Λ C; the spectra are normalized to have
the same area beyond 35 MeV. From Ref. [239].
Fig. 34. FINUDA (red dots) and theoretical (continuous his-
togram) [243] proton spectra from NMWD of 12Λ C; The two
spectra are normalized to the same area beyond 15 MeV. From
Ref. [239].
clei. In particular, as we shall discuss in Sec. 4.7, these
spectra make possible a determination of the two–nucleon
induced decay contribution to NMWD in a model–indepen-
dent way. It must be noted that FINUDA has not de-
termined the value of Γp from the proton distributions,
which are affected by unavoidable FSI and two–nucleon
induced reaction effects; the extraction of Γp would have
been based mainly on the choice of the particular theo-
retical model adopted to describe the NMWD. The study
of the A–dependence of the spectral shape, on the other
hand, made possible to obtain information on the two–
nucleon induced decay mechanism by relying only on sim-
ple theoretical assumptions, whose validity can be verified
from the results of the measurements, and on previous ex-
perimental data on the one–nucleon induced decay rates.
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Fig. 35. Proton spectra from the NMWD of 5ΛHe,
7
ΛLi,
9
ΛBe,
11
Λ B,
12
Λ C,
13
Λ C,
15
Λ N and
16
Λ O measured by FINUDA. For more
details, see Sec. 4.7. From Ref. [26].
4.6.2 Nucleon–Nucleon Coincidence Spectra Analyses
Simultaneous measurements of NMWD neutron and pro-
ton distributions turned out to be very important in clar-
ifying the inconsistencies of the old experiments, in which
only protons were measured and the determined Γn/Γp
ratios were in clear disagreement with theory. To extract
the value of Γn/Γp from a measured nucleon spectra it is
always necessary to correct the distributions for nucleon
FSI; by measuring the yield ratio Nn/Np, the problem
was only partially removed and a correction based on FSI
calculations was still needed to determine a reliable value
of Γn/Γp. In addition, the results of these single nucleon
measurements could be possibly affected by a two–nucleon
induced NMWD contribution.
Indeed, a real step forward in the solution of the Γn/Γp
puzzle came from the measurement of the nucleon spectra
in double coincidence and their theoretical analyses. Both
the Λn→ nn and Λp→ np processes in nuclei are (quasi)
two–body decay processes, so that the two NMWD nucle-
ons have a clean back–to–back correlation if both of them
do not suffer FSI and do not originate from two–nucleon
induced effects; the one–nucleon induced processes could
be thus clearly observed by measuring the yields of np and
nn pairs in the back–to–back configuration and requiring
that the sum of their kinetic energies correspond to the
Q–value of the NMWD reaction. With these angular and
energy restrictions, nucleon FSI and two–nucleon induced
decay processes should provide small effects and a mea-
surement of the Nnn/Nnp ratio could directly provide the
experimental value of Γn/Γp.
A nucleon–nucleon coincidence measurement for 5ΛHe
NMWD [23] was performed at KEK–E462; the light tar-
get was chosen to reduce the influence of FSI. The upper
panels of Fig. 36 show the np and nn pair raw yields,
Ynp and Ynn, as a function of the kinetic energy sum of
the nucleon pairs, before the application of the efficiency
correction; only events in which each nucleon of the pair
has a kinetic energy EN above 30 MeV are considered,
while the back–to–back topology requirement is not yet
applied. The hatched histograms represent the contami-
nation coming from the absorption of the pi− emitted in
the MWD of 5ΛHe. In the energy sum spectrum of np pairs,
a peak located around the Q–value of the NMWD process
can be seen; its sharp shape indicates that the FSI effect
is not severe and one–nucleon induced NMWD gives the
main contribution. The nn pair energy distribution is in-
stead broader, due to the limited resolution in the neutron
energy measurement, and has a bigger background contri-
bution. In the lower panel, the raw yields, Ynp and Ynn,
are reported together with the efficiency corrected yields
normalized per NMWD, Nnp and Nnn, as a function of
the opening angle between the two nucleons, θnp and θnn.
A strong angular correlation is evident and can be in-
terpreted as a signature of the direct observation of the
neutron– and proton–induced NMWD processes. Similar
correlation measurements were then performed for 12Λ C by
KEK–E508 [24].
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Fig. 36. KEK–E462 nucleon–nucleon coincidence spectra for
the NMWD of 5ΛHe. (a) and (b): np and nn pair raw yields
as a function of the energy sum of the pair nucleons, before
efficiency correction; a 30 MeV threshold was applied to both
nucleons. (c) and (d): The upper panel shows the opening an-
gle dependence of the np and nn raw yields; the lower panel
shows the final angular spectra normalized for NMWD. From
Ref. [23].
To determine Γn/Γp from the coincidence measure-
ments, only events with EN > 30 MeV and cos θNN <
−0.8 were considered. In particular, taking into account
that, in the Nnn/Nnp ratio, factors as the NMWD branch-
ing ratio, the FSI effect and the solid angle acceptance
cancel out in first approximation, it is possible to simply
write: Γn/Γp = Nnn/Nnp = (Ynnp)/(Ynpn), where N is
the detection efficiency of the nucleon N , if two–nucleon
induced NMWD is neglected.
In this way, the results obtained by KEK–E462 and
KEK–E508 are: Γn/Γp(
5
ΛHe) = 0.45 ± 0.11 ±0.03 [23]
and Γn/Γp(
12
Λ C) = 0.51 ± 0.13 ±0.05 [24]. These values
were considered in Refs. [23, 24] to be free from ambigu-
ities due to FSI and two–nucleon induced NMWD, due
to the particular cuts imposed on the nucleon energy and
nucleons angular correlation.
An evaluation of the effects of FSI and two–nucleon
induced NMWD in coincidence nucleon spectra was per-
formed in Refs. [243, 244], with a OME model for the
ΛN → nN transition in finite nuclei, a phenomenologi-
cal approach of the two–nucleon stimulated channel and
an INC code to take into account nucleon FSI. In partic-
ular, a weak–decay model–independent analysis of KEK–
E462 and KEK–E508 coincidence measurements was per-
formed. A fit of the Nnn/Nnp data (taken with EN > 30
MeV and cos θNN < −0.8) allowed the determination of
the values of Γn/Γp reported in Table 10. We see that the
theoretical fits of data prefer smaller values for Γn/Γp than
the purely experimental determinations of Refs. [23, 24],
given in the previous paragraph, which neglected nucleon
FSI and two–nucleon induced decays. As one may ex-
pect, the differences are smaller with the fits neglecting
the two–nucleon induced channels. This may signal a non–
negligible effect of both FSI and two–nucleon induced pro-
cesses in the Nnn/Nnp data (however, we note that the-
oretical fits and pure data agree with each other within
1σ).This conclusion was corroborated by a recent analy-
sis [28], analogous to the one of Ref. [243] but performed
entirely within a microscopic, nuclear matter formalism
adapted to finite nuclei via the local density approxima-
tion. All the isospin channels for the two–nucleon induced
mechanism were taken into account in Ref. [28]: this also
includes the channels Λnn→ nnn and Λpp→ npp besides
the standard mode Λnp → nnp of the phenomenological
approach of Ref. [243]. The results of Ref. [28] are also
reported in Table 10 and agree with the fits of Ref. [243]
despite the difference between the two frameworks.
Table 10. Theoretical determinations of the Γn/Γp ratio ob-
tained by fitting the KEK–E462 and KEK–E508 data on
Nnn/Nnp. The 1N results only include one–nucleon induced
NMWD, while the 1N + 2N ones also include two–nucleon
induced NMWD.
Ref. 5ΛHe
12
Λ C
[243] 0.40± 0.11 (1N) 0.38± 0.14 (1N)
0.27± 0.11 (1N + 2N) 0.29± 0.14 (1N + 2N)
[28] 0.37± 0.14 (1N)
0.34± 0.15 (1N + 2N)
In Table 11 we summarize the theoretical and exper-
imental determinations of Γn/Γp; the listed values corre-
spond to the theoretical results and experiments of Table 8
for ΓNM. Some calculation can explain the recent KEK–
E462 and KEK–E508 data for both Γn/Γp and ΓNM. It is
a widely shared opinion that this fact definitely provides a
solution of the Γn/Γp puzzle. However, we note that, con-
cerning Γn/Γp, the calculations tend to be more in agree-
ment with the fits of Refs. [28, 243], given Table 10, which
do not neglect FSI and two–nucleon induced decays, than
with the experimental determinations by Refs. [23, 24],
in which it was assumed that Γn/Γp = Nnn/Nnp when
Ep > 30 MeV and cos θNN < −0.8. Together with the
discussion of the previous paragraph, this comparison may
signal a non–negligible effect of FSI and two–nucleon in-
duced decays even in the favourable conditions of the per-
formed correlation measurements.
4.7 Two–Nucleon Induced Process and FSI effect in
NMWD
In Ref. [238], KEK–E508 single and coincidence spectra
of nucleons from the NMWD of 12Λ C were analyzed the-
oretically. One– and two–nucleon induced NMWD pro-
cesses were described by phase–space arguments, without
resorting to any weak decay model, while an INC code was
used to incorporate nucleon FSI effects. Without the two–
nucleon induced mechanism, a quenching of the observed
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Table 11. Theoretical and experimental determinations of the
Γn/Γp ratio.
Ref. and Model 5ΛHe
12
Λ C
Sasaki et al. [223] 0.70
pi +K+ DQ
Jido et al. [219] 0.53
pi +K + 2pi/σ + 2pi + ω
Parren˜o and Ramos [232] 0.46 0.34
pi + ρ+K +K∗ + ω + η
Itonaga et al. [231] 0.39 0.37
pi + 2pi/σ + 2pi/ρ+ ω
Barbero et al. [233] 0.24 0.21
pi + ρ+K +K∗ + ω + η
Bauer and Garbarino [157] 0.34
pi + ρ+K +K∗ + ω + η
BNL [170] 0.93± 0.55 1.33+1.12−0.81
KEK [188] 1.87+0.67−1.16
KEK [234] 1.97± 0.67
KEK–E307 [189] 0.87± 0.23
KEK–E462 [23] 0.45± 0.11± 0.03
KEK–E508 [24] 0.51± 0.13± 0.05
nucleon spectra was found with respect to the calculated
spectra. This quenching was interpreted as the effect of
the two–nucleon induced NMWD, which cannot be sep-
arated kinematically from FSI–induced decays processes,
since, in first approximation, these decays share the same
phase–space.
It was argued that the value of Γ2 could be inferred
from the measured spectra with the above theoretical de-
scription, by considering this rate as a free parameter.
Fig. 37 shows the experimental energy dependence of the
sum of proton and neutron distributions, normalized per
NMWD, from Ref. [238]. The experimental spectra was
simulated with different values of the Γ2/ΓNM ratio and
an indication of a contribution as high as 40% to the total
NMWD width was deduced.
Fig. 37. Kinetic energy dependence of the sum of single proton
and neutron spectra per NMWD. Data are from KEK–E508
[237]. The curves represent calculations of the energy distribu-
tion with different contributions from the two–nucleon induced
NMWD. From Ref. [238].
In Ref. [25], the same authors applied a different im-
plementation of the INC calculations to estimate the FSI
effect. The strengths of the used NN cross sections were
varied to fit the measured inelastic total cross section data
for 12C(p,p’) reactions, thus eliminating the uncertain-
ties left in the previous INC implementation. The 12Λ C ex-
perimental single and double–coincidence nucleon spectra
were reproduced by using the value Γ2/ΓNM=0.29 ± 0.13,
which is sizably lower than the previous indication. The
following experimental values of the partial decay rates
for 12Λ C (in units of the free Λ decay rate ΓΛ) were conse-
quently determined by using previous KEK–E508 data on
ΓNM and Γn/Γp: Γ2= 0.27 ± 0.13, Γ1= 0.68 ± 0.13, Γn=
0.23 ± 0.08 and Γp= 0.45 ± 0.10. Fig. 38 shows KEK–
E508 12Λ C data together with the results of the theoretical
fit for the momentum sum correlation (p12 = |p1 + p2|)
of the sum of the nn and np distributions, the angular
correlation of the sum of the nn and np distributions and
the sum of the single n and p kinetic energy distributions.
Fig. 38. Upper panel: sum of the nn and np distributions
as a function of the pair momentum sum correlation (p12 =
|p1 + p2|); Lower panel: sum of the nn and np distributions
as a function of the pair opening angle and kinetic energy
dependence of the sum of single n and p spectra. Data are
from Ref. [24, 237]. The curves represent the different contri-
butions to the spectra obtained by the theoretical simulation
of Ref. [25]. Normalization is per NMWD.
We also mention that an old BNL experiment, E788,
which observed single nucleon spectra from 4ΛHe NMWD,
published only recently the final results [169]. An up-
per limit for the contribution of the two–nucleon induced
mechanism to NMWD was established: Γ2/ΓNM ≤ 0.24
(95 % C.L.). This result agrees with the discussed KEK–
E508 determination of Ref. [25], although it is for a lighter
Hypernucleus.
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The FINUDA experiment adopted a completely dif-
ferent approach to determine Γ2/ΓNM. Starting from the
measured inclusive single proton spectra of 5ΛHe,
7
ΛLi,
9
ΛBe,
11
Λ B,
12
Λ C,
13
Λ C,
15
Λ N and
16
Λ O, a technique was introduced to
disentangle the contribution coming from the two–nucleon
induced decays from those of the one–nucleon induced de-
cays and FSI [26]. The systematics over the mass number
range A = 5-16, covered by the FINUDA measurements,
was exploited and only simple assumptions were made in
the calculations. Each spectrum was fitted, from 80 MeV
proton kinetic energy on, with a Gaussian function to
determine, by its mean value, the energy corresponding
to the maximum of the one–proton induced contribution.
The spectrum was then divided in two parts, one below
the mean value, with area Alow, and one above the mean
value, with area Ahigh. It was assumed that the first part is
populated by one–proton induced decays, two–nucleon in-
duced decays and FSI processes, while the second part has
contributions from one–proton induced decays and FSI,
neglecting the two–nucleon induced decays contribution,
which, above 70 MeV, accounts for only 5% of the total
two–nucleon induced strength [243]. Then, the areas could
be written as follows:
Alow = 0.5N(Λp→ np) +N(Λnp→ nnp) +NFSIlow , (54)
Ahigh = 0.5N(Λp→ np) +NFSIhigh , (55)
where N(Λp→ np) is the number of protons coming from
the one–proton induced decay and N(Λnp → nnp) is the
number of protons coming from the two–nucleon induced
decay Λnp→ nnp. Here the approximation Γ2 ∼ Γnp was
made, which is suggested by Ref. [225]. Moreover, NFSIlow
is the difference between the number of detected protons
and the number of primary protons, including one– and
two–nucleon induced sources, for the low energy part of
the spectrum and NFSIhigh is the corresponding difference for
the high energy region.
For each Hypernucleus, of mass number A, the ratio
R(A) =
Alow(A)
Alow(A) +Ahigh(A)
(56)
was evaluated. Fig. 39 shows the A–dependence of data for
R(A) obtained for 5ΛHe and p–shell Hypernuclei. Taking
into account that, following INC models, nucleon FSI ef-
fects can be assumed to be proportional to the number
of nucleons of the residual nucleus and introducing the
hypothesis that the Γ2/Γp ratio is constant in the A = 5-
16 Hypernuclear mass range [6, 155], one can then rewrite
Eq. (56) as:
R(A) =
0.5 +
Γ2
Γp
1 +
Γ2
Γp
+ bA, (57)
where the b coefficient is the slope of the linear fit of Fig. 39
and expresses the A–dependence of the FSI contribution.
This equation can be solved for Γ2/Γp, giving:
Γ2
Γp
= 0.43± 0.25 . (58)
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Fig. 39. The ratio Alow/(Alow + Ahigh) as a function of the
Hypernuclear mass number. The continuous line is a linear fit
of the ratio. From Ref. [26].
To determine Γ2/ΓNM, the data for Γn/Γp obtained by
Ref. [238] was used. The result is:
Γ2
ΓNM
= 0.24± 0.10 . (59)
This value supports both theoretical predictions [28, 157,
175, 176, 224, 225, 245] and the latest KEK experimental
results of Ref. [25], while it is lower than the KEK value
suggested in Ref. [238] by about 2σ.
A similar approach was afterwards used by the FI-
NUDA experiment to extract the Γ2/ΓNM ratio for A = 5-
16 Hypernuclei, but using np coincidence spectra [27].
Neutrons were detected by the external scintillator bar-
rel of the FINUDA apparatus and their kinetic energy
was determined by means of time of flight measurements.
(pi−, n, p) triple–coincidence events were selected, with a
pi− momentum corresponding to the formation of bound
Hypernuclear states.
To deduce the contribution of the two–nucleon induced
process, np events with a proton of energy lower than
an adequate threshold, Ethrp = µ − 20 MeV, determined
considering the mean value µ of the Gaussian functions
used in the proton inclusive spectra analysis, and a re-
striction on the opening angle between the two nucleons,
cos θnp ≥ −0.8, were considered for each Hypernucleus. In
such a way, neutrons from two–nucleon induced processes
were selected and could be counted for. With the applied
selections, events due to the one–nucleon induced process
would be excluded and only a small contribution of FSI is
present.
For each nucleus the following ratio was then consid-
ered:
R2(A) =
Nnp(Ep ≤ Ethrp , cos θnp ≥ −0.8)
Np(Ep > µ)
=
0.8N(Λnp→ nnp) + FSInp
0.5N(Λp→ np) + FSIp , (60)
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where Nnp(Ep ≤ Ethrp , cos θnp ≥ −0.8) indicates the num-
ber of np events satisfying the condition which selects two–
nucleon induced candidates andNp(Ep > µ) is the number
of protons in the part of the spectrum above the Gaus-
sian mean value of Ref. [26]; FSInp and FSIn indicate
the residual effect of FSI processes on the corresponding
samples. The factor 0.8 is due to the selections applied in
the analysis. Fig. 40 shows the dependence of R2 on the
Hypernuclear mass number.
and Nproton(Ep > µ) are expected to be proportional to A; we performed a fit with
a function R(A) = (a′ + b′A)/(c + dA) and we found d/c≤10−3. This result gives us
the possibility to co sider a linear fit R(A) = (a + bA) of the ratio (8). The result of
such a fit (a = 0.629 ± 0.253, b = −0.017 ± 0.021 and χ2/ndf = 0.298/6) is reported
in Fig. 3. A roughly linear behaviour of the above ratio, decreasing, with A is apparent.
This is consistent with the simple hypothesis that the ratio (8) is due to the sum of the
two-N induced process (5), in first approximation independent from A [9] with a small
contamination of FSI events which increa es with A.
As assumed in [9], Γ2N/Γp is con tant in the mass number range considered in this letter
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Fig. 3. The ratio Nneu(Ep ≤ thr, cosθ(np) ≥ −0.8)/Nproton(Ep > µ) as a function of the mass number
A.
and we can rewrite eq.(8) as:
R(A) ≡ Γ2N
0.5Γp
+ bA. (10)
Eq (10) can be solved for Γ2/Γp for each hypernucleus, getting:
Γ2N
Γp
=
[R(A)− bA]
2
. (11)
The values obtained for Γ2N/Γp for our hypernuclei are all compatible with each other
within errors. The final result can thus be given by the weighted average:
Γ2N
Γp
= 0.36± 0.07 . (12)
We underline that this value takes also into account the systematic correction to the
group iv) evaluated from [5] and is lower than that reported in [9] but compatible within
the errors. We notice that the error we quote here is less than a half of that reported in
[9]. This is due to the fact that the final error is dominated by the statistical error on
Γnp for each Hypernucleus, not by a combination of different errors on the partial proton
spectra, like in [9].
8
Fig. 40. The experimental and fitted R2 ratio of Eq. (60) as
a function of the Hypernuclear mass number. From Ref. [27].
Also in this case it is possible to apply the same consid-
erations on the A–dependence of FSI and Γ2 used for the
study of the single proton spectra. In Fig. 40 the trend of
the ratio (60) is shown as a function of A: a roughly linear
behaviour of the above ratio, decreasing with A, is ap-
parent. This is consistent with the simple hypothesis that
the ratio R2 is linearly correlated with the two–nucleon
induced rate, which is in first approximation independent
of A [26], with a small contribution of FSI, which, in first
approximation, increases linearly wit A. By indicating
with Γnp the width of the np–induced decay of the Hy-
pernucleus, it is possible to write:
R(A) =
0.8Γnp
0.5Γp
+ bA , (61)
where the coefficient b is the slope of the linear fit of Fig. 40
and expresses the A–dependence of the FSI contribution.
This equation can be solved for Γnp/Γp, getting:
Γnp
Γp
= 0.39± 0.16stat +0.04−0.03 sys . (62)
The obtained Γnp width can be used to obtain Γ2 by
following the theoretical predictions of Ref. [225]; more-
over, by assuming again that Γn/Γp is independent of the
Hypernuclear species and using for this ratio the data ob-
tained by KEK [238], the FINUDA final result is:
Γ2
ΓNM
= 0.21± 0.07stat +0.03−0.02 sys , (63)
Fig. 41. Pictorial representation of the Λnp → nnp event
seen by FINUDA on a 7Li target. The blue track represents the
trajectory of the pi− from the hypernucleus formation reaction.
From [246].
where the error is reduced with respect to the one of
Ref. [26].
Finally, thanks to the large solid angle coverage of the
FINUDA apparatus (∼ 2pi srad) and to its detection ef-
ficiency for neutrons and for protons with low kinetic en-
ergy, it has been possible to find one event [246] in which
also the second neutron from pn-induced NMWD was de-
tected, for which the angles between each neutron and the
proton, and between the two neutrons are greater than
pi/2, which is the maximum angle expected for a simple
nucleon-nucleon scattering. The projection of this event,
occurring on a 7Li target, onto the ρ−φ plane of the appa-
ratus is shown in figure 41. The analysis of the momentum
of the production pi− ((276.9±1.2) MeV/c), indicated by
the blue trajectory in figure 41, of the total energy of the
detected nucleons (Tnnp = (172.7± 16.3) MeV), together
with the determination of the kinetic energy of the miss-
ing daughter nucleus (Tmiss = (6.3± 4.3) MeV), leads to
onclude that the event is a strong candidate for the decay
reaction:
7
ΛLi→4 He+ n+ n+ p , (64)
where the high binding energy of the 4He (∼28 MeV)
allows to perform an exclusive identification of the final
state, giving a value for the Q of the reaction as high as Q
= 167 MeV. Moreover, the topology of the event and the
particular values of the angles between the three detected
nucleons (θn2p = (154.4 ± 2.8)◦, θn1p = (102.3 ± 2.2)◦,
θn2n1 = (94.8± 3.6)◦) allow to exclude the possibility of a
proton induced decay followed by a nucleon-nucleon scat-
tering. A final remark is that both pi− and p are emitted
in the same hemisphere (relative angle of (33.4±3.7)◦),
avoiding the possibility that they come from a physical
event due to K− capture on a correlated np pair, with a
pi− of momentum comprised in the range for ground state
hypernucleus formation, in coincidence with two random
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signals from the external TOF system (see Fig.41), taken
as true neutron events. As a matter of fact, pi− and p from
a K− capture on a correlated np pair are emitted in op-
posite emisphere [39]. All the reconstructed kinematical
observables are detailed in Table 12.
Table 12. Kinematics of the Λ(np)→ nnp event of figure 41:
ppi− indicates the momentum of the hypernucleus formation
pi−, Tp the p kinetic energy, Tn1 the kinetic energy of one of
the neutrons, Tn2 the kinetic energy of the second one, θn1n2
the angle between the two neutrons, θn1p the angle between
the first n and the p, θn2p the angle between the second n and
the p, θpi−p the angle between the formation pi
− and the p,
pmiss the missing momentum of the final state, and MM the
missing mass for the decay of the hypernucleus from its ground
state. The quoted error is statistical.
ppi− (MeV/c) 276.9± 1.2
Tp (MeV) 51.11± 0.85
Tn1 (MeV) 110± 23
Tn2 (MeV) 16.9± 1.7
θn1n2 (deg) 94.8± 3.8
θn1p (deg) 102.2± 3.4
θn2p (deg) 154± 19
θpi−p (deg) 33.4± 3.7
pmiss (MeV/c) 217± 44
MM (MeV/c2) 3710± 23
So, from the kinematic analysis, it is possible to con-
clude that the event can safely be attributed to the exclu-
sive reaction (64) and represents the first direct (”smok-
ing gun”) experimental evidence of a two-nucleon induced
NMWD.
Various theoretical approaches were applied to the cal-
culation of Γ2 [28, 157, 175, 176, 224, 225, 245]. We summa-
rize the theoretical and experimental determinations of
Γ2 and Γ2/ΓNM in Table 13 together with information on
the Hypernucleus and the isospin channels considered in
the calculations and on the Hypernucleus and the kind of
spectra (single or in coincidence) analyzed in the experi-
ments. All the calculations were performed with a nuclear
matter approach and then extended to 12Λ C via the local
density approximation. In Refs. [175, 176], a phenomeno-
logical scheme based on data on pion absorption in nu-
clei was used to predict the np–induced decay rate Γnp.
Ref. [176] updates the predictions of Ref. [175] by us-
ing more realistic Λ wave functions in Hypernuclei and
short–range correlations in the baryon–baryon strong in-
teractions. All isospin channels of the two–nucleon stim-
ulated decay, Λnn → nnn, Λnp → nnp and Λpp → npp,
are included in the diagrammatic microscopic approach of
Refs. [157, 224, 225, 245]. In particular, Pauli exchange and
ground state contributions were also studied in this kind of
calculation [157, 225]. Among the predictions of the micro-
scopic approach, only the most updated, from Ref. [157],
are reported in Table 13. The microscopic approach also
lead to the following predictions for the two–nucleon in-
duced partial rates: Γnp : Γpp : Γnn = 0.83 : 0.12 : 0.04;
as expected, the two–nucleon stimulated decay width is
dominated by the np–induced process.
Considering instead the data reported in Table 13, it
must be noted that the two values obtained by FINUDA
are not independent of each other, since the proton re-
quired in coincidence with a pi− in Ref. [26] and with a
(pi−, n) pair in Ref. [27] belongs to the same experimental
sample. To compare with the KEK–E508 determination
[25], the FINUDA value of Ref. [27], affected by a smaller
error, can be used: the two results are completely compat-
ible within errors and by evaluating their weighted mean
it is possible to conclude that, for p–shell Λ–Hypernuclei,
Γ2/ΓNM = 0.23± 0.06.
All the predictions of Table 13 are consistent with the
individual KEK and FINUDA experimental determina-
tions of Γ2 and Γ2/ΓNM (however, only the microscopic
calculation of Ref. [157] reproduces within 1σ the weighted
mean datum of the previous paragraph). One may con-
clude that the two–nucleon induced NMWD of Hypernu-
clei is rather well understood at present.
A general conclusion concerning the study of NMWD
of Hypernuclei is now in order. As discussed in Sec. 4.3,
thanks to the large momentum transfer of the NMWD
channel, one expects to obtain information on the four–
baryon, strangeness changing, ΛN → nN weak interac-
tion from Hypernuclear decay measurements. However,
the study of NMWD of p–shell Hypernuclei clearly indi-
cates that the nuclear effects cannot be disregarded, since
mechanisms such as FSI and two–nucleon induced decay
are not at all inessential but partially mask the elementary
four–baryon reaction.
Therefore, the best way to proceed for a detailed study
of the ΛN → nN reaction seems to be to learn how to
parametrize the nuclear effects from the systematic study
of Hypernuclear NMWD over an appropriate mass num-
ber range, as done by FINUDA for p–shell Hypernuclei,
and then to use this information to try to disentangle the
four–baryon reaction properties from a very high statistics
decay measurement on a single nucleus, possibly with low
mass number.
A determination of Γn, Γp and Γ2 for
12
Λ C with a 10%
error level is expected from J–PARC [247], from double–
and triple–nucleon coincidence measurements. This will
allow to lower the error on the determination of Γ2/ΓNM.
4.8 Rare Two–Body NMWD of s–Shell Hypernuclei
The decay of the light Hypernuclei 4ΛHe and
5
ΛHe in two–
body channels is a rare process because of the large mo-
mentum transfer and of the possible two–step mechanisms
involved. It can occur through the following reactions:
4
ΛHe → d+ d , (65)
4
ΛHe → p+ t , (66)
4
ΛHe → n+3 He , (67)
5
ΛHe → d+ t . (68)
The existing observations of two–body NMWD of Hyper-
nuclei are very scarce and date back to bubble chamber
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Table 13. Summary of the theoretical and experimental values of Γ2 and Γ2/ΓNM.
Ref. Γ2 Γ2/ΓNM Notes
[175] 0.23 0.16 12Λ C, Γ2 = Γnp
[176] 0.16 0.16 12Λ C, Γ2 = Γnp
[157] 0.25 0.26 12Λ C, Γ2 = Γnp + Γnn + Γpp
BNL–E788 [169] ≤ 0.24 4ΛHe, n and p spectra
KEK–E508 [25] 0.27± 0.13 0.29± 0.13 12Λ C, nn and np spectra
FINUDA [26] 0.24±0.10 A =5-16, p spectra
FINUDA [27] 0.21± 0.07stat +0.03−0.02 sys A =5-16, np spectra
and emulsion experiments [248–250]; in particular, reac-
tion (67) has not yet been observed. The only existing
calculation for the 4ΛHe two–body NMWD rates was per-
formed long ago by Ref. [251], and only one theoretical
evaluation for the expected decay rates of 5ΛHe exists [252].
Recently, rare two–body NMWD have been studied
by means of the FINUDA spectrometer [253]; the large
solid angle coverage, the good p.id. properties and the
good momentum resolution of the experimental appara-
tus allowed the identification of reactions (65), (66) and
(68), which are characterized by a back–to–back topology
of the outgoing particles/clusters and by quite high mo-
menta (pd=570 MeV/c for (65), pp=508 MeV/c for (66)
and pd=597 MeV/c for (68)).
Reactions (65), (66) and (68) have been studied as
decays of 4ΛHe and
5
ΛHe hyperfragments produced by the
interaction of stopped K−’s on the various targets used in
FINUDA and identified by means of the detection of the
pi− emitted in the production reaction; in particular, (65)
and (66) have been looked for on all the nuclear targets,
while (68) has been searched for on 6Li and 7Li targets
only.
Concerning the 4ΛHe → d + d decay, an average yield
value Y (4ΛHe → d + d) = (2.82 ± 0.62) × 10−5/K−stop is
obtained. The 4ΛHe → p + t decay at rest looks favoured:
an average yield of Y (4ΛHe → p + t) = (5.42 ± 3.43) ×
10−5/K−stop is obtained. As for the
5
ΛHe→ d+ t decay, the
average yield value over 6Li and 7Li nuclei is Y (5ΛHe →
d + t) = (1.23 ± 0.70) × 10−4/K−stop, corresponding to a
branching ratio of (2.8± 1.4) × 10−3, in rough agreement
with the theoretical expectation of a factor 100 less than
the total NMWD branching ratio.
4.9 Asymmetry in NMWD of Polarized Hypernuclei
Λ–Hypernuclei can also be produced in polarized states
[254]. Thanks to the large momentum transfer involved,
the n(pi+,K+)Λ reaction was used, at ppi = 1.05 GeV and
small K+ laboratory scattering angles (2◦ <∼ θK <∼ 15◦),
to produce Hypernuclear states with a substantial amount
of spin–polarization, preferentially aligned along the axis
normal to the reaction plane [255, 256], the so–called po-
larization axis. The origin of Hypernuclear polarization
is twofold [254]. It is known that the distortions (absorp-
tions) of the initial (pi+) and final (K+) meson–waves pro-
duce a small polarization of the Hypernuclear orbital an-
gular momentum up to laboratory scattering angles θK ∼
15◦ (at larger scattering angles, the orbital polarization
increases with a negative sign). At small but non–zero an-
gles, the main source of polarization is due to an apprecia-
ble spin–flip interaction term in the elementary reaction
pi+n → ΛK+, which interferes with the spin–nonflip am-
plitude. In a typical experimental situation with ppi = 1.05
GeV and θK ∼ 15◦, the polarization of the hyperon spin
in the free pi+n→ ΛK+ process is about 0.75.
The distribution of protons produced in one–nucleon
induced NMWD of polarized Hypernuclei shows an an-
gular asymmetry: the difference between the number of
protons emitted along the polarization axis and the num-
ber of protons outgoing in the opposite direction deter-
mines this asymmetry. It can be shown that the proton
asymmetry is originated by the interference between the
parity–violating and parity–conserving ΛN → nN tran-
sition amplitudes with different values of the isospin of
the final NN pair [257]. Asymmetry studies are thus ex-
pected to provide new constraints on the strengths and
(especially) the relative phases of the decay amplitudes,
i.e., on the dynamics of Hypernuclear decay.
Despite the important progress on the determination
of the NMWD rates (especially the Γn/Γp and Γ2/ΓNM
ratios) discussed above, another intriguing problem which
was solved only recently concerns a strong disagreement
between theory and experiment on the weak decay asym-
metry.
The intensity of protons emitted in Λp → np decays
along a direction forming an angle θ with the polarization
axis is given by [258]:
I(θ, J) = I0(J)[1 +A(θ, J)] , (69)
J being the total spin of the Hypernucleus and I0 the
(isotropic) intensity for an unpolarized Hypernucleus. In
the shell model weak–coupling scheme, one can write:
A(θ, J) = PΛ(J) aΛ cos θ , (70)
where PΛ is the polarization of the Λ spin and aΛ the in-
trinsic Λ asymmetry parameter, which is a characteristic
of the elementary process Λp→ np.
Nucleon FSI acting after the NMWD modify the weak
decay intensity (69): this means that the intrinsic asym-
metry aΛ is not an observable. The observable asymmetry,
aMΛ (J), which is expected to depend on the considered Hy-
pernucleus, is therefore derived from the observable proton
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intensity, IM. Assuming for IM the same θ–dependence as
in the weak decay intensity I, one obtains the observable
asymmetry as:
aMΛ (J) =
1
PΛ(J)
IM(0◦, J)− IM(180◦, J)
IM(0◦, J) + IM(180◦, J)
. (71)
One expects an attenuation of the asymmetry due to FSI,
|aMΛ (J)| < |aΛ|.
Eq. (71) is actually the relation used to determine ex-
perimentally aMΛ (J). These measurements generally suffer
from large uncertainties, principally due to limited statis-
tics and to the poor knowledge of the hyperon–spin po-
larization. For 5ΛHe, PΛ was measured [259] by observing
the asymmetric emission of negative pions in its mesonic
decay and by assuming that the pion asymmetry in the
mesonic decay of 5ΛHe coincides with the value measured in
the free Λ→ pi−p decay. Unfortunately, the small branch-
ing ratio and asymmetry for the mesonic decay of p–shell
Hypernuclei makes a measurement of the Λ–spin polariza-
tion very difficult for these systems. Therefore, in the pro-
ton asymmetry measurements for 11Λ B and
12
Λ C [256, 260],
PΛ was evaluated theoretically by adopting the distorted
wave impulse approximation of Ref. [261]. Such kind of
calculation requires a delicate analysis of 1) the polariza-
tion of the Hypernuclear states directly produced in the
production reaction and 2) the depolarization effects due
to strong and electromagnetic transitions of the populated
excited states, which take place before the weak decay.
In Table 14 we compare the theoretical and experimen-
tal determinations of the decay asymmetries for 5ΛHe and
12
Λ C. While inexplicable inconsistencies appeared between
the first KEK asymmetry experiments of Refs. [255, 256],
the recent and more accurate KEK data [260] reported in
Table 14 favor small aMΛ values, compatible with a vanish-
ing value, for both 5ΛHe and
12
Λ C.
On the contrary, theoretical models based on OME po-
tentials and/or direct quark (DQ) mechanisms [223, 232,
262, 263] predicted rather large and negative aΛ values. It
must be noted that, on the contrary, the mentioned mod-
els were able to account fairly well for the weak decay
rates measured for s– and p–shell Hypernuclei. As can be
seen from Table 14, not even the inclusion of FSI in the
theoretical analysis with OME potentials can explain the
experimental data. To illustrate this point, we quote the
result of Ref. [264] for a proton kinetic energy threshold
of 30 MeV (the data of Table 14 were obtained for such
an energy cut).
At this point we must note that an effective field the-
ory approach to Hypernuclear decay [265], in which the
weak two–body transition is based on tree–level pion– and
kaon–exchange and leading–order contact interactions, sug-
gested a dominating spin– and isospin–independent con-
tact term. Such central term turns out to be particularly
important if one wants to fit the small and positive value
of the intrinsic asymmetry for 5ΛHe indicated by KEK–
E462. In a calculation scheme based on a OME model,
this result can be interpreted dynamically as the need
for the introduction of a meson–exchange contribution
in the scalar–isoscalar channel. Prompted by the work
of Ref. [265], models based on OME and/or DQ mech-
anisms [266, 267] were supplemented with the exchange of
the scalar–isoscalar σ–meson. Despite the phenomenolog-
ical character of these works (the unknown σ weak cou-
plings are fixed to fit NMWD data for 5ΛHe and
12
Λ C), they
showed the importance of σ–exchange in the NMWD.
Then, an investigation was performed on the effects
of a chirally motivated two–pion–exchange mechanism on
the NMWD rates and asymmetries for s– and p–shell
Hypernuclei [220]. The uncorrelated (2pi) and correlated
(in the isoscalar channel, 2pi/σ) two–pion–exchange weak
potentials were adopted from Ref. [219] and added to
the exchange of the pseudoscalar and vector mesons, pi,
ρ, K, K∗, ω and η, of the standard OME potentials.
These scalar–isoscalar contributions are based on a chi-
ral unitary model which describes pipi scattering data in
the scalar sector up to around 1 GeV, where all the cou-
pling constants are determined from chiral meson–meson
and meson–baryon Lagrangians by imposing SU(3) sym-
metry. It was found that the two–pion–exchange mecha-
nism modifies moderately the partial decay rates Γn and
Γp but has a tremendous influence on the asymmetry pa-
rameter, due to the change of sign of the central, spin– and
isospin–independent amplitudes [220]: the obtained asym-
metry values agreed with data for the first time. It must
to be noted that the main mechanism which permitted to
achieve this result is the uncorrelated two–pion–exchange.
The resulting values of the asymmetry parameter are pre-
sented in Table 14 for the case where no FSI are accounted
for and also when a proton kinetic energy threshold of 30
MeV is imposed in the calculation with FSI.
From Table 14 we see that a more recent and differ-
ent approach [268], whose main characteristic is the use of
correlated meson–pair exchange, proved that the exchange
of the axial–vector a1–meson is also relevant in asymme-
try calculations. We note however that the one–meson–
exchange plus two–pion–exchange model of Ref. [220] tur-
ned out to be able to reproduce satisfactorily the total and
partial NMWD rates as well as the asymmetries, for both
5
ΛHe and
12
Λ C, within a minimal framework, i.e., without
invoking exotic decay mechanisms, nor a violation of the
∆I = 1/2 isospin rule.
We can thus conclude that with the solution of the
asymmetry puzzle a deeper theoretical understanding of
the Hypernuclear decay mechanisms is now reached.
5 Mesonless Multinucleon Absorption of
Stopped K−
5.1 Recent experimental data
Data on reactions of nuclear absorption of stopped K−
with emission of Λ, nucleons or light nuclei (deuterons,
tritons) were very scarce up to a few years ago. The bulk
of the data was coming from bubble chamber experiments,
which mainly aimed at assessing the K− capture rates of
multipionic final states [269]. Thanks to the clever design
of the FINUDA spectrometer, described in Sec. 2.2, it was
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Table 14. Theoretical and experimental determinations of the asymmetry parameters.
Ref. and Model 5ΛHe
12
Λ C
Sasaki et al. [223]
pi +K + DQ −0.68
Parren˜o and Ramos [232]
OME: pi + ρ+K +K∗ + ω + η −0.68 −0.73
Itonaga et al. [262]
pi +K + ω + 2pi/ρ+ 2pi/σ −0.33
Barbero et al. [263]
OME: pi + ρ+K +K∗ + ω + η −0.54 −0.53
Alberico et al. [264]
OME + FSI −0.46 −0.37
Chumillas et al. [220]
OME + 2pi + 2pi/σ +0.041 −0.207
OME + 2pi + 2pi/σ + FSI +0.028 −0.126
Itonaga et al. [268]
pi +K + ω + 2pi/ρ+ 2pi/σ + ρpi/a1 + σpi/a1 +0.083 +0.045
KEK–E462 [260] 0.07± 0.08+0.08−0.00
KEK–E508 [260] −0.16± 0.28+0.18−0.00
possible to identify in a clean way the Λ hyperons emit-
ted following the interaction of stopped K− in nuclei (6Li,
7Li, 12C, 27Al, 51V) [270]. They can be identified by re-
constructing the invariant mass of a proton and a negative
pion, as shown in Fig. 42(a). The peak position agrees with
the known Λ mass, and the width of the peak is as narrow
as 6 MeV/c2 FWHM.
When a K! interacts with two protons, one expects that
a hyperon-nucleon pair (!" p, "0 " p, or "" " n) is
emitted in the opposite direction, ignoring a final state
interaction inside the nucleus. The angular correlation
between a ! and a proton from the same point in the target
[Fig. 2(b)] clearly indicates the existence of this kind of
reaction. Even for heavy nuclei such as 27Al and 51V the
similar correlations were observed, which might suggest
the absorption would take place at the surface of a nucleus.
In the following analysis, we use the !-p pairs emitted
in the opposite direction ( cos!Lab <!0:8) only from the
light nuclear targets (6Li, 7Li, and 12C).
Since the back-to-back angular correlation between a !
and a proton is so clear, it is naturally expected that the two
particles are emitted from a ‘‘K!pp’’ intermediate system.
The angular correlation is smeared out due to the Fermi
motions of the two protons at the surface of a nucleus by
which the K! is absorbed after cascading down the atomic
orbits by emitting x rays. If the reaction process were
simply a two-nucleon absorption process, the mass of the
system should be close to the sum of a kaon and two proton
mass, namely, 2:370 GeV=c2. The initial motion of the two
protons does not affect the invariant-mass distribution.
The invariant-mass distribution of the !-p pairs is
shown in Fig. 3. A significant mass decrease of the
K!pp system with respect to its expected mass is ob-
served. It can be interpreted as a bound state composed
of a kaon and two protons, hereafter abbreviated as K!pp.
In the inset of Fig. 3, the acceptance corrected invariant-
mass distribution for events with two well-defined long-
track protons is shown. Since the trigger and detection
acceptance are monotonically increasing functions of
the invariant mass in this mass region, the peak fur-
ther shifts to a lower mass side. The binding energy
BK!pp # 115"6!5$stat%"3!4$syst% MeV and the width # #
67"14!11$stat%"2!3$syst% MeV are obtained from the fitting
with a Lorentzian function (folded with a Gaussian with
" # 4 MeV=c2, corresponding to the detector resolution,
estimated with a Monte Carlo simulation) in the region of
2:22–2:33 GeV=c2. Here, the systematic errors were esti-
mated by changing the event selections in the ! invariant
mass and the !-p opening angle cut as well as by taking
account of the detector acceptance change due to possible
systematic deviations in absolute momentum scale, reac-
tion vertex distributions, etc. Although we still have ambi-
guities on absolute normalization, a rough estimate on the
yield of K!pp! !" p is of the order of 0.1% per
stopped K!. Consistency of the Monte Carlo simulation
used for estimations of the acceptance and the resolutions
was examined by producing the K!pp events according to
the obtained mass and width. The same simulation con-
ditions were applied to these events; the momentum dis-
tributions of !’s and protons, the !-p opening angle
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FIG. 3. Invariant mass of a ! and a proton in back-to-back
correlation ( cos!Lab <!0:8) from light targets before the ac-
ceptance correction. The inset shows the result after the accep-
tance correction for the events which have two protons with
well-defined good tracks. Only the bins between 2.22 and
2:33 GeV=c2 are used for the fitting.
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FIG. 2. (a) Invariant-mass distribution of a proton and a #! for all the events in which these two particles are observed, fitted by a
single Gaussian together with a linear background in the invariant-mass range of 1100–1130 MeV=c2. (b) Opening angle distribution
between a ! and a proton: solid line, 6Li, 7Li, and 12C; dashed line, 27Al and 51V. The shaded area ( cos!Lab <!0:8) is selected as the
back-to-back event.
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Fig. 42. (a) pi−-p invariant mass distribution; t e continuous
line is a fit with a Gaussian function plus a linear background.
(b) Opening angle distribution between a Λ and a proton: solid
line 6Li, 7Li and 12C, dashed line 27Al, 51V. The shaded area
is selected as back–to–back events (cos θlab < −0.8). From
Ref. [270].
When a K− interacts with two protons, one expects
that a hyperon–nucleon pair (Λ+p, Σ0+p or Σ++n) is
emitted in opposite direction , ignoring a fi al state in-
teraction inside the nucleus. The angular correlation be-
tween a Λ and a proton from the same point in the target
(Fig. 42(b)) clearly indicates the existence of this kind of
reaction. Even for heavy nuclei such as 27Al and 51V sim-
il r correlations were observed, which might suggest that
he bsorption would take place a the surf ce of a nu-
cleus. In the following steps of the analysis Λ-p pairs emit-
ted in opposite directions (cos θlab < −0.8) only from the
light nuclear targets (6Li, 7Li and 12C) were used. Since
the back–to–back angular correlation between a Λ and a
proton is so clear, it is naturally expected that the two
particles are emitted from a K−pp intermediate system.
The angular correlation is smeared out due to the Fermi
motions of the two protons at the surface of the nucleus
by which the K− is absorbed after cascading down the
atomic orbits by emitting X–rays. If the reaction process
When a K! interacts with two protons, one expects that
a hyperon-nucleon pair (!" p, "0 " p, or "" " n) is
emitted in the opposite direction, ignoring a final state
interaction inside the nucleus. The angular correlation
between a ! and a proton from the same point in the target
[Fig. 2(b)] clearly indicates the existence of this kind of
reaction. Even for heavy nuclei such as 27Al and 51V the
similar correlations were observed, which might suggest
the absorption woul take place at the surface of a nucleus.
In the following analysis, we use the !-p pairs emitted
in the opposite direction ( cos!Lab <!0:8) only from the
light nuclear targets (6Li, 7Li, and 12C).
Since the back-to-back angular correlation between a !
and a proton is so clear, it is naturally expected that the two
particles are emitted from a ‘‘K!pp’’ intermediate system.
The angular correlation is smeared out due to the Fermi
motions of the two protons at the surface of a nucleus by
which the K! is absorbed after cascading down the atomic
orbits by emitting x rays. If the reaction process were
simply a two-nucleon absorption process, the mass of the
system should be close to the sum of a kaon and two proton
mass, namely, 2:370 GeV=c2. The initial motion of the two
protons does not affect the invariant-mass distribution.
The invariant-mass distribution of the !-p pairs is
shown in Fig. 3. A significant mass decrease of the
K!pp ystem with respect to its exp cted mass is ob-
served. It can be in erpreted s a bou d state composed
of a kaon and two protons, hereafter abbreviated as K!pp.
In the inset of Fig. 3, the acceptance corrected invariant-
mass distribution for events with two well-defined long-
track protons is shown. Since the trigger and detection
acce tance are monotonic lly increasing fun tions of
the invariant mass in this mass region, the peak fur-
ther shifts to a lower mass side. The binding energy
BK!pp # 115"6!5$stat%"3!4$syst% MeV and the width # #
67"14!11$stat%"2!3$syst% MeV are obtained from the fitting
with Lorentzian function (folded with a Gaussian with
" # 4 MeV=c2, corresponding to the detector resolution,
estimated with a Monte Carlo simulation) in the region of
2:22–2:33 GeV=c2. Here, the systematic errors were esti-
mated by changing the event selections in the ! invariant
mass and the !-p opening angle cut as well as by taking
account of the detector acceptance change due to possible
systematic deviations in absolute momentum scale, reac-
tion vertex distributions, etc. Although we still have ambi-
guities on absolute normalization, a rough estimate on the
yield of K!pp! !" p is of the order of 0.1% per
stopped K!. Consistency of the Monte Carlo simulation
used for estimations of the acceptance and the resolutions
was examined by producing the K!pp events according to
the btained mass and width. T ame simulation con-
ditions were applied to these events; the momentum dis-
tributions of !’s and protons, the !-p opening angle
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FIG. 3. Invariant mass of a ! and a proton in back-to-back
correlation ( cos!Lab <!0:8) from light targets before the ac-
ceptance correction. The inset shows the result after the accep-
tance correction for the events which have two protons with
well-d fined good tracks. Only the bins between 2.22 and
2:33 GeV=c2 are used for the fitting.
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FIG. 2. (a) Invariant-mass distribution of a proton and a #! for all the events in which these two particles are observed, fitted by a
single Gaussian together with a li ear background in the invariant-mass range of 1100–1130 MeV=c2. (b) Opening angle distribution
between a ! and a proton: solid line, 6Li, 7Li, and 12C; dashed line, 27Al and 51V. The shaded area ( cos!Lab <!0:8) is selected as the
back-to-back event.
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Fig. 43. Λ-p inv riant mass distribution for events with
cos θlab < −0.8 from light ta gets before th acc ptance cor-
rection. The inset shows the result after the acceptance or-
rection: the continuous line is a fit to the 2.22÷2.33 GeV/c2
region. From Ref. [270].
were simply a two–nucleon absorption process, the mass
of the system should be close to the sum of a kaon and
two proto masses, namely 2.370 MeV/c2. The initial mo-
tion of the two protons does not affect the invariant mass
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distribution. The invariant mass distribution of the Λ-p
pairs is shown in Fig. 43. A significant mass decrease of
the K−pp system with respect to its expected mass is ob-
served. It can be interpreted as a bound state composed of
a kaon and two protons, hereafter abbreviated as K−pp.
In the inset of Fig. 43, the acceptance corrected invari-
ant mass distribution is shown. Since the trigger and de-
tection acceptance are monotonically increasing functions
of the invariant mass in this mass region, the peak fur-
ther shifts to a lower mass side. By fitting the acceptance
corrected peak with a Lorentzian function (folded with a
Gaussian with σ=4 MeV/c2, corresponding to the detec-
tor resolution estimated with a Monte Carlo simulation) in
the region of 2.22-2.33 GeV/c2 values for the binding en-
ergy and width of such an hypothetical K−pp bound state
of 115+6−5(stat)
+3
−4(syst) MeV and 67
+14
−11(stat)
+2
−3(syst) MeV
were obtained.
T. Yamazaki, Y. Akaishi / Nuclear Physics A 792 (2007) 229–248 241
Fig. 6. (Left-Upper) The calculated Minv(Λp) distribution in the K− + 4He reaction for the QF K−pp→Λ+ p de-
cay process. Additional two curves are obtained when a KNC (K−pp) is formed with a binding energy of 86 MeV
and 115 MeV. They are compared with the FINUDA spectrum (Left-Lower). The Oset–Toki prediction corresponds to
Minv(Λp)= 2342 MeV. (Right-Upper) The calculated angular correlation of Λ–p pair in K−+ 4He in the case of a QF
K−pp→Λ+p process and in the cases of KNC formation. The Oset–Toki prediction corresponds to cos θΛp ∼−1.0,
whereas MORT with FSI interaction predict a broader distribution for 7Li, as shown by the dotted curve. The FIN-
UDA histogram for 6Li, 7Li and 12C [21], as shown below, is in good agreement with our curves, whereas it seriously
contradicts the MORT prediction with FSI.
The predicted binding energy of K−pp KNC is 48 MeV and its mass is 2322 MeV/c2 [2].
In the invariant-mass spectrum this bound state peak nearly overlaps with the peak arising from
the Direct QF absorption process (B). The FINUDA spectrum, however, shows no such peak.
We also present invariant-mass spectra for K¯ binding energies of 86 MeV and 115 MeV in
Fig. 6 (Left) together with the FINUDA data. The observed spectrum seems to indicate the case
Fig. 44. Opening angle distribution between Λ and p. His-
togram: from experiment; dotted line: from FSI mechanism
[271]. From Ref. [272].
An alternative, conventional explanation for the above
observed bump was put forward. In Ref. [271] the bump
in the Λ-p invariant mass spectrum was explained as an
artifact of the angular cuts applied to the flat spectrum of
invariant mass of Λ-p events resulting from genuine back–
to–back pairs formed in simple K−-(np) interactions in
the target nuclei that suffered a FSI. Even though such
a mechanism cannot be completely excluded, other argu-
ments are contradicting it. A first one is the shape of the
angular correlation in the approach of Ref. [271], show-
ing a strong disagreement [272] with the steepness mea-
sured experimentally, as shown in fig. 44. A second one is
a possible i adequacy of the FSI calculations leading to an
overestimation of these interactions. As a matter of fact,
as shown in Fig. 34, calculations following a similar ap-
proach [243] failed to reproduce the spectrum of protons
from NMWD of 12Λ C, recently measured with a good preci-
sion [239]. A rough estimate on the yield of K−(pp)→ Λ+p
provided 0.1% per stopped K−, that is the same order of
magnitude of the production of bound Λ–Hypernuclei.
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Fig. 1. dE/dx vs momentum diffusion plot of µ’s, pi ’s, p’s and d’s. Full
lines, Bethe–Bloch functions. The dashed lines delimit the full-width-at-tenth-
maximum region of deuterons. Inset, mass distribution of the particles falling
into the deuteron region. More details are given in the text.
Fig. 2. Invariant mass distribution of pi−p pairs for 6Li. The pi−p events form-
ing the histogram are in coincidence with deuterons.
centered at a mass value of≈ 1880 MeV with a FWTM strength
that accounts for more than 96% of the total strength.
The initial selection of pi−pd events relies on the par-
ticle ID of FINUDA. Such events are seldom accompanied
by other charged particles. Once a pi−pd event is identified,
the Λ(1116)d channel is entirely reconstructed as well as the
track of the stopped negative kaons. The topology of the Λ(→
ppi−)d events, when combined with the selective particle ID
of FINUDA, provides distributions nearly free from acciden-
t l as well as combinatorial background. As an example, Fig. 2
shows the mpi−p distribution of 6Li. The uniform distribution of
background events over the mass ranges 1080–1102 and 1128–
1150 MeV around the Λ peak makes it possible to assess the
number of such events inside the peak itself. The background
events are 2.2± 0.9 out of a total of 46 Λ events, which were
produced by 3.38 × 106K−stop. Λ hyperons are detected from
140 MeV/c (threshold) up to 700 MeV/c, whereas deuterons
Fig. 3. Invariant mass distribution of Λd pairs from the 6Li(K−stop,Λd)3N re-
action (full-line histogram). Dash-line, small-dot-line and dash-dot-line curves,
phase space simulations of the (1) Λdnnp, (2) Λdnd and (3) Λdt reaction
channels, respectively. Big-dot-line curve, data fitted with a linear combination
of channels (1), (2) and (3) and a Gaussian function (gray-fill curve). Full-line
curve, simulated background. The arrow indicates the overall mass of the un-
bound K−ppn system. Inset, cosΘΛd distribution of the events populating the
bump at 3250 MeV/c2.
from the Λd channel are analyzed starting from 300 MeV/c
(threshold) up to momenta of about 800 MeV/c. Both Λ’s and
d’s are measured with a resolution $p/p < 2%. Opening an-
gles in the full range from 0◦ ! ΘΛd < 180◦ were measured.
Spectra are corrected for the spectrometer acceptance, which
also includes the event reconstruction efficiency. The accep-
tance for theΛd invariant mass (mΛd ) increases nearly linearly
between 3100 and about 3340 MeV/c2 (curve not shown). The
error bars reflect the systematic uncertainty due to the evalua-
tion of the FINUDA acceptance. The dominant statistical uncer-
tainty is summed in quadrature with this systematic uncertainty
in the following analysis, and overall error bars are reported in
Figs. 3, 4 and 5.
3. The results
Fig. 3 shows theΛd invariant mass for the 6Li target. We ob-
served a bump at mΛd ∼ 3250 MeV/c2 and the purpose of the
present analysis is to try to understand its nature. To this end,
the mΛd distribution (thin-line histogram) is compared with the
phase-space behavior of Λd pairs from the K−stop 6Li→Λd3N
absorption reaction. The following three reaction channels were
investigated: (1) Λdnnp, (2) Λdnd and (3) Λdt . The Λd pairs
from (1) (dashed curve) have an invariant mass distribution
which shows negligible strength above 3210 MeV/c2; there-
fore, these pairs barely contribute to the bump at 3250 MeV/c2.
The small-dot curve depicts the mΛd phase space of chan-
nel (2). The mass distribution of channel (3) (dot-dash curve)
also extends through the mass range of the data. These three
distributions were arbitrarily normalized to the data. The phase
space simulations indicate that the mΛd threshold is slightly
below 3000 MeV/c2, a mass limit which cannot be probed by
FINUDA. This is due to the low acceptance of the apparatus be-
Fig. 45. Invariant mass distribution of pi− p pairs, in coinci-
dence with deuterons, for 6Li. From Ref. [273].
Stimulated by these unexpected findings, the FINUDA
Coll boration se rched for correlated Λ-d pairs emitted
following the absorption of stopped K− in some selected
targets (6Li, 12C) [273]. The measurement took advan-
tage from both the excellent identification of Λ hyperons
by the invariant mass measurements and of euterons by
three independent measurements of dE/dx and time of
flight. Fig. 45 shows the invariant mass distribution of
pi−-p pairs emitted in coincidence with deuterons from
6Li arge s. A well defined and arrow peak, centered at
the right mass of the Λ and nearly background free is ev-
ident. Fig. 46 shows the Invariant Mass distribution for
the Λ-d events selected with the above criteria. A hint for
a peak at a mass of 3251±6 MeV appears. By selecting
the events contained in this peak, they appear strongly
back–to–back correlated, as shown by the inset of Fig. 46.
They could be interpreted as the decay of a K−ppn bound
state with a binding energy of 58±6 MeV and a width of
36.6±14.1 MeV. This object could be formed thanks to
the predominant (α+d) substructure of 6Li, already ob-
served in other K− induced reactions [274]. As a matter
of fact, the analogous distributions relative to events ob-
tained with the 12C target did not present similar features,
as shown by Fig. 47. There is no evidence for a peak in the
invariant mass distribution and the angular correlation of
the events in the invariant mass range corresponding to
the peak observed in 6Li is quite broad. The peak ob-
served for 6Li was interpreted in Ref. [275] in terms of
K− absorption from three nucleons, leaving the remaining
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Fig. 1. dE/dx vs momentum diffusion plot of µ’s, pi ’s, p’s and d’s. Full
lines, Bethe–Bloch functions. The dashed lines delimit the full-width-at-tenth-
maximum region of deuterons. Inset, mass distribution of the particles falling
into the deuteron region. More details are given in the text.
Fig. 2. Invariant mass distribution of pi−p pairs for 6Li. The pi−p events form-
ing the histogram are in coincidence with deuterons.
centered at a mass value of≈ 1880 MeV with a FWTM strength
that accounts for more than 96% of the total strength.
The initial selection of pi−pd events relies on the par-
ticle ID of FINUDA. Such events are seldom accompanied
by other charged particles. Once a pi−pd event is identified,
the Λ(1116)d channel is entirely reconstructed as well as the
track of the stopped negative kaons. The topology of the Λ(→
ppi−)d events, when combined with the selective particle ID
of FINUDA, provides distributions nearly free from acciden-
tal as well as combinatorial background. As an example, Fig. 2
shows the mpi−p distribution of 6Li. The uniform distribution of
background events over the mass ranges 1080–1102 and 1128–
1150 MeV around the Λ peak makes it possible to assess the
number of such events inside the peak itself. The background
events are 2.2± 0.9 out of a total of 46 Λ events, which were
produced by 3.38 × 106K−stop. Λ hyperons are detected from
140 MeV/c (threshold) up to 700 MeV/c, whereas deuterons
Fig. 3. Invariant mass distribution of Λd pairs from the 6Li(K−stop,Λd)3N re-
action (full-line histogram). Dash-line, small-dot-line and dash-dot-line curves,
phase space simulations of the (1) Λdnnp, (2) Λdnd and (3) Λdt reaction
channels, respectively. Big-dot-line curve, data fitted with a linear combination
of channels (1), (2) and (3) and a Gaussian function (gray-fill curve). Full-line
curve, simulated background. The arrow indicates the overall mass of the un-
bound K−ppn system. Inset, cosΘΛd distribution of the events populating the
bump at 3250 MeV/c2.
from the Λd channel are analyzed starting from 300 MeV/c
(threshold) up to momenta of about 800 MeV/c. Both Λ’s and
d’s are measured with a resolution $p/p < 2%. Opening an-
gles in the full range from 0◦ ! ΘΛd < 180◦ were measured.
Spectra are corrected for the spectrometer acceptance, which
also includes the event reconstruction efficiency. The accep-
tance for theΛd invariant mass (mΛd ) increases nearly linearly
between 3100 and about 3340 MeV/c2 (curve not shown). The
error bars reflect the systematic uncertainty due to the evalua-
tion of the FINUDA acceptance. The dominant statistical uncer-
tainty is summed in quadrature with this systematic uncertainty
in the following analysis, and overall error bars are reported in
Figs. 3, 4 and 5.
3. The results
Fig. 3 shows theΛd invariant mass for the 6Li target. We ob-
served a bump at mΛd ∼ 3250 MeV/c2 and the purpose of the
present analysis is to try to understand its nature. To this end,
the mΛd distribution (thin-line histogram) is compared with the
phase-space behavior of Λd pairs from the K−stop 6Li→Λd3N
absorption reaction. The following three reaction channels were
investigated: (1) Λdnnp, (2) Λdnd and (3) Λdt . The Λd pairs
from (1) (dashed curve) have an invariant mass distribution
which shows negligible strength above 3210 MeV/c2; there-
fore, these pairs barely contribute to the bump at 3250 MeV/c2.
The small-dot curve depicts the mΛd phase space of chan-
nel (2). The mass distribution of channel (3) (dot-dash curve)
also extends through the mass range of the data. These three
distributions were arbitrarily normalized to the data. The phase
space simulations indicate that the mΛd threshold is slightly
below 3000 MeV/c2, a mass limit which cannot be probed by
FINUDA. This is due to the low acceptance of the apparatus be-
Fig. 46. Invari nt mass distribution of Λd pairs from th
6Li(K−stop, Λd)3N reaction. From Ref. [273].84 FINUDA Collaboration / Physics Letters B 654 (2007) 80–86
Fig. 5. Invariant mass distribution of Λd pairs from the 12C(K−stop,Λd)A′ re-
action. Inset, cosΘΛd distribution when the invariant mass of the Λd pairs is
cut between 3220 and 3280 MeV/c2.
suming the absorption process to start with the α(K−stop,Λd)n
reaction, where α is a substructure of 6Li(≡ α + dH ) [8]. The
dH deuteron of 6Li is assumed to participate in the transi-
tion only by obeying the Hulthen momentum distribution [19]
which lies between 0 and 150 MeV/c being peaked at about
50 MeV/c. To account for the kinematics of the full reaction,
the simulated distributions of Λd events are haped to fit the
measured distributions in the ranges pΛ,d = 600±150 MeV/c,
3220!mΛd ! 3280 MeV/c2 and −1! cosΘΛd !−0.9. The
result of these simulations is the thick-line curve in Fig. 4,
hich is normalized to the thin-line experimental data. The
curve follows closely the behavior of the d ta, which sup-
ports the assumption that the initial stage of the r action is
the K−stopα-cluster absorption, and most of the kinetic energy
is tak n away by the und tected neutrons.
For he 6Li(K−stop,Λd)t reaction, the simulated dn/dTmis
distribution is represented by he grey-fill histogram, which
is arbitrarily normalized to the data. The co straint 3220 !
mΛd ! 3280 MeV/c2 requires tritons to peak a about 10 MeV
kinetic energy. Such a peak does not appear in the experimental
missing kinetic energy distribution, denoting that only limited
strength is available to the Λdt channel. As well, the Λdppn
channel plays little part in building the 25 MeV bump because
of its negligible strength in the mΛd = 3250±30 MeV/c2 mass
interval (i.e. dashed-line curve of Fig. 3). As a final comment,
Σ0 →Λγ decays can only feed the high-energy region of the
Tmis spectrum since the undetected γ -rays take away 74 MeV.
The method employed to analyze the K− absorption in 6Li
was also employed to analyze the 12C(K−stop,Λd)A′ data. In
general, these data are spread over a larger angular interval; for
instance, compare the distribution of Fig. 3 inset with that of
Fig. 5 inset. This behavior is probably due to Λ−A′ and d−A′
final state interactions (FSI); in fact, FSI for 6Li are smaller than
for 12C since the residual nucleus is simply a deuteron. Fig. 5
shows the distribution of the Λd invariant mass of 12C. The
high-energy part resembles a shoulder in shape, which cannot
be uniquely fit with a Gaussian distribution as was done for 6Li.
The cosΘΛd distribution for the 3220!mΛd ! 3280 MeV/c2
events is reported in the inset of Fig. 5. This distribution, as well
as the similar distribution for 6Li (inset of Fig. 3), is peaked
at around −1 although now it has a larger width. The mΛd
behavior was also examined for cosΘΛd !−0.9, the same an-
gular range as 6Li. However, the data do not display any evident
bump-like structure.
4. Discussion
The results were obtained by comparing the behavior of
three observables; i.e., mΛd , cosΘΛd and TΛd the last two be-
ing independently measured. The 6Li measurements provided
results of primary interest in the mΛd = 3250 ± 30 MeV/c2
mass range whose interpretation required extensive modeling.
The 12C data appear to be affected by FSI, which partially
screens the underlying physics.
For kaon absorption in 6Li, reaction kinematics were re-
quired to feed both the 3250 ± 30 MeV/c2 mass range and
the correlated 25 ± 25 MeV kinetic energy range. The Λdnd
reaction channel meets these requirements along with a mod-
erate Λdnnp contribution. The monotonic behavior of the
Λdnd and Λdnnp phase spaces in the mass interval 3250 ±
30 MeV/c2 cannot explain the bump structure. Both the Λdt
channel and the Σ0 → Λγ decay bring a negligible strength
in the mΛd = 3250 ± 30 MeV/c2 interval, whereas multistep
processes are disfavoured by the reaction kinematics. There-
fore, the symmetric shape of the bump was fit with a Gaussian
distribution, which yields mΛd = 3251 ± 6 MeV/c2, ΓΛd =
36.6 ± 14.1 MeV/c2 and Z3σ = 3.9. Since the bump at about
3140 MeV/c2 is probably an artifact due the poor statistics
along with the low acceptance of the apparatus, it cannot be
compared with a similar structure at mΛd = 3160 MeV/c2
obtained by the FOPI Collaboration in heavy ion measure-
ments [21].
Extensive K−stop 6Li→Λdnd modeling which relied on the
cluster structure of lithium, 6Li(≡ α + dH ) [8] was required
to describe the Tmis = 25 MeV bump (Fig. 4). In fact, a reac-
tion mechanism capable of explaining the bump requires that
negative kaons are preferentially absorbed by α-like substruc-
tures, K−stopα→ [K−ppn] + n, while the dH deuterons par-
ticipate in these processes as spectators. Final state neutrons
remove the excess energy. In these dynamics, neutrons are the
spectroscopy particles of the [K−ppn] cluster formation. The
[K−ppn] clusters finally decay via the [K−ppn]→Λd chan-
nel. Λ-hyperons and deuterons are observed to have a strong
angular correlation at around 180◦. In this measurement, other
decay channels were not examined.
[K−3N ] clusters were discussed earlier in the framework of
K¯ nuclear bound states. The nuclear ground state of [K− ⊗
3He + K¯0 ⊗ 3H] was predicted to be 108 MeV deep and
20 MeV wide [3]. Similar quantities can be determined by
assuming [K¯ppn] ≡ [K− ⊗ 3He + K¯0 ⊗ 3H], such as the
[K−ppn] binding energy BK−ppn = (mK− + 2mp + mn) −
mΛd = 58± 6 MeV and ΓΛd = 36.6± 14.1 MeV/c2, where m
is the generic particle rest mass. Although the theoretical pre-
Fig. 47. Invariant mass distribution of Λd pairs from the
12C(K−stop, Λd)A’ reaction. From Ref. [273].
ones as sp ctators. The back–to–back correlation reported
in the experiment of Ref. [273] is reproduced too, not so
well other observables. Such an explanation looks realis-
tic, supporting also analogous measurements performed in
Ref. [276]. The yield for the production of the above peak
was reported as (4.4±1.4)·10−3/ stopped K−, quite sim-
ilar to that for the production of the K−pp system from
light nuclei.
A further effort was then done by the FINUDA Col-
laboration for the search of correlated Λ-triton pairs emit-
ted following the absorption of stopped K− in 6Li, 7Li
and 9Be. The identification of tritons was very hard, since
tracks due to these particles were completely blurred in
the huge amount of other charged particles (pions, pro-
tons, deuterons). However a very satisfactory separation
was achieved, thanks to a clever use of the dE/dx and
time f flight informa ion from the different layers of de-
tecto s [277]. Th triton mass id ntification by conditioned
dE/dx is shown in fig. 48a. It was measured that it con-
tains only 3% of other particles. As for the previous in-
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p and t , impinge on TOFONE. It can be noted that the residual
nucleus A′ is not reconstructed by FINUDA.
Λ-hyperons are detected in the momentum range from
140 MeV/c (threshold) up to 800 MeV/c, whereas tritons in the
Fig. 1. (a) Triton mass identification. (b) Invariant mass distribution of pi−p pairs in
coincidence with tritons. Details are given in the text.
Λt channel are analyzed starting from a momentum threshold of
about 430 MeV/c. Λ’s and t ’s are measured with an average res-
olution #p/p < 2% and < 3%, respectively. The given resolution
for p’s (from Λ decays) and t ’s is the result of simulations, which
are tuned to reproduce the momentum resolution #p/p < 0.7%
of 236 MeV/c muons from K+→ µ+ν . The Λ angles were lim-
ited only by the geometric solid angle of FINUDA. For tritons, the
forward requirement implies an azimuthal angle 0◦ ! Φ ! 180◦ ,
whereas the polar angle Θ depends only on the FINUDA angular
acceptance, 45◦ !Θ ! 135◦ .
In this analysis, the reaction phase-space simulations are fil-
tered through FINUDA. The experimental data are not corrected for
the FINUDA acceptance; therefore, the results of simulations can
be compared to the experimental points. The available data points
(40) sum the contributions of six targets: 2 × 6,7Li and 2 × 9Be.
Extensive simulations were performed. The simulated distributions
were obtained by summing the outputs of each target and taking
as weighting factors the number of K−stop’s in each target. There-
fore, the notation A in K−stopA represents a generic nucleus.
3. The results
To understand the degree of correlation between Λ’s and t ’s,
the opening angle distribution cosΘΛt is studied, which is shown
in Fig. 3 (filled histogram). The experimental data are sharply
peaked at −1 thus indicating that correlated Λt pairs are mostly
emitted in opposite directions. Since the data sum the contribu-
tions of all the targets, the cosΘΛt narrowness indicates that the
emission of such pairs is almost independent of the nuclear tar-
get, and Λ’s and t ’s are negligibly affected by Final State Interac-
tions (FSI) in the different targets. In the following, when modeling
the K−stopA absorption, the phase space simulated distributions are
shaped to fit the narrow distribution of the cosΘΛt measured
spectrum.
The aim of our analysis is to examine to what extent the Λt
experimental data overlap with the phase space of specific reac-
tion channels. Fig. 4(a) shows the pΛ vs pt diffusion plot for the
K−stopA→Λ(γ )t A′ reactions, where the residual nucleus A′ is con-
strained to be bound. The experimental data are represented by
stars. In this case, the data-points populate only part of the phase
space region, which indicates that the reaction favors final states
formed by four or more bodies. With respect to this outcome, the
phase space for the K−stopA → ΛtN A′ four-body reaction is simu-
lated and the result is shown in Fig. 4(b). Note that the data-points
Fig. 2. A 6Li(K−stop,Λt)A′ reconstructed event. Particles are indicated in the figure, which also sketches the sensitive layers of FINUDA. The right-hand side represents the
central region of the spectrometer, which closely surrounds the DA(NE beam-pipe (the inner layer). The left-hand side depicts the outer tracker of FINUDA and TOFONE.
Fig. 48. (a) Triton mass identific tion. (b) Invariant mass
distribution of pi−p pairs in coincid nce with tritons. From
Ref. [277].
vestigations the Λ hyperons were finally identified by the
value of the pi-p invariant mass. Fig. 48b shows the in-
variant mass of pi-p pairs detected in coincidence with
tritons. The distribution of background events is flat out-
side the peak thus allowing for estimation of the number
of events inside the peak itself. Such background events
constitute 0.63±0.67 out of 40 Λ events. The Λ-triton
correlated events show a very nice back–to–back corre-
lation, given in Fig. 49. This distribution is inconsistent
with that predicted by a four–body phase space simula-
tion of the reaction K−stopA → ΛtNA′, the simplest that
could mimic the observed events. Detailed simulations of
other possible reaction chains that could mask the events
attributed to me onless Λt emission showed that their
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importance was negligible. Due to the scarce number of
232 FINUDA Collaboration / Physics Letters B 669 (2008) 229–234
are spread over the high-intensity region of the reaction phase
space. Such a strong correlation suggests that the data-points are
consistent with a direct reaction mechanism with (at least) four
bodies in the final state, K−stopA→ ΛtN A′ . Another process capa-
ble of yielding final Λ hyperons is the K−stopA → Σ0t A′ reaction
followed by the Σ0 decay, Σ0→Λγ . The phase space of this pro-
cess is represented by the colored contour lines in Fig. 4(a), which
show a moderate overlap with the data-points. For this process, an
additional N in the final state lowers the contour lines since N re-
moves energy from the initial reaction, thus the overlap between
the data-points and the phase-space is not augmented. For clar-
ity of representation, the contour plot is not shown in Fig. 4(b).
The K−stopA → Σ0tN A′; Σ0 → Λγ process is therefore neglected
in thes analyzes.
Fig. 3 also shows the phase-space simulation of the Λt open-
ing angle for the K−stopA→ΛtN A′ reaction (open histogram). The
histogram is rbitrarily scal d to the experimental data (filled
histogram). The difference is remarkable: the phase-space events
Fig. 3. Opening angle distribution between Λ and t pairs (cosΘΛt ). Filled histogram,
experimental data; open histogram, phase space simulation for the K−stop A→ΛtN A′
reaction.
nearly span the full angular range with a monotonically decreasing
trend, which is not capable of explaining the sharp back-to-back
correlated behavior of the experimental data.
Two-step processes may also provide strength to Λt final states,
although in general these processes are less probable than direct
reactions since they require a further reaction to take place. Even
so, such processes are modeled to test their degree of consistency
with the measured data-points. At first, the elementary reaction
K−stopN→ piΛ is assumed to mediate the Λ production in the reac-
tion K−stopA→Λtpi A′ . The resulting reaction phase space is shown
in Fig. 5(a) and it is compared to the data-points. There is almost
no overlap, thus disfavoring intermediate Λ’s being mediated by
on-shell pi ’s. If these pions are absorbed while leaving the nucleus
then they return their total energy to the reaction and the reaction
phase space changes. In this case, if the absorbing cluster is an
α-substructure pi−α→ nt the momenta of the emerging tritons
matches well the measured momenta. However, the Λ hyperons
coming from the K−stopN → piΛ reaction have pΛ < 300 MeV/c,
which is clearly lower than the measured Λ momenta. Λ hyper-
ons can also be produced by the two-body absorption reaction
K−stopnp→ nΛ. If the neutron picks up a deuteron nA′ → t[A′ − 2],
or knocks out a triton nA′ → nt[A′ − 3] then a final triton is
available. This two-step process was modeled by requiring an in-
termediate pick-up (knock-out) reaction. Fig. 5(b) shows the results
of the modeling when the nA′ → t[A′ − 2] pick-up reaction takes
place. The phase-space and data-points partially overlap. The over-
lap is less evident when modeling the knock-out reaction since a
valuable amount of kinetic energy is taken away by the knocking-
out neutron (figure not shown). The modeling of multistep reac-
tions accounts for the Fermi motion of the initial K−stop-absorbing
nucleon(s) and intermediate interacting clusters. For the n+ d→ t
pick-up reaction, the approach of Ref. [14] was followed, which re-
quires the relative momentum of nd pairs to not exceed the triton
Fermi momentum.
The K−stopA absorption rates leading to final Λt pairs are de-
termined by accounting for the global acceptance of FINUDA. The
values are listed in Table 1. These values can be compared with the
branching ratio reported in Ref. [2] for K−stop4He→Λt/K−stop4He→
all = 0.0003 ± 0.0002, in which three events out of 3258 were
found to be compatible with the K−stop4He→Λt reaction. However,
the same three events could fit equally well the Λdn kinematics.
Fig. 4. pΛ vs pt plots for the direct reactions (a) K−stop A→Λ(γ )t A′ and (b) K−stop A→ΛtN A′ , where the notation A′ represents a bound system of nucleons and N a single
nucleon. The experimental data are represented by stars. In (a), the phase space distribution for the K−stop A→Λt A′ reaction is represented by a diffusion plot; instead, the
contour plot shows the K−stop A→Λγ t A′ phase space where the Λγ pairs are the product of Σ0 decays.
Fig. 49. Ope ing angle distribution between Λ and t pairs
(cos ΘΛt). Filled histogram: experimental data; open his-
togram: phase space distribution for the 6Li (K−stop, Λt)A re-
action. From Ref. [277].
events, it was not possible to obtain statistically reason-
able distributions for the invariant mass of the Λ-t cor-
related events. The yield for the production of the Λ-t
correlated events averaged over the 3 stopping targets is
(1.01±0.18stat +0.17−0.10 syst)·10−3/K−stop. We note that it is the
same, within the errors, of that measured for the produc-
tion of Λ-p correlated events, and somehow lower than
that for the production of Λ-d correlated events from 6Li.
The similarity of the production rates for mesonless Λ–
few (1,2,3) nucleons pairs induced by stopped K− raises
doubts on the interpretation, put forward in Ref. [270] for
Λ-p, that they are due to the decay, at rest, of a K−–(1,2,3)
nucleon(s) bound state. One should admit that these hy-
pothetical states are produced with similar strengths, and
this circumstance seems difficult t explain with imple
models, given the inherent dynamical differences in the
possible structure of these objects. To our knowledge there
are no models, at present, developed in order to explain
the above production rates of mesonless absorption of
stopped K− by nuclear clusters in light nuclei.
5.2 The saga of the AntiKaonic Nuclear Clusters
The above mentioned possible K−–(few nucleons) bound
systems were named Anti Kaonic Nuclear Clusters (AKNC)
or Deeply Bound anti(Kaon) States (DBKS). The first
speculation about the possible existence of AKNC was
put forward in Ref. [278], based on the observation that
the driving K¯N interaction in the isospin I=0 channel is
strongly attractive near threshold. A large binding energy
B of about 100 MeV was found, but with a similarly large
value of the width Γ . The theme received a strong boost by
the prediction from Ref. [279] of the possible existence of
narrow discrete AKNC in few–body nuclear systems. The
K¯–nucleus potential was derived f om a phen menologi-
cal K¯N poten ial accounting for several observables, with
particular emphasis to the roˆle of the Λ(1405), assumed
to be a bound (K−p) system. The predicted binding ener-
gies B for K¯–few nucleon systems were quite large (from
50 to more than 100 MeV), but the d stinctive feature
was the narrowness (Γ of 20-30 MeV). It was due to the
circumstance that, due to the high value of B, the main
decay channel K−p (I=0)→ Σpi is energetically forbidden,
and the decay to Λpi is suppressed by the isospi selection
rules. Fig. 50 shows the predicted binding energies and
widths for the K−p (Λ(1405)), K−pp and K−ppn AKNC.
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Fig. 1. Calculated !KN and !K-nucleus potentials and bound levels: !(1405), 2!KH and 3!KH for K−p, K−pp and K−ppn systems, respectively. Thenuclear contraction effect is taken into account. The shaded zones indicate the widths. The "pi and !pi emission thresholds are also shown.
problem is how to produce !∗ in a nucleus and
how to identify produced !K bound states. Here, we
point out that the “strangeness exchange reactions”
(K−,pi−) (or similarly, (pi+,K+)) would lead to
the production and detection of !K bound states [6].
Although it resembles the ordinary method for !
and " y ernuclear spectroscopy, no attention has
ever been paid to the excitation region, which is
much higher than M"c2 = 1190 MeV. One of the
advan ages of this reaction is to produce very exotic!K
bound systems on proton-rich “nuclei”, such as p–p,
that are unbound without the presence of K−. We first
discuss the structure of such exotic systems that can
be formed only by the (K−,pi−) reaction and then
consider their production processes.
2. Structure of proton-rich !K bound states
Table 1 shows what kinds of exotic species of !K
bound sta es are formed following (K−,pi−) reactions.
The I = 0 !KN pair, which possesses a strong attrac-
tion, gives an essential clue to lower the energy of a
bound system. Thus, K−pp, K−ppp and K−pppn sys-
tems on non-existing nuclei, which can be produced
from d(K−,pi−), 3He(K−,pi−) and 4He(K−,pi−) re-
actions, respectively, are of particular interest. The
doorway states are expressed as 2!∗H, 3!∗He and 4!∗He
in the hypernuclear nomenclature, which are con-
verted to !K bound states, namely, 2!KH, 3!KHe and 4!KHe,
respectively. The two less-exotic !K bound nuclei, 3!KH
and 4!KH, can be produced by the (e, e′K+) and (K−,n)reactions, as shown in Table 1.
We have calculated the binding energies (B) and
widths (Γ ) of such proton-rich !K bound states by
the G-matrix method, starting from the following
elementary !KN interactions, as derived in Refs. [1–3]:
(1)vI!KN(r)= vID exp
[−(r/0.66 fm)2],
(2)vI!KN,pi"(r)= vIC1 exp
[−(r/0.66 fm)2],
(3)vI!KN,pi!(r)= vIC2 exp
[−(r/0.66 fm)2],
with vI=0D = −436 MeV, vI=0C1 = −412 MeV,
vI=0C2 = 0, vI=1D =−62 MeV, vI=1C1 =−285 MeV and
vI=1C2 = −285 MeV, where vIpi"(r) = vIpi!(r) = 0 istaken to simply reduce the number of parameters.
These interactions, characterized by the strongly at-
tractive vI=0!KN channel, were shown to lead to a stronglyattractive optical potential (see detailed discussions in
Ref. [3]), which is consistent with a substantial reduc-
tion of the K− mass in the nuclear medium, predicted
Fig. 50. Calculated K¯N and K¯–nucleus potentials and bound
levels: Λ(1405), 2K¯H and
3
K¯H for K
−p, K−pp and K−ppn sys-
tems, respectively. From Ref. [279].
A dynamical approach, allowing for the polarization of
the nucleus by the strong K¯–nucleus potential has been
proposed in Ref. [280]: according to this calculation, the
depth of the potential is density dependent and AKNC
are predic ed with B of 100-200 MeV and narrow enough
widths of 5 eV, but only for relatively heavy nuclei.
According t this approach, they could not be observed
in the case of light targets, since in this case they should
be too broad. The K−pp bound system was studied in
Ref. [281] by a coupled–channel Faddeev calculation ob-
taining a B of 55-70 MeV and a quite large width, of the
order of 95-100 MeV.
Ref. [282] examined the possible existence of AKNC by
usi g energy dependent K¯N interactions derived with the
s–wave coupled–channels amplitudes involving the Λ(1405)
and resulting from hiral SU(3) dynamics, plus p–wave
a plitudes dominated by the Σ(1385): t was concluded
that AKNC can possibly exist, with B from 60 to 100
MeV, but with decay widths of similar magnitude.
The theoretical speculation from Ref. [279] received
a strong boost from the claimed discovery of an AKNC
with narrow width by KEK–PS E471 in a missing mass
experiment on the reaction 4He (K−stop, p/n) X, afterwards
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withdrawn by the same Group (exp. KEK–PS E549) as
due to an experimental artifact [283].
The experiments on correlated Λ-p and Λ-d events de-
scribed in the previous paragraph were interpreted follow-
ing the hypothesis of the existence of the AKNCs. For the
A=2 AKNC (K−pp) the width is close to that predicted,
but B is twice. More difficult is the interpretation of the
invariant mass of Λ-d correlated events in terms of for-
mation of an A=3 AKNC (K−ppn). The width is again
compatible with that predicted, but the B is a half. The
mass of this state would then be larger than the Σ+pi
threshold, with a consequently large width.
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Table 1. Values of the peak centres and of the widths deduced in different ways.
Direct evaluation Best-fit evaluation
Peak centre ΓFW Peak centre ΓFWHM = σGaussian × 2.3 χ2r (Probability)
(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV)
Fig. 4b 2222.8± 0.4 35 2220.1± 1.2 12.3± 16.6 0.69 (0.70)
Fig. 6b 2216.1± 1.6 52.5 2220.0± 6.8 27.1± 16.9 0.49 (0.87)
Fig. 11b 2212.7± 2.5 52.5 2222.2± 5.4 36.8± 18.0 1.59 (0.057)
Fig. 11d 2212.6± 2.6 52.5 2217.5± 5.4 37.3± 11.2 1.44 (0.16)
Fig. 12b 2215.2± 3.2 52.5 2213.9± 3.7 33.9± 6.2 0.80 (0.60)
Fig. 12d 2216.6± 4.6 52.5 2212.3± 5.0 34.1± 6.8 1.42 (0.18)
From [5] 2212.1± 4.9 24.4± 8.0
Table 2. Ntot = total number of events in the peak bins,
Nb = number of background events in the same bins, Np =
number of the peak events, S = statistical significance = Np/√
Ntot +Nb.
Direct evaluation Best-fit evaluation
Ntot Nb Np S Sfit
Fig. 4b 380 305 75 2.9 2.2
Fig. 6b 236 183 52 2.58 1.77
Fig. 11b 102 64 38 2.94 2.56
Fig. 11d 95 60 35 2.82 2.77
Fig. 12b 61 19 42 4.71 3.95
Fig. 12d 54 20 34 3.95 3.18
From [5] 3.2 (3.4)
direct inspection of the histograms, then those evaluated
by best-fit procedures.
a) In the direct procedure, for the evaluation of the peak
centre (Ep) we have simply considered the mean over
the two-three bins covered by the peaks themselves
and, for the full width (ΓFW ) the number of these
bins. For the evaluation of the statistical significance
S, we have used eq. (9) where the background in the
peak bins was set equal to the average of the number of
entries in the lateral bin pairs. The results for different
situations are collected in tables 1 and 2. Ep and ΓFW
are constant; the only difference is in the width for
fig. 4b, where the peak is two bins wide instead of
three bins. The statistical significance increases as the
event selection becomes more stringent.
b) In the best-fit procedure we made different attempts,
fitting with Gaussians and polynomials the experimen-
tal 2ppi− and the 2ppi+ distributions, excluding and
including the peak region. Many attempts gave un-
satisfactory results mainly for the following reasons.
i) The peak and the following bump are hardly fit-
ted together. ii) Without restriction on the events the
peak is partly sunken in the background; increasing
the restrictions the peak emerges more and more, but
the overall statistic is reduced. iii) The experimental
phase-space–like distribution is statistically poor.
To overcome the difficulties in the fitting procedure we
have restricted the fit to the Λp interval 2.1–2.5MeV and
Fig. 13. (a) Best fit on the IM distribution of fig. 4f; (b) best
fit on the IM distribution of fig. 4d; (c) best fit on the IM
distribution of fig. 12b and (d) of fig. 12d.
we used Monte Carlo calculations too, as put in evidence
in figs. 13a,b. Figure 13a shows the best fit with a Gaussian
on the Monte Carlo phase-space Λp distribution already
presented in fig. 4f (χ2r = 0.94, P (χ
2
r) = 0.54). The fit
on the distribution of fig. 4d with a Gaussian with mean
and σ fixed from the fit in fig. 13a gives a worse result,
χ2r = 1.42, P (χ
2
r) = 0.09. The quality of the fit is improved
fitting together the previous Gussian, with fixed mean and
σ and a Gaussian describing the peak (χ2r = 0.81, P (χ
2
r) =
0.70). Figure 13b shows also a comparison between the
Monte Carlo Gaussian and the experimental phase-space–
like distribution (χ2r = 2.48, P (χ
2
r) = 1.4 10
−4).
Finally, we obtained acceptable results using two
Gaussians, fitting, at first, the peak region and the re-
gion outside the peak separately, then combining the two
fits. Some significant results are given in tables 1 and 2
and the best fits with the higher statistical significance
are shown in figs. 13c,d.
Fig. 51. Best fit to the Λp invariant mass distribution for
events observed following the annihilation of p¯’s at rest on 4He
after suitable kinematical cuts. From Ref. [285].
Due to the large interest and theoretical effort, several
experiments that took data with a Λ and a proton in the
final states re–analysed their data looking for a confirma-
tion of K−pp bound state. Events containing a Λ and a p
following the annihilation of p¯’s on 4He nuclei measured
by the OBELIX spectrometer at LEAR–CERN were ana-
lyzed selecting annihilations of p¯’s on 3 or 4 nucleons, and
using some ad–hoc kinematics cuts [284, 285]; the result is
shown in Fig. 51. A quite nice peak appears at a mass of
2223.2±3.2stat±1.2syst MeV/c2, and a width of less than
33.9±6.2 MeV/c2. The binding energy should then be of
151.0±3.2stat±1.2syst MeV. The statistical significance of
the peak over the experimental background is 4.71 σ.
More recently, the data collected by the DISTO exper-
iment on the exclusive pp→pΛK+ reaction at 2.85 GeV
were also analyzed to search for a K−pp bound system
[286]. The observed spectra of the K+ missing mass (pΛ in-
variant mass) with high transverse momenta of p and K+
revealed a broad distinct peak with a mass of 2265±2stat
±5syst M V/c2 and a wid h of 118±8stat±10syst MeV. Fol-
lowing this experiment, the binding energy of the K+p
system should be 105 MeV. Table 15 reports the binding
energies and widths reported, as well as the theoretical
prediction, showing in a compact way the present con-
Table 15. Comparison between theory and experiment for the
binding energies, B, and widths, Γ , of the K−pp system or 2K¯H.
B (MeV) Γ (MeV) Ref.
2
K¯H K
− at rest -115±9 67±15 [270]
2
K¯H p¯ at rest -151.0±4.4 ≤33.9 [284]
2
K¯H pp → pK+Λ -105±2 ≤118 [286]
2
K¯H theory -48 61 [287]
tradictions. We hope that new data from the dedicated
experiments E15 and E27 at J–PARC and FOPI at GSI
could soon clarify the situation.
6 Conclusions and Perspectives
Strangeness Nuclear Physics has demonstrated to be able
to provide a definite and precise answer to at least two
problems for strangeness −1 systems; they are related to
the fundamental issues of the ΛN strong interaction and
the four–baryon, strangeness changing, weak interaction.
Various experiments have shown that the above tasks are
fully achievable.
Regarding the structure of Λ–Hypernuclei, in addition
to the determination of the hyperon single–particle en-
ergy level schemes for heavy systems, quite limited up to
recent times, by missing mass (magnetic spectrometers)
measurements, and the study of the small spin–doublet
and Λ spin–orbit energy splittings performed by γ–ray
measurements in coincidence, a program for the deter-
mination of other relevant observables (spin, parity and
lifetime of hypernuclear levels, hypernuclear deformation
and electric and magnetic moments of hyperons in hyper-
nuclei) should be started. To achieve this purpose, coinci-
dence γ–rays spectroscopy or the recently assessed spec-
troscopy of charged pions from mesonic weak decay were
shown to be suitable tools. A relevant improvement should
come from the fine spectroscopy of pi0 from mesonic decay
with a resolution of the order of the MeV. The experiment
is hard, but in the capabilities of the present state–of–art
technology. γ–ray spectroscopy experiments, interpreted
within a shell model, has already allowed to extract im-
portant information on the spin–dependence of the ΛN
effective interaction.
Improved approaches to the structure of single and
double strangeness Hypernuclei, possibly establishing solid
links with analogous calculations in dense stars, will be im-
portant. They should incorporate important effects such
as the ΛN–ΣN strong coupling and, for S = −2 Hyper-
nuclei, the coupling among the ΞN, ΛΛ and ΣΣ states.
Of paramount importance will be the experimental veri-
fication of the possible existence of Ξ–Hypernuclei, with
the related possibility of extracting information on the Ξ–
nucleus potential and then on the ΞN interaction. Studies
on ΛΛ–Hypernuclei will allow to determine the ΛΛ inter-
action, which is poorly known at present.
Particular attention should be devoted to the search
for neutron–rich Λ–Hypernuclei, which are especially im-
portant in nuclear astrophysics. They provide information
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on the glue–like roˆle of the Hyperon, on the Σ hyperon ad-
mixture in Λ–Hypernuclei and on the neutron drip prop-
erties, thus they may play a roˆle (like normal nuclei) in
neutron capture nucleosynthesis. Other impurity nuclear
physics issues such as the deformation properties and the
collective motion in Hypernuclei should be clarified by ex-
periments and new calculations.
Concerning the in–medium properties of the hyperon,
the Λ magnetic moment is an important observable which
is sensitive to the spin and angular momentum structure
of the many–body system, to the spin–dependent part of
the ΛN effective interaction and to the ΛN–ΣN coupling.
This magnetic moment can be indirectly measured from
the transition probability for Λ spin–flip transitions. In
heavy–ion Hypernuclear production experiments such as
HypHI, direct measurements of the Λ magnetic moment
should be possible by observing the spin precession in a
strong magnetic field.
Concerning the weak decay of hypernuclei, convinc-
ing evidences have been achieved for a solution of the
long–standing puzzles on the Γn/Γp ratio between the
Λn → nn and Λp → np decay rates and on the asym-
metry parameter in the non–mesonic weak decay of po-
larized hypernuclei. On the one hand, this has been pos-
sible thanks to experimental and theoretical analyses of
nucleon–coincidence emission spectra. On the other hand,
theoretical approaches considering a one–meson–exchange
weak potential supplemented by a two–pion–exchange mech-
anism could reproduce all the decay data for 5ΛHe and
12
Λ C.
The questions which will be relevant for future develop-
ments concern the ∆I = 1/2 isospin rule and the possible
importance of mechanisms introduced by the ∆(1232) res-
onance in the non–mesonic weak decay of Λ–Hypernuclei.
Possible violations of the ∆I = 1/2 rule should be
studied for the non–mesonic weak decay of s–shell Λ–
Hypernuclei. A theoretical approach could establish the
link with the elementary ΛN → nN decay amplitudes
and rates of the approach by Bloch and Dalitz, at the
same time demonstrating the degree of reliability of this
phenomenological model which is normally adopted to in-
terpret the experimental data. A study on four–and five–
body Hypernuclei will play an important roˆle for establish-
ing the detailed spin–isospin dependence of the ΛN → nN
process.
A microscopic calculation of the non–mesonic weak de-
cay emission spectra for Λ–Hypernuclei is very important,
since it provides a fully quantum–mechanical approach in
which a unified treatment of complex many–body effects
such as final state interactions, ground state correlations
and ground state normalization is considered. The nucleon
spectra from the non–mesonic Hypernuclear decay are the
real observables from which one extracts, via some theo-
retical scheme, the experimental values of the partial de-
cay rates. In particular, the contributions of many–body
terms introduced by the ∆(1232) resonance are expected
to play a roˆle in a detailed calculation of the non–mesonic
decay rates and (especially) the nucleon emission spec-
tra, thus possibly explaining the present incompatibilities
between experiment and theory on the nucleon emission
spectra. These contributions should be included in new
calculations.
It will be also important to start a systematic inves-
tigation of rare weak decays of ΛΛ–Hypernuclei such as
ΛΛ → Λn, ΛΛ → Σ−p, ΛΛ → Σ0n (∆S = 1) and
ΛΛ → nn (∆S = 2). A reliable calculation of the rates
for these Λ–induced Λ decay reactions is missing and no
experimental evidence of such processes is available at
present.
Like the majority of items related to experiments with
nuclei, the firm and reliable determination of the physical
quantities describing the ΛN interaction in the strong and
weak sectors requires a systematic series of measurements
that may be performed at dedicated laboratories, with
a dedicated program and a strict collaboration with the
theoreticians active in the field.
The situation is rather good worldwide in order to
achieve this goal. The J–PARC complex of accelerators
at Tokai (Japan) will be the main pillar for Strangeness
Nuclear Physics in the next decade. More than ten experi-
ments on Strangeness Nuclear Physics were approved with
high priority but the unfortunate event of the terrifying
earthquake in the area delayed the activity by at least one
year. Experiments will be performed on the γ–ray spec-
troscopy of light to heavy Λ–Hypernuclei, the production
of neutron–rich Λ–Hypernuclei, the Λ magnetic moment
in nuclei and, concerning strangeness −2 systems, on the
γ–ray spectroscopy of ΛΛ–Hypernuclei and the reaction
spectroscopy of Ξ–Hypernuclei. In addition, new coinci-
dence measurements of the non–mesonic weak decay of
A = 4 and 12Λ C Hypernuclei are planned. The first J–
PARC results are hopefully expected for the forthcoming
year.
Another laboratory which is expected to provide a
good wealth of experimental information on high–resolution
spectroscopy of Λ–Hypernuclei is TJNAF, after the on–
going program of upgrade in energy of the electron accel-
erator complex.
New laboratories that will soon enter into the game of
Strangeness Nuclear Physics are MAMI–C in Mainz and
GSI in Darmstadt. At MAMI–C, the complex of high–
resolution spectrometers needed to perform Hypernuclear
spectroscopy with the (e, e′K+) reaction was recently com-
missioned. The results will complement those from TJ-
NAF. At GSI, a pilot experiment on the production of
Hypernuclei by heavy–ions (HyPHI), with special empha-
sis on the identification of neutron–rich Hypernuclei and
their mesonic decay, has very recently completed the first
data taking run.
The experimental teams engaged at the different lab-
oratories are in very close contact and it is natural to
expect that the above mentioned program of coordinated
measurements will be agreed among them. The degree of
integration of the experimental teams with the theoreti-
cians has a long tradition, initiated by R.H. Dalitz, and is
very good.
In the long term perspective, the FAIR–GSI complex
and the powerful PANDA detector will play a major roˆle in
Strangeness Nuclear Physics. The p¯ source, unique in the
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world, will allow to produce abundantly ΛΛ–Hypernuclei
by p¯ annihilation into ΞΞ¯ on nuclei, with subsequent in-
teraction of the Ξ¯ with a proton in the same nucleus,
providing two low–momentum Λ’s that may stick to other
nucleons. These ΛΛ–Hypernuclei should be produced in
excited states and the measurement of their energies by
γ–ray coincidence would allow the determination of the
ΛΛ strong interaction parameters, an important result in
Hadronic Physics. If successful, this method should be ex-
tended to the production of ΛΛΛ–Hypernuclei, by using
the Ω−Ω+ production from p¯ annihilation in nuclei.
Finally, the middle–term strategy for the Anti Kaonic
Nuclear Clusters is the unambiguous assessment of their
existence and of their main features by some dedicated ex-
periments already approved and ready to run. In positive
case, the long–term strategies are far reaching and could
involve several laboratories worldwide and the construc-
tion of new dedicated detectors.
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